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Abstract

A number of recent dudieJ :.l1ve taken a comprehenJive view of Oanadian-American

macroeconomic interactionJ and have employed vector autoregreuive (VAR) model-

ing techniqut!J to ezplore the impacu of American event" on the Canadian economy.

The main reaJon be.\ind the we of the VAR framework iJ that it require.. a minimal

.set of re.strictioJU, a.s oppo.sed to traditional econometric practice in which mode'"

are generally overidentified. The VAR modeling i.s highly helpful in ezpo.sing more

fully the dynamic reltdion,hip, among model variable,.

Although the we 0/ l'AR modeling may be considered preferable from ,orne point.

0/ view, it ha, been criticized /01' iu atheoretical nature. The critic, have argued

that any multi.equation model mu,t be provided with a ,et oJ economically meaning.

lui identihing re,triction, iJ purpo.eful interpretation i, required. In the "andard

l~·lR framework, identificBtion i, achieved .impl, b, impo,ing the Chole,1:i decom

po.siticm on the error covariance matriz. Thi, implie. tAat the underlying economic

.dructure i, ,trietly recur,ive. Such an allumption may be comidered inappropriate

"ince there i, no realon that Itructural recur,ivity Ihould be a prerequilite Jor the

identification 0/ all VA R mode". Aluch oJ the evidence from Canadian VAR ,'udie,

i.s .ubject to that limitation.

...
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Concern about the po.uible inapproprilltene.", of the recul·~i(.ity Il.uumptiou hll.1

led recently to a number of ~truclural 1-:4 R .studie.s. Tke.se JtudieJ remove the Ut:ct:~

Jity of recurJivity and permit the (ezact) identification and e.stimatioll of COlltcm·

poraneou.s "tructural relation.shipJ ba.sed on eco'llOmic theory.

The pre.sent .study relieJ on .structural ~:4R modeling and re-ezamineJ primar<

ily the contribution of American economir. fluctuation.s to t1~e variability of Cana

dian economic variable.s. A variety of repre.sentatit:e .structureJ (including neoda~

Jtcal and Keyne.sian-type "tructure.s) are imp.>.sed alternatively on a .seven-equatiun

Canadian-American l'AR .sy.stem and thei,' implicationJ jor model interpretatiun are

conJidered. The V.4R .sy.stem include.s Canadian and American output, price leveLs,

and money dock.s, u.J well a" the ez-change rate. In o,oJer to capture the effectl of

the energy "hod:.s of the 1970J the world oil price i.s alJo included, aJ an ez-ogenOUJ

variable. The data <Jet i.s quarterly and Jea.sonally unadju.sted. 1t cover.s the periud

1970:! to 1987:~. (1970 wa" the fir"t year in recent time.s in which the Canadian

ezchange rate wa.s allowed to /foat againt other currencie.s.)

It turn.s out that the .size and .significance 01 .structural e.stimate.s are highly .sen

.sitive to the way" in which one identifieJ a model. The Jen.sitivitJl of the edimate.s

i.s more prominent in non-recur.sive, contemporaneou, .structure.s.

Impul.se re'pon.se function.s and variance decompo,ition.s are aLso affected bJl the

choice of identihing prior,. Again, the .sen.sitivitJl of impul.se re.tpo,"e lunelio,..,

and variance decompo.sition, i.s more obviou.s when their calculation i.s ba.s~d un

alternative non-~cur.sil1e, contemporaneou, ,tructure,.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background And Motivation

One of the major developments in the world economy in the last few decades has

been the emergence of increased macroeconomic interaction and interdependence

especially among the industrialized nations. The national economies have become

60 interdependent that it is now much more difficult to employ domestic economic

policies effectively. The national independence that in earlier times could have

been enjoyed by a country in applying its own economic policies has been reduced

in the presence of greater macroeconomic interaction and interdependence. In view

of increased economic interdependence what is required of researchers is to identify

economic structures properly 80 that pressures from within and outside the economy

can be better understood and taken into account in policy {ormation. Ifan economic

structure is better identified, that may allow policy makers to minimize the influence

of domestic and foreign uncertainties.

1
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The Canadian economy is subject to shocks of various kinds. Man)' of tlWSt~

originate in, or are transmitted through the United States economy. Canada anti

the U.S. have the largest volume of trade of any two countries in the world anclllwir

economies are so closely connected that major policy or non-policy innovatiuns in

the U.S. are likely to have substantial influences on Canadian macro-variables. In

a situation like this, developing a model that is meant to give a true picture of

macroeconomic interplay and fit the data well is not an easy task. However, a num-

ber of studies of Canadian-American macroeconomic interactions have attempted

to explore the influences of shocks on Canadian variables. (See, {or example, Bordo

and Choudhri (1982), Choudhl'i (1983), Winer (1983), BaUen and Ott (1985), Gre

gory and Raynauld (1985), Backus (1986), Bordo, Choudhri and Schwart~ (1987),

and Baily (1989).)1 Some of these studies have relied on the use of conventionn.l

econometric modeling in which models are generally overidentified' However, others

have employed the Vector Autoregressive (VAR) methodology pioneered by Sims

(1980). The latter set includes Burbidge and Harrison (198b), Kuszczak and Mur

ray (1986), and more recently Ambler (1989), Johnson and Schembri (1990), and

Racette and Raynauld (1990).

Sims' VAR framework has some important advantages. It allows one to generate

a system of equations under less restrictive assumptions than the traditional Crame-

work. An important feature of the VAR methodology is the use of the estimated

residuals (forecast errors or VAR innovations) in dynamic analysis. Unlike the tra

ditional econometric approach, these VAR innovations are treated as an inh'insic

part of the system under consideration.

lThere is also an older body of literature going back to the 19508 or perhaps even earlier that
explores the significance of American events rUf Canadian variables.
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VA Rs are viewed as a system of reduced-form eqnations in which each of the en

dogenous macro-variable is regressed on its own lagged realizations and the lagged

realizations of other variables in the system. The distributed lag structure is un

restricted except that the lag length for all macro-variahles is constrained to some

common plausible number. This number is selected so as to avoid autocorrelation in

the errors and to reflect adequately the dynamics of the system being modeled. Once

a VAR has been specified and estimated, it can be converted to a corresponding

moving-average representation in which each macro-variable becomes a function

of the VAR innovations. This moving average representation is later utilized to

generate impulse response functions (IRFs) and forecast error variance decomposi

tions (FEVDs), two principal instruments which provide a useful basis for analyzing

model dynamics. IRFs indicate the direction and magnitude of the dynamic effects

of various disturbances and FEVDs quantify the relative contribuHon of the distur

bances to variations in the macro-variables of the model.

In the standard VAR methodology, the computation of IRFs and FEVDs is

preceded by the orthogonalization of the VAR innovations. This ortllogonalization

is performed in order to isolate the responses of individual variables. At the stage

of orthogonalization, Sims' methodology seems empirically flawed since it utilizes

a strong and perhaps difficult to justify set of identifying restrictions required to

trace out the "uncontaminated" behaviour of macroeconomic variables.(Sec Cooley

and Leroy (1985), and Leamer (1985).) Traditionally, the set of restrictions is

placed on the contemporaneous correlations between endogenous variables. The

underlying structure implied by this set of restrictions is recursive. Such an ad hoc

assumption of structural recursivity is employed in most of the VAR studies and
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that in general is not well justified.2 The above-cited stuJies of Canadian-Amcrkan

macroeconomic interactions by Burbidge and Harrison and Kus2czak and ~Iurmy

employ the assumption of structural reclirsivity. Johnson and Schembri (1990)

make use of a small VAR system that is not subject to this limitation. However,

they disregard the inclusion of important monetary variables (interest ratc, mOllcy

supply, etc.) which have a lot to do with U.S.-Canadian interactions.

In view of the above-mentioned limitations in previous studies of Canadian-

American macroeconomic interactions, it seems worthwhile to readdress the i6tllle of

the dynamic effects of disturbances on Canadian variables, but within a framework

that generalizes the use of contemporaneous restrictions. Such a framework, which

may be termed "structural VA R", is provided hy Blandtard and Watson (1986) ami

Bernanke (1986).3

The structural VAR framework allows researchers to perform consistent dynamic

analysis, examine the effects of structural shocks, and quantify their contribution

to economic fluctuations. But it requires researchers to define explicitly a strue-

tural model which must be recovered from the associated reduced-form VAlls and

used in the calculation of IRFs and FEVDs. The basic advantage of the struc

tural VAR methodology is that it permits one to dispense with standard strnctural

modeling procedures in which models are generally over-identified, requiring a large

number of exclusion restrictions. Also, unlike Silll8' VAR techlli(IUes the structural

VAR methodology is not restricted to tlte use ofhard-to-justi£y recursive structures.

Hence the structural VAR framework is a useful intermediate position between the

2There is, ofcourae, nothing wrong in aslluming structural recllnivity if one haa .trong theoretical
prion in that direction. However, if the WIIIUl1Iplioll i. incorred, the vali"'ity of 8ublequeflt rCKultll
i. open to queation.

3Facltler (1988) givCl a good description of the structural VAR framework.
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traditional structural framework and recursive VARs. The position of structural

VAR is intermediate in the sense tha.t unlike traditional econometric modeling it

does not make use of too many exclusion restrictions, and is like a standard VAR

framework in that it does not use any more structural information than is absolutely

required for just-identification. It is for this reason that we employ it here for ana

lyzing the interactions between Canadian and American macroeconomic variables.

Aside from other considerations, conclusions drawn from the use of the structural

VAR framework provide a hasis for checking on the appropriateness of Sims' VAR

methodology.

The structural VAR framework is closely related to standard VAR methodol-

ogy in that it also estimates the unconstrained reduced form. It then utilizes a

set of just-identifying restrictions to go from reduced-form innovations to structural

innovations. But the set of restrictions used for identification need not imply a

recursive structure, as is the case with standard VAR methodology. Apart from dif-

ferent treatments of contemporaneous relationships, there are two more differences

between the two VAR approaches. First, in the structural VAR approach, iden

tifying restrictions can be placed on the distributed lag structure if that is called

for. Second, the structural approach allows one to explore the direct simultaneous

effects of a structural innovation on different macro-variables.

In order to demonstrate how identifying restrictions work in conjunction with

the above-mentioned estimation procedures, and why the structural VAR Cramework

seems preferable, we consider a dynamic structural model defined as follows:

p

AX, = E BiXC-i +Cyt + Dl1c
i=l

(1.1)
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XL is a vector of macro-variables. l~ is a vector of variables exogenous to the system.

Vt is a vector of uncorrelated structural disturhances. It has a multivariatl~ normal

distribution with mean zero and diagonal covariance matrix~. .4 is an 11 X 11 matrix

of coefficients of the current endogenous variables. It defines the contemporaneuus

interactions among the endoge:'10us variables. B i is an n x n matrix or tllt~ same

endogenous variahles lagged i periods. It indicates dynamic interactiul1s among

lagged X s. G is an n x k matrix of coefficients of exogenous variaMes, including

lagged ones, if any, in the system. D is an n x n matrix in whieh lhe off-diagonal, 110n

zero elements permit simultaneous effects of structural innovations in the various

equations.

In the traditional econometric framework, models are over-itl "ntified; identify

ing restrictions are imposed on all but the D matrix, since D iii lUl6umcd Lo he

an identity matrix. In the VAR approach introduced by Sims, models are exactly

identifiedj exact identification follows from assuming that A is triangular, G is zero

and D is an identity matrix. In the structural VAR approach, models are generally

exactly identified; exact identification is achieved primarily by assuming that A is

non-triangular anel that G is a zero matrix. If necessary, D may be treated as a

non-identity matrix. In general, tbe structural VAR approach allows olle to place

identifying restrictions on all coefficient matrices, including Di . Identifying restric

tions can be imposed in a variety of ways. For instance, if theoretical restrictions

follow from long-ron tonsiderations, that is to say

Xt = Xt- 1 = Xt-:a = ... = X t - p (1.2)
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so that (1.1) becomes

where

7

(1.3)

(1.4)

then identification can be achieved by placing long.run restrictions on Land short-

run restrictions on D. No separate restrictions are required for A and the B,

matrices in that case. However, if theoretical restrictions follow from short-run

considerations, then they are imposed directly Oll the A and D matrices. If theo

retical restrictions follow both from short-run and long-run considerations ~hen all

coefficient matrices can be subject to identifying assumptions. The reduced form

associated with dynamic structural model (1.1) is:

P

Xl = E lfiXi-i +Gl~ +Wi
_=1

(1.5)

(1.5) is a standard VAR model. Wi is a vector of serially uncorrelated VA-R dis-

lurbances. It has a multivariate normal distribution with mean zero and variance-

covariance matrix 'P. Assuming that (1.5) is the actual data-generating process,

the elements of '1' can be estimated by fitting (1.5) to data, and are related to the

structural matrices A, D and. in the following fashion:

(1.6)

(1.6) gives a system of non-linear equations. It contains n(n +1)/2 distinct equa

tions. Given the estimated matrix • and a s~t of just-identifying restrictions on

.4 and D, we can recover only n(n + 1)/2 el~ments of A, D and +. However, if
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economic theory can justify j restrictions on Bil then an additiona.l j clements of

A and D can be recovered ..'

It is apparent that the structural VAR framework prnvidt~s wilh a. gTt~at d•..al of

flexibility in terms of the use of plausible identifying rest rictions. Unli ke tilt: stilll

dard VAR methodologYl it does not restrict the definition of .'1 to structural rc(~ur-

sivity. Unlike traditional structural modeling, it does not require over-identifir.aliull

of models. By virtue of (1.6) there is even no need to put restrictiuns on Ih The

identification of A and, in some situations, of D are sufficient to recover the strlle-

ture.

After elements of the structural matrices A, D and ~ have been identified and

estimated, the vector of VAR innovations can easily be orthogonalized. The or

thogonalization of VAR innovations obtained with the use of l)lausible identifying

restrictions permits one to build structural moving-average representations that can

be used to compute impulse response functions and forecast error variance dt~com·

Ilositions. With the computation of IRFs and FEVDs, subseCluent analysis uf modd

dynamics can be carried out.

1.2 Objectives of the Study

The basic purpose of the research reported in this thesis was to explore the sensi

tivity of structural VAR models with resped to the impact of structural shocks on

Canadian macro-variables. There are a number of ways in which the sensitivity of

tIn the event of restrictions on Bi additional distinct equations provided by virtue of a condilion,
i.e., Ej = A-IBi are to be ulled jointly with (1.6) lo Iulve fur IWldiLionalllull-lero elemelllll uf A ulld
D.
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structural VA R modt:ls can he assessed. First, we can try alternative specifications

of hasic reduced·form VARs with a given set of identifying restrictions.1i Second,

given a reduced form and a set of identifying restrictions, we can investigate the im-

plications of using a plausible range of values for a number of identified coefficients.8

Third, we can explore the significance of a variety of identifying restrictions which

can he imposed alternatively on a reduced-furm VAR. That is in fact what we do

in the thesis, i.e., we check the implications of using a range of plausible identifying

restrictions.

Sensitivity analysis of VAR models of Canadian-American interactions has been

performed in a number of ways. Burbidge BCd Harrison (1985) have done such

analysis with respect to the use of restricted and unrestricted VARs. Sensitivity

analysis performed hy Kuszczak and Murray (1986) is confined to the examination

of closed-economy vs. open-economy VARs. Amhler (1989) checks the performance

of a simple VAR model against one that incorporates a number of co-integrating

terms. Johnson and Schembri (1990)'s analysis is restricted primarily to the com-

parative examination of recursive and non-recursive structural models. We expand

the scope of analysis provided by Johnson and Schembri and explore the sensitiv

ity of results to the use of alternative sets of just-ident~fyillg restrictions on the A

and D matrices, which define the contemporaneous sbort-run relationships among

the endogenous variables. (Identifying restrictions on the B, matrices are not con

sillered.) A distincLive feature of our research is a systematic check on the im

portance of range of just-identifying restrictions and the implications for economic

&As in Spencer (1089), alternative methodl of trend removal and changing the length of the
distributed lag atrudure can also be inveltigated.

8 AI in Blandlard (1989), the robultneal of a Btrudural VAR with respect to the use of a plaulible
range of values for IOmc identified coefticienla can aIao be explored.
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relationships. Most of the set~ of identifying restrictions constitute nun-recursive

contemporaneous structures.

In order to carry out sensitivity analysis, we estimate a seven-equation linn:·

stricted VAR model.7 Macro-variahles ill the moud incluue Canadian and American

output, Canadian and American prices, Canadian and American money supplies,

and the numinal exchange rate, i.e., the Canadian currency price of one U.S. dullar.

To capture the effects of the two oil price shocks of the 19705, the worlO oil prit:e is

also included in the model, as an exogenous variable. The period of estimation is

from the second cluarter of 1970 to the fourth cluarter of 1987. This corresponds to

the period of flexible exchange rate. A11 time series used are quarterly and seasonally

unadjusted.

1.3 Organization of Succeeding Chapters

'fhe rest of the chapters are organized as follows. Chapter 2 details the method

ological aspects of VAR Inodeling and issues concerning identification and interpre

tation of VAR models are also discussed. Chapter 3 surveys brieRy the existing

VAR studies of Canadian-American macroeconomic interactions and points out

tbeir limitations and empirical implications. Chapter 4 is devoted to the choice

of macro-variables and the specification and estimation of a VAR model. Various

TIL could be argued t.hat t.he performance of the VAR model could be improved either by resorting
to the Bayesian method of estimation or by using n number of co-intergrating terms as suggested ~y

Engle and Granger (1987). Since the VAlt model that we intend to estimate is not large we do 1I0t
think t.he use of Bayesian approach will make a significant difference in terml of model performance.
Uowever, given the anticipaLed co-movements of t.he model vvinblea we could expec:L lIome mudel
improvement if we UBed the method that allowed the UBe of co.~ntegrntingterma in the eIIthnntion
of the VAll model. But due to lIOme time cOIIIlLraints we did not explore thill method.
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sets of ju~t.identifying restrictions and characteristics of estimated contemporane

OilS structures implied by those restrictions are discussed in Chapter 5. Chapter

6 prest:n1s 1he IRFs and FEVDs based 011 the different sets of just-idtmtiIying re

strictions. In addition the implications of domestic and foreign shocks for Canadian

variahles under alternative sets of identifying restrictions are discussed. Chapter 7

provides a summary of conclusions and suggestions for future research.



Chapter 2

ECONOMETRIC

METHODOLOGY

An examination of the literature on Canadian-American macroeconomic interac

tions reveals tllat some of the recent econometric investigations have involved the

use of vector autoregressive or moving averag~ representations of macro-variables.

As discussed in the previous chapter, the vector autoregressive (VAR) fra.mework,

the development of which in economics was pioneered by Sims (1980), is less re

strictive and easier to apply than the traditional structural modelling framework.

What migbt be regarded as the only major sbortcoming is its lack of theoretical

underpinnings. (See Cooley and Leroy (1985) and Leamer (1985).)

Generally speaking, a VAR model is a system ofreduced form equations in which

eadt variable is jointly determined by the past values of all variables in the system.

The application of the standard VAR approach ignores informa.tion or beliefs about

the structure of the economy. However, significant departures from the usual VAn.

12
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J>r..t:t~c1l1n~~ have IH~en implemented recently. Bla.nchard and \Va.tson (1986) and

Bt'l'Ilalllw (I!HHl) hav~ ev(}lv.~c1 procedures that pllrge the Sims' VAR framework of

ilti athcorctical character and our analysis is based on their methodology. This

methodology is a major improvement in ~hat it takes advantage of economic theory

in the estimation of impulse response functions (IRFs) and forecast error variance

decompositions (FEVDs). It permits one to define an explicit economic structure

which can then be incorporated into the interpretation of the estimated VAR model.

There are a number of unique features that make the VAR framework attractive

for empirical analysis. Among them is the ability of VARs to provide unrestrictive

approximations to reduced forms of structural models while treating all or most of

the relevant macro-variahles as endogenous. Before the estimation of a VAR model,

the only restrictions are those relating to the choice of macro-variables and their

common lag length, and both types of restrictions can be subject to hypothesis test

ing and modification on the basis of the data. The identification of the structural

system does require a set of restrictions but these are utilized later, after the VAR

estimation has i.>een performed. This feature simplifies estimation; it allows it to

proceed in a straightforward and unrestricted manner. Another feature pertains to

the treatment of policy variables. Unlike traditional econometric modeling in which

snch variables are treated as exogenous, the VAR approach allows their determi

nation hy the specification of reaction functions. Alternatively, they can still be

treattld as exogenous, if one prefers to model tbem that way.

The structural VAR approach retains most of the features of the standard VAR

methodology. The main difference between tbe two arises from the fact that when it

comes to model identification, unlike the standard VAR methodology, tbe structural
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VAll approach alluws Olle t'l introdlH:e a believahle set of theoretical priors intll lhe

analysis. The structural \'.\ It franwwork can he cOllsidered more appropriate fill'

the analysis of rnocld dynamics since it givl~s nne the opportunity to I1mkl~ u:;(~ of

compelling economic structure with sufficient numbers of idelltif)'illg restrictions.

In order to show how the structural VAll. methodology works, we begin with it

general dynamic st.ructural modd and demonst.rate how it can be recovered frolll t1w

reduced-form VAR model so that IRFs and l"EVDs can be derived and a structural

interpretation of the VAR model made.

2.1 Theoretical Dynamic Structural Model

The dynamic structural macroeconomic model that is to be recovered from the

reduced-form VAR model is defined as follows:

p

AXt = L BiX,-i +C}~ +DVt
i:l

{

~ if t = 'T
E(VtV~) =

o otherwise

(2.1)

(2.2)

where X t = (Xu. X2h •••• Xnt)' is a vector of n endogenous variables whose juint

hehaviour at time t is to be studied; l't is a vector of k exogenous variables (e.g.,

seasonal dummies, trend variables. intercepts - lagged exogenous variables could be

included also but for simplicity we ignore these). Vt = (Vlh V2h ••• ,Vnt)' is a vector of

n structural disturbances. It has a multivariate normal distrihution with E(v,) = 0
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aud diagonal co"ariallc~ matrix (P. ElalJOralillg un (2.2), '1> can be expressed as

}f)

E( lIlt yo! 0 0

0 E('V2t)2 0
ep = (2.3)

0 0 E(Vn t)2

or

¢~ 0 0

0 ¢~ 0
cP= (2.4)

0 0 tP~ ,
The diagonal elements of cP are the variances of the structural shocks and the

off-diagonal elements indicate cross-equation zero covariances. Thus the shocks

represented by the Vt vector are assumed to be both mutually uncorrelated con

temporaneously and serially uncorrelated through time. Some of the elements of Vt

may represent policy disturbances while others may represent behavioral or struc

tural shocks. For example) the combined effects of unobservable demand variations

can be viewed as a single aggregate demand shock; unobservable supply variations

can he treated as an aggregate supply shock; and 80 on. Demand shocks can arise

from uncertainties prevailing in either goods markets or moneyIasset markets) while

supply shocks can result from changes in tastes, technology, productivity, labour

supply, etc.

A is an n X n matrix of coefficients of the current endogenous variables. Bi is

a. n X n matrix of coefficients of the same endogenous variables lagged i periods,
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the maximum lag length being p. (' is an 11 x !~ matrix of Cl\dih~iel\ts of tht~ t~xo~e-

nllus variahles in the system. 1) is an u x II matrix whose diagonal dt~IlWl\ts art'

normalized to unity and whose off-diagonal elements, j' non-zero, define tht~ clil'l~d,

simultaneous impacts of structural disturhances on the s~'stem of equations. For in-

stance, an aggregate supply shock originating in the U,5. can be anticipated tu Im\'t~

direel, ~imultalleous effeels on American ~ well as Canadian prices. Similc\rly, an

American monetary shock can generate simultaneous influences on both the Amer-

ican monetary system and Canadian system. Hence it makes sense to take account

of such considerations and allow for some possihle direct, simultaneous effects uf

American structural innovations on Canadian prices and money stock by appropri-

ate specification of the D matrix in the modeling of Canadian-U.S. interactions.

Additional evidence may therehy he generated regarding the sources of fluctuations

in the macro-variables.

This concludes our definition of the theoretical structural model. The following

section describes the associated reduced form specification which constitutes the

VAR system.

2.2 Reduced Form VAR System

Assuming that A is non-singular, the reduced-form associated with equation (2.1)

is defined by

p

X, = L FiXt - i +G~ +Wt
i=l

(2.5)
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(2.6)

(~.5) call be viewed as a VAR model (or VARX, to indicate that it includes ex-

ngtmons variablesj here and afterwards we will refer to it simply as a VAR model).

U1t = (Wtt, U'2tl ••• I wnd' is a vector of n serially uncorrelated VAR disturbances

(forecast errors or VAR innovations). It has a multivariate normal distribution

with zero mean vector and variance-covariance matrix '¥. Its elements generally

reflect the presence of contemporaneous correlation. In explicit form, '11' can he

written as

E(wu)2 E(WUW2C) E(wuWnt)

'¥=
E(W2tWU) E(W2t)2 E(W2CWnt)

E(wncwu) E(WntW 2t) E(wnt)2

or

(""1 )2
""12 1P1n

'11'=
1P21 (1P2)2 1P2n,

""n,1 1Pn2 (,pn)2

(2.7)

(2.8)

The diagonal entries are the variances and the off-diagonal entries the cross-equation

covariances.

Since the VAR model can be viewed 88 a system of reduced-form equations and

the right-hand-side variables for each equation are the same, OLS applied separately

to each equation generates a consistent estimate of the model.
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Equation (2.5) implies the foll'1wing (·ol\c1itions:

G

IS

(2.!l)

(2.10)

(2.11 )

The VAR model represented by (2.5) is linear and is assumed tu satilify the sL<t

tionarity condition. The fulfillment of the stationarity requirement ensures LhilL a

moving-average (MA) representation exists, and that X t can therefore he expressed

as a linear function of exogenous variahles and current ancllagged disturhalU~t!S, as

indicated by the following equation:

00 00

X t = L: Qi-1Yi-i-l -I- L Ri - 1Wt-i-l
i=l i=l

(2.12)

(2.12) can be obtained by successive substitution of lagged X s into (2.5). Qi is all

n X Ie matrix of coefficients of exogenous variables and ~ is nn n X n matrix of

coefficients of i-period~aheadinnovations for i = 1, ... ,00. For a lag length of P, it

call be shown that R i is related to Fi as follows:

& - I

R1 - F1Ro

- F1

R2 - Fl R1 + F2&

- F1
2 +F2 (2.13)

R3 - F1R2 +F2R1 +FsRo

- F1
3 +F1F2 + F2F1 +Fa
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1111 ... (".1)

"" F·R· .L J ..,-)

j::::l
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Jnspcdion of (2.12) reveals that in the event of a unit innovation in a particular

Wjll the elements of R i in fact quantify the net responses of the variables in the

vector Xl' (The responses represent net effects since the elements of vector tAll

are correlated.) Our task now is to show how the estimated VAR system can he

interpreted and estimates of structural parameters retrieved from that system.

2.3 The Basis for Interpreting the VAR System

Associated with the interpretation of a VA R system are the construction of impulse

response functions and forecast error variance decompositions. Both IRFs and

FEVDs result from the utilization of the moving average representation explained

in the previous section. IRFs trace the reaction of the system to innovations in one

nf the variahles at given point in time. In fact, they represent dynamic multipliers

which can be used to analyze the effects of structural innovations. FEVDs, on the

other hand, represent the decomposition of forecast error variances and establish

the contrihution of distinct innovations to the variances.

A problem in the construction of IRFs and FEVDs arises because of the fact that

VAR dislurbances are generally characterized by contemporaneous correlation. For

example, with respect to impulse response analysis, it has been stressed by Burbidge

and IIarrison (1985) and Kuszczak and Murray (1986) that, in the presence of such

correlation, the response of tile system to an innovation in one of the variables is in

fact the response to inl1ovations in all of those variahles that are contemporaneously
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correlated with it. Similarly, the ahility of FEVDs tl) quantify the rdali\'(~ Ctllltri-

11lIUuns of sp(~cific sources of variali.Hl is confoundt!d in tlw presenct: of c:orrdation.

What is required is a procedure for orlhogonalizing the VA R disturhanccs.

Considering the relationship (2.11), and noting that it relates the \'edor tlf VA H.

disturbances to the vector of structural disturbances (whose dt!ll1t!nts arc free of

contemporaneous corrdation, by assumption), one can explore ways that ICc\d ttl

the determination of matrices A and D such that the vector of VA n. disturbances,

l1't, can he expressed as a function of the orthogonal vector Vt. A set of identifying

assumptions is required for that purpose.

'I'here are two ways that can be employed to determine the matrices .4 amI D.

The first requires that identification be Lased solely on contemporaneons intcrrc~

lationsbips among the endogenous variables, which is to say that constraints are

imposed only on the matrices A and D themselves. The second allows oue to go

further and put restrictions on the lag interactions as well, Le., the matrices B j can

be constrained. or course, this second approach increases the scope for identifi·

cation but it requires the joint c(ulsideration of conditions (2.9) and (2.11) at the

identification stage.

Given knowledge of .4. and D, the moving averag~ representation defined hy

(2.12) then can be transformed into one involving the orthogonal disturbances:

with

go co

X t = L:Qi-l~-i-t -I- L: Si-t V t-i-1
i=1 i=1

(2.Jtl)

(2.15)

Sa represents the reaction of the system X t to the structural innovations that are free
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(If <:ol\klllporan~ous correlation. Th~ issue that has to be explored next is precisely

how to c1dcrminc the matrices A, D and CP, given estimates of the parameters of

the V:\ It model.

2.4 Exact Identification of the Structural Model

It has already been observed that in order to calculate impulse response functions

and forecast variance decompositions, what we need are estimates of matrices A, D

and cP. What we are after is the recovery of the structural model from the estimated

VAR model. The recovery of structural parameters is a two-step procedure. In

the first step we obtain estimates of the vector of reduced-Corm errors Wt from the

estimated VAR model, and then generate an estimate of the corresponding variance

covariance matrix 'P. Using the relations (2.2), (2.6) and (2.11), 'P can be expressed

as:

'II _ A-1DtD'(A-1)'

- A-1DtPtPD'(A-1)'

(2.16)

(2.16) embodies a system of non-linear e(!1&ations.

The second step involves recovering the unknown elements of the matrices A,

D and t by the use of the system of equations provided by (2.16). Since '1' is

an n x n symmetric matrix with n(n +1)/2 distinct clements, at most only that

number of distinct equations can be obtained from (2.16) (depending on whether the

equations are linearly independent). The recovery of A, D and cP just by the use of

(2.16) implies that the identification procedure is based only on assumptions about
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contl~mpnraOel)llS,short-rllo interrdat ionships among the t~ndogt~nll\ls \'ariid)lt~s, illIll

that is in fad the practice foll"w~d ill this sllHI)'.

A number of arguments can be made in support of this approach to idt~llli

fication. First, it is easier to derive restrictions for contemporaneous, short-run

interrelationships, as compared to those needed to icl~ntify in1~radi\'t! lag slr\l(~

tures based on economic theory. (See, for example, llernanke (1986), BhUlchanl

and ''''atson (1986), Walsh (1987») Rogers (1988), Blanchard (1989), Calomiris and

Huhbard (1989), Keating (1989), Orden and Fackler (1989), Sims (1986, 1989),

Fackler (1990), and Johnson and Schembri (1990).) Second, the idea of leaving

the lag structure unconstrained is consistent with the notion that in making fore

casts, economic agents use all current and historical information availn.ble. nenct~

it seems plausible not to restrict the lag structure, but instead to concentrate on

contemporaneous interactions. Third, contemporaneous, shorl-run restrictions are

probably the more interesting ones. Fourth, estimation of models implied hy these

restrictions is relatively straightforward.

Limiting identification restrictions to contemporaneous interactions, it can he

shown that in a system of n structural equations only a maximum of n(n + 1)/2

structural parameters, including n variances, can be estimated. But this re(luires

a set of just-identifying restrictions on A, D and. so that a total of 3n2 free

parameters in A, D and • will reduce exactly to n(n +1)/2 parameters. Since n

elements of A and n elements of D can be normalized to unity and n(1& - 1) elements

of • are equal to zero by assumption, it follows that one must provide a total of

n(3n + 1)/2 restrictions to make the free parameters in A, D and • condense to

n(n +1)/2. For example, in a seven-variable VAR system only 28 parameters eiLn
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IH~ iclt:lltifi(~c1. Sillc(~ 7 variances (i.e., 7 diagonnJ clements of cJl) must be recovered

tbis 11~a\'(~S ,,"ly 21 fr~(~ paralllders in matrices .4 and D that could he identified.

lIcllee tIlt: rdrieval of the maximum number of parameters requires the utilization

of a set of just-identifying restrictions. It follows that in a seven-variable VAR

system, a total of 63 restrictions (excluding normalization restrictions and zero

covariance restrictions) must be used if 28 parameters are to be identified. It can

be argued that the identification of the model achieved ill this manner gives one

the opportunity to explore structural interrelationships that could remain obscure

if more constraints than a set of just-identifying restrictions were employed. Hence

it seems reasonable for our purpose to use only the minimum required number of

restrictions. The restrictions must, of course, be chosen in such a manner that

they do not imply linear dependence among the individual equations represented

hy (2.16) if the criterion of exact identification is to he satisfied.

If the identification proceclure introduces a set of restrictions on the lag interac

tions, beliides constraining contemporaneous interrelationships among the macro

variables, then the retrieval of elements in A and D requires the joint consideration

of the equations given hy conditions (2.9) and (2.16). This approach to identifica

tion permits one to impose some non-zero restrict\ons on the elements of A and D

at the expense of some zero restrictions on the elements or the Bi , and eventually

provides one with the opportunity to identify and estimate more contemporaneous

structural parameters.

Once the matrices .4, D and ~ are recovered. the \lse of relations (2.9) and (2.10)

ensures the retrieval of the other structural matrices. B. and C. IRFs and FEVDs

hased on structural estimates can tben be generated in a consistent manner.
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In oruer to demonstrate how the dynamic multipliers ami forcc.\st variance de

compositions are generated, a thrt~t~-\'ariable VA R m()(lcl is t~stilllatt~d lUul re.pnrtt~(l

in Appendix A to this thesis. The sensitivity to a chang~ in thl~ sd of i(le.ntiryill~

restrictions is also demonstrated.



Chapter 3

SURVEY OF RELEVANT

CANADIAN VAR LITERATURE

The issue of macroeconomic interactions between Canadian and American economies

is by no means a new one. There is a substantial literature that explores econo

metrically the importance of American events for the Canadian economy. (See

for example the recent articles by Bordo and Choudhri (1982), Choudhri (1983),

Winer (1983), Batten and Ott (1985), Gregory and Raynauld (1985), Backus (1986),

Bordo, Choudhri and Schwartz (1987), Baily (1989) and other references therein.)

Most of the above-cited research is based on standard techniques for model es

timation. I1owever, recently a number of studies have taken a different view of

modeling Canadian-American macroeconomic relationships and have used the VAR

techniques pioneered by Sims (1980) for model analysis. These studies include Bur

bidge and Harrison (1985), Kuszczak and Murray (1986), Ambler (1989), Jobn80n

and Schembri (1990), and Racette and Raynauld (1990). Most of these studies

25
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have sought primarily tu address the imp,)rtance uf America.n innovations fur tht~

determination of Canadian variahles. (Since we intend to hast~ our analysis Oil VA It

moclding, only these laLler mentioned VA R stuclies are surveyt~d htm~.)

In the VAR framework, usuall~' two things are dune. First, the statistkal sig

nificance of lagged variables is assessed. Second, the dynamic importance of modd

innovations is analyzed. The statistical significance of lagged variables ca.n hc cml

uated in such studies by conducting likelihood ratio, F, or other tests. The <luau

titative and dynamic importance of innovations can he assessed hy an examination

of impulse response functions and forecast error variance decompositions.

The Canadian VAR studies by Burbidge and Harrison, Kuszczak and Murra.y

and Ambler consider a nine-variable model that includes Canadian and American

output, prices, money stocks, interest rates and the exchange rate. The study hy

Johnson and Schembri employs a structural VAR model in which only Canadiall

and American output, prices and the exchange rate are embodied. Racette a.nd

Raynauld define a twelve-variable structural model that includes Canadian and

American income, prices, interest rates and the exchange rate, plus three Ca.uadian

monetary aggregates and international commodity and oil prices.

Burbidge and Harrison (1985) use monthly, seasonally unadjusted data and pri

marily trace out the impa.ct of fluctuations in American variables on the Canadian

economy. The tests they conduct to check the lagged influence Qr variables suggest

that Canadian variables are significantly dominated by most of t.he American vari

ables. The only American variable that does not seem to he important is the price

level. The only Canadian variable that seems to be uninfluenced is the aggregate

price level; it somehow reflects the exogeneity of Canadian prices with respect to
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:\ JlH:ri<:iln variahle:;. The Amcric.an interest rate is the most important variable for

tilt: ddl:rfllinalion of Canadian eC(JIInmic. activity. A strong relationship between

:\lIlt:ric<\n and Canadian Illuney slocks is also discovered. The most striking finding

oi tht: i>!llcly is the apparently strong lagged impact of Canadian money on Afl1p.r-

iea.n monetary varia.bles, i.e., the interest rale and the money supply.l Canadian

money predicts both the American interest rate and the American money supply at

the 1% level of significance while American money explains Canadian money at the

3% level of significance. This suggests that the monetary sectors of both countries

are strongly interactive and that major causes of Canadian economic fluctnations

may lie in the monetary policies of the two countries.

Using a particular recursive ordering in which American variables precede Calla-

dian variables, Burbidge and Harrison construct IRFs for all Canadian variables to

a one-time shock to each of the American variables. They construct two such sets

of IRFb. One set is generated with the use of restrictions imposed on the reduced

form VAR while the other is created williout such restrietions.2 In the flrst set,

the restrictions are imposed on the American equations, so that Canadian lagged

variables do not matter for American variables. The intention in trying two VARs

is to provide a basis for sensitivity analysis.S

1Since such a result was counterintuitive it prompted Burbidge and Harrison to explore the
quantitative significance of a shock in t.he Canadian money. For this reason, they generated the
impulse respouses of American variables to a shock in Canadian money aud then compared them
with those fullowed from n shock of the same size in American money. They found that although
Cannctinn monetary fluctuations appeared to induce responses in American variables, Buch responses
Were lllllCh smaller than the ones resulted from a shock in American money.

:lIt should be noted that these restrictions are employed not to identify the system. Identifying
rClltriclions which involve the assumption of structural rccursivity are used sC'.oarately at the stage
of orthgonalizl\tion of the VAR innovations. .

3 Also, 8urbidge and Harrison try two different orderings of variables to check the sensitivity of
the relmllll. 'I'hey find that the results are little affcctcd.
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Th~ impulse r~spt)llse analysis based 011 th~ estimated ullrcstriclcd VA It alsll

reveals the strong infiuence of American l~\'cnls Ull Calladian variablc.:s. A pusi ti \'l~

shock to the American rate of interest does not turn out to have a statistically sig

nificant effect on the Cauadian or even the Amcricl\u money stock. A positive ShUl:k

t.o American money does have a statistically significant impact on Ca.nadian and

American interest rates. However, the positive shock to American money induces

subsequent negative effects on the money stocks of both countries.

When the VAR model is restricted such that American eClualiol1s are nol allowc.:d

to depend on Canadian lagged variables, lhe impulse responses resulting from sim

ilar shocks to American variables do not differ much from the ones that occur with

the use of the unrestricted VAR model. The general pattern of response of Cana

dian variables remains the same in both cases. However, the effects of American

output shocks emerge as stronger. Thus the basic conclusion that stems from the

analysis is that the use of different orderings of variables or of alternative specifica

tions of the basic VAR model does not induce significant variations in the inRuence

of innovations on Canadian variables.

Kuszczak and Murray (1986) explore the issue of the international tranam;<j

sion of economic fluctuations among major industrial nations. One of the principal

objectives of their study is to measure the relative importance of Canadian and

American shocks to the behaviour of Canadian variables: output t prices, money

stocks and interest rates. Tbe data used in the analysis are first-differenced loga.

rithms of quarterly, seasonally adjusted series.

Kuszczak and Murray initially estimate a closed-economy Canadian VAR model

that ignores the effects of American variables. In order to see the open-economy
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I}(:rformanc(~ of Canaclian variahles they then estimate another VAR system that

iflturporates American variables. The comparison of both models reveals that the

ad(litioll of American variables to the closed-economy version of the Canadian model

reduces the effects of Canadian shocks on the Canadian economYi Canadian eco

nomic fluctuations appear to be explained in large measure by American shocks.

The exchange rate and the American interest rate are the most important variables

in terms of their influences on Canadian variables. The Canadian money stock is

most sensitive to American shocks. The variance decomposition analysis indicates

that more than 50 percent of the forecast variance of each Canadian variable is

explained by American variables.

Ambler (1989) constructs a nine-variable VAR system that incorporates Cana

dian and American output, prices, interest rates, money stocks and exchange rate.

The main aim of Ambler's paper is to explore the significance of Canadian money for

the behaviour of Canadian variables. Even though the basic issue is the importance

of Canadian money, Ambler prefers an open-economy specification of the Canadian

model to work with. He uses a monthly, seasonally unadjusted data set and es

timates models with two different specifications. One of the models is a standard

VAR model which is defined in log-levels. The other model defined in log-differences

is based on a vector error correction mechanism (VECM). The VECM model is dif

ferent from the VAR model in that this includes six error correction terms which are

linear combinations of Canadian and American variables. The linear combinations

are economically meaningful and are treated as exogenous variables. They include

the vdocities of Canadian and American money stocks, Canadian and American

interest rate differential, and three different measures of the differential between
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Canadian and American real income.

Unlike most of the VAR studies, Ambler does not generatl~ impulse rt~SI)lIIlSl~

functions or variance decompositions to address the issue at hatul. Rather he simply

makes use of F-tests to assess the significance of lagged variables in the twu mOllds.

Tests conducted for the standard VAR model suggest strong two-way (~nlllml

relationships between Canadian and American variables. Canadian money supply

and prices seem most sensitive, especially to American money. The American inter

est rate is highly responsive to lagged variations in Canadian money stock and tht~

Canadian interest rate. The model does not indicate a significant role for Canadian

money stock in the determination of Canadian output.

F-tests conducted for the VECM model, initially estimated with six lags of each

variable, indicate a pattern of relationships among the model variables somewhat

similar to the one found in the VAR model. The two-way causal relationships

between American and Canadian variables detected in the VAR model also hold.

Ambler argues that the influence of Canadian events on American variables follows

from the misspecification of the lag length. He then re-estimates the VECM model

with twelve lags of each variable. The estimation of the model with longer Ingtl

results in the insignificance of lagged Canadian money stock and interest rate Cor

American variables. However, the model still indicates the significance of Canadian

variables for American events. This time two error correction terms introduced in

the VECM model, i.e., the velocity of Canadian money stock and the interest rate

differential seem to affect American income and American interest rate respectively.

The model also indicates tile significance of the velocity of Canadian money stock

for Canadian output.
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It should he noted that with the hdp of impulse responses, Burbidge and IIarri

SOil have shown that Canadian events maHer only slightly to American variablesj by

lJlaking lise of longer lags in the estimation of a VECM model, Amhler has been able

to show the insignificance of lagged Canadian money and interest rate for American

variables. But the VECM model has assigned a significant role to two Canadian

error correction terms in the determination of American income and interest rate.

So far only those studies in which explicit economic structures are ignored have

been disc\lssed. Recently, Johnson and Schembri (1990) and Racette and Raynauld

(1990) have based their research on the structural VAR methodology in which a

structural model is explicitly identified and estimated. Schembri and Johnson have

worked with a small VAR model of Canadian-American interactions. For each

country they consider two endogenous variables: output and the price level. The

exchange rate between the Canadian and American dollars is also included. The

principal issue they address pertains to the responses of Canadian output and prices

to domestic and American shocks. They use quarterly, seasonally unadjusted data

and estimate VAR models in both log-levels and log first-differences.

}i'-tests baF.ed on the estimation of the VAR model indicate that the lagged

influence of American output is extremely important for Canadian output and vice

versa. American output predicts Canadian output at the 1.4% level of significance

and Canadian output predicts American output at the 1.7% level of significance.

Tbe strong conllection betw2en American and Canadian output seems to be tbe

main cause of Canadian economic fluctuations.

In order to check on the sensitivity of their conclusions, Johnson and Schembri

utilize two sets of identifying restrictions. One set corresponds to standard VAR
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methodology, in which models are recursively specified. The tither set cunfurms

to the structural VAR framework pioneered by Blanchard and Watson (lU86) and

Dernanke (1986), in which structural recursivity is not essential. The identifying

restrictions constitute contemporaneous, short-run relationships among model vari

ables.

Juhnson and Schembri note that the use uf the structural VAll. methodolugy

is preferable to the standard VAR methodology since the former is helpful in the

interpretation of the economic relationships. The estimates of the non-recursive

structure that they specify suggest that the main sources of fluctuations in Canadian

output are to be found in the behaviour of American output and prices. Surprisingly,

American inflation leads to a reduction of Canadian output. The Canadian price

level, however, seems to be insensitive to variations in American prices.

The variance decomposition analysis based on both the standard and structural

VAR frameworks indicates that American output innovations dominate fluctuations

in Canadian 01lt1?ut. American price innovations are also important, accounting for

more than 20% of the variance of Canadian output beyond the current quart(lr.

'rhe variance decompositions for the Canadian price variable indicRte sensitivity

to the assumptillns about a contemporaneous structure. Most of the variation in

Canadian price is accounted for by its own innovations. American output and price

innovations are also important but the importance of American price is clearer with

the use of a non-recursive strueture.

The basic objective o(the research in Racette and Raynauld (1990) is to investi

gate the ability of Canadian monetary policy to attain domestic price stability in an

international environment. They choose to work with a twelve-variable model that
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allows them to take account of some important international influences, especially

American, on the Canadian economy. Their set of Canadian variables includes three

moneta.ry aggregates (monetary base, Ml and M2), an interest rate variable, income

and the price level. In the set of foreign varia.bles they include American income,

interest rate and prices and two international price variables, Le., oil and commod-

ity prices. The international price variables are included in recognition of the iact

that they seem to have played a significant role in the determination of Canadian

income and prices in the last h" J decades. The Canadian/American exchange rate

is also included in the model.

Racette and Raynauld use quarterly series, most of them seasonally adjusted,

and employ a Bayesian method for estimating the VAR model." They impose block

exogeneity of foreign variables on the reduced-form VAR, according to which only

foreign events are able to affect Canadian variables. For the purpose of sensitivity

checking, they generate two sets of impulse responses for Canadian variables. One

set is not identified via the imposition of structural priors. However, the other

follows from the use of an identified, estimated structure. They also recover the

structural estimates from the use of the estimated variance-covariance matrix of

VAR innovations, but their estimation procedure is truncated, i.e., they separately

estimate the blocks of Canadian and foreign equations.

From the analysis of estimated impulse responses they conclude that most of

the Canadian shocks show little persistence. The interactions between domestic

olin defining a atandard VAR model, the choice of lag length can induce quite a large number of
parameter8, and hence decrease8 in degrees of freedom. The \lie of a Bayesian method allow8 one
to avoid overparameterilation. In the Bayesian approach, Don-theoretical priors which follow from
empirical regularitiea are combined with aam.-le information to derive the p08t.erior distribution of
t.he parllmetera of int.erest.
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shocks and domestic variables are relativcl~' weak. The introdudion of fordgn

variables into the analysis appears to lessen the importance of Canadian lIlondary

aggregates. The importance of foreign shocks is generally very pcrtiititent ill tertllS

of their influences on Canadian variables.

On the basis of variance decompositions of Canadian variables, it tnrns out tha.t

foreign shocks always contribute at least two thirds to the variance of CalmclilUl

variabl~s. The main conclusion thai follows Crom the analysis is Um.t AmeriCILIl

prices playa much stronger role than that of Canadian monetary aggregates in the

determination of Canadian inflation. Among the Canadian monetary aggrt~gat(~s,

however, M2 appears to be of significant importance as far as the determination of

Canadian inflation is concerned.

To sum up, all of the VAR studies of Canadian-American macroeconomic in

teractions snggest. strong relationships, especially between Canadian and American

monetary variables. More particularly, American economic activity strongly in

fluences the Canadian economy. Surprisingly, some of the Canadian variables alllo

appear to matter to the time paths of American variables. For example, in Burbidge

and Harrison (1985), Canadian money appears to influence both the American in

terest rate and the American money supply. In Ambler (1989), both the Canadian

interest rate and the Canadian money supply seem to affect the American interetlt

rate. In Johnson and Schembri (1990), Canadian output seems to account for a

substantial amount of vanation in American output. On the other hand, evidence

provided by Burbidge and HarriHon suggests that in spite of the fact tbat Canadiall

variables do appear to influence American variables, their impact is quantitatively

small. With the estimation of VECM model with longer lags, Ambler has shown
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the alJStmce of the lagged impacl of Canadian money supply and interest rate on

A IIlCriCall variables.

It should be evident by now that the basic objective of all of these VAR stud-

ics has been not only to explore the effects of American disturbances on Canadian

variahles but also to check on the extent to which they may differ with respect to

different treatments of identifying restrictions (which mainly constitute recursive

strudures) and different specifications of VARs. For example, Burbidge and Har-

rison's analysis is centered on checking the importance of using two different sped-

ficalions of reduced-form VARs. 1{uszczak and Murray explore the implications of

using a closed-economy VAR as opposed to one with an open-economy specification.

Ambler explores the performance of a VAR model against a VECM model. Johnson

and Schembri use the structural VAR methodology and investigate the importance

of imposing recursive and non-recursive structures on a VAR system. However, the

scope of sensitivity analysis provided by the studies is fairly limited. First, in each

study only two sets of specifications are tried. Second, primarily recursive struc

tures are imposed on the systems of equations to compute IRFs and FEVDs.5 The

relevance of conclusions drawn from the use oC ad hoc structures is open to question.

Such considerations have given us an incentive to enhance the scale of sensitivity

analysis and direct our research primarily into systematic checking on the use and

economic implications of a range of contemporaneous structures, including both

IIAs mentioned earlier. this is an obvious weakness UlIociated with the Ule of standard VAR
methodology which neceuitates the standard 88sumption of structural recunivity made for the
calculation oforthogoll8liled impulse responses and variance decompositions. It is true that standard
VA R models, being unrestricted, are euier to estimate and better for dynamic analysis than models
employing overidentified structures. However. their use of recursive specifications may have an
undeairable effect on the subsequent anoly.is. There is. of COUrIe. nothing wrong if one haa a
IILrong belief in the prellel1ce of 8LrucLur~1 recurlliviLy. Otherwise, the vlllidity of 8ubaequent results
is doubtful.
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r<~c\lrsi ve and theordi cally Sllpportecl llon- recll rsi v(~ sl rllel Il r(~s_tI

Before we can address the issue of alternative sets \)[ identifying reslri<:tiolls

we are to make a choice as to the specifkation of the reduced-form VA It modd.

Obviously two choices exist; either we c".n make nse of the unrestricted VA R mudd

or the one which is restricted. In general, a VAR model could be conditioned in

three different ways. First, it could be subject to a set of lung-run restrictiullt;,

Second, it could be specified according to the Bayesian framework in which the

resultant model is referred to as a Bayesian VAR. Third, it could be modiHed w;

suggested by Engle and Granger (1987). The modified VAR model is referred to as

vector error correction model (VECM).

In a Bayesian VAR, a modeler could make use of his beliefs regarding the be

haviour of the model coefficients. In general, the choice of using Bayesian VA R

hinges 011 the size of the model under consideration. If the model is large then the

Bayesian approach is useful since it is expected to avoid over}>arameterization and

improve the forecasting perform&ui.ce of the model.7 However, if the model iii not

large then the use of Bayesian approach is not as desirable as it would be otherwise.

6It may be incorrect to attribute the difference of conclusiolls across Canadian-American VAR
studies either to the use of different VAR specifications or different sets of identifying restridions
since the difference of conclusions might have arisen primarily due to the us~ of dilferent estillll1Lion
periods, different data serics, i.e., monthly, quarterly, se8llonBlly adjusted or unadjusted, etc. Our
research may be helpful in giving an indication as to whether different sets of identifying reltrictions
imposed on the same data set may be responsible for the difference of condusicns.

TWe know that in a VAR model past values of each variable appear in each eCI"fttion. Thus, in
a large model we can end up with quite a large number of coefficients ~ornpBred to the number of
observations on the variables. With so many coefficients available to explain so few observations,
the estimated coefficients can explain tbe duta very wen. However, under IlUcb circumstunces the
coefficients are subject to overfitting. Overfitling refers to the incorporation of useleB8 or misleading
relationsbips in the coefficients of a model. In the presence of overfitting, the coefficients explain
not only the salient features of the hiBtorical data but also the features which are lell important,
features which onen indicate merely accidental or random relutionshilJS that will not recur and are
of no importance in forecasting.
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(Sec Todd (198'1).)

Engle and Granger have argued that if two variables are cointegrated, i.e., if they

an~ l~XI)l~cted to move so that they do not drift too fa.r apart then a cointegrating

term should be incorporated in the model estimation. If evidence is found in favour

of more cointegrated series, more coilltegrating terms should be defined and used.

In spite of the fflct that the performance of the VAR model could be improved

by lltling one of the three procedures discussed above, we do not intend to condition

the estimation oC the VAR model. We keep the VAR specification as simple as pos~

sible Cor three rcations. First, since the main focus of our study is on checking the

sensitivity of conclusions with respect to a variety of short-run identifying restric

tions, we do not plan the use of long-run restrictions for the VAR model. Second,

given the size of the VAR model that we plan to estimate we do not think the model

will be ~onsidcred large enough that it will be subject to overfitting and that the

use of Bayesian approach will contribute significantly to its performance. Third,

although it seems desirable to explore the usefulness of ~he method that invo)·,es

the use of cointegrating terms in the estimation of the reduced-form, we do not plan

to use this method due to some time constraints. However, we would explore the

significance of this method in our future research.

In order to do the sensitivity analysis we use a structural VAR framework that

makes it possible to identify and estimate even non-recursive contemporaneous

structures. As mentioned earlier, this framework is also used in two recent Canadian

VAR studies but the latter are subject to a number of limitations. For instance, in

Racette and Raynauld (1990), tlte identification scheme is less than satisfactory; it

is due to the fact that their structural model which is semi-recursive and heavily
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overidelltified, seems hard to justify.s Further, the~' tried to justify the separaLt:

estimation of blocks of Canadian and foreign structural equations hccaust: of S(lmt~

non-convergence in estimation, but that approach had the unfortunate conseqlwnCt~

of leaving some potentially important contemporaneous effects of foreign events un

Canadian variables unidentified. In Johnson and Schembri (1990), the basic VA H.

model does not include any core monetary variables (interest rate, money supply,

etc). It thus obscures the role of monetary sectors, which Reem to be of prime

importance in other Canadian-American VAR studies. Further, their sensitiviLy

analysis is limited to the use of two sets of identifying restrictions. In the present

study we seek to do away with such limitations. Our structural VAR system embod-

ies monetary variables representing both economies and provides greater scope for

sensitivity analysis. We employ a variety of represent.ative structures, most. of them

non-recursive, which arise from four classes of structural models, and examine how

differently they predict the effects of domestic and American shocks on Canadian

variables. By virtue of the structural VAR approach, we also provide sensitivity

analysis regarding the direct, simultaneous effects of American structural innuva-

tions on Canadian variables.

Before we can analyze the importance of alternative structures and their implica

tions for model dynamics, however, we need to define and estimate the reduced-form

VAR. This is done in the next chapter.

SIn some situations the usc of a set of just-identifying restrictions may be considered undesirable
since it may prevent one from testing a preferred overidentified specification. In such situationl there
is nothing wrong if one prefers to work with an overidentified model provided the corresponding
leL of identifying restrictions is well justified. Without a reasonable jUltification l however, the:
overidentification of the model may be considered inappropriate.



Chapter 4

SPECIFICATION AND

ESTIMATION OF VAR MODEL

4.1 Setting up the VAR Model

The primary purpose of this Chapter is to show how a VAR system is set up and

what are the issues that are involved in its implementation. First, we will discuss a

number of variables chosen for our VAR system and then make a decision regard

ing their treatments, i.e., which set of varia.bles should be treated as endogenous

and which as exogenous. Second, we will emnloy one of the widely used criteria

for the selection of distributed lag length. Third, we will elaborate on the char

acteristics of the estimated VAR system. Based on the estimated VAR system,

we will generate estimates of the corresponding errQr variance-covariance matrix

that will be used later to derive the estimates of structural parameters of models of

Canadian-American interactions.

39
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4.1.1 Choice of Macro-Variables

In setting up the VAR modd we have to make a choice about th~ val'iabl~s l1~clllcd

essential for the analysis of Canadian-American macroeconomic interpluy. The

choice of variables comes from a consideration of the nature of the structural mud-

els that we intend to recover from the VAR model. The structural modds Wll-

sist of seven equations. These include a Canadian aggregate demand schedule, an

aggregate supply schedule and the monetary authority's reaction fundiun. Cor-

responding relations are included for the U.S. economy. The final equation is a

Canadian-U.S. exchange rate determination relation. Since each structural mudd

is composed of seven equations, seven endogenous variables must be chosen.

In most of the VAR studies carried out to date each macro-variable embodied in

the system is treated as endogenous but there are no compelling reasons that that

should be the case. For example, considering the nature of the present aualysitl, it

seems reasonable that the world oil price should be incorporated into the mudd as an

exogenous variable in order to c.apture the potential contemporaneous and dynamic

effects of the two major oil price shocks that took place in the 1970s.1 VA R- based

studies of Canadian-American iuteractions to date appear to have ignored these

shocks, and this may distort the estimated relations. It it' for this reason that we

consider the inclusion of the world oil price as an exogenous variable in our VAR

system. In particular, we include the current oil price (GOP) and a variable (l~OP)

1A number of variables such 88 fiscal expenditure, interest rate or export/import indicea repre
senting the American and Canadian economies could be incorporated 88 exogenous varinhlea ill the
VAR model. Considering the sample period that we have chosen to work with and considering two
oil price shocks that have occurred during that Lime. it. seemed more appropriate to include oil price
variables only. We assume that the exclusiuu of other vnriableB from t.he VAH. model wilillot ulfc:cl
the estimates significantly.
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defineu a.s a simple average of lagged oil prices over the previous four periods.

Thlls, lhe dynamic. slructural model of Canac.lian-American macroeconomic in-

lcmction is cldlllcd as:

p

AXt = 2: BiXt - i + Cyt + DVt
i=l

(4.1)

wh~re vector X t includes seven Canadian and American variables. These variables

are:

AD American output

AP American prices

Aill American money supply

ER Canadian/American exchange rate

GO Canadian output

GP Canadian prices

GJ.f Canadian money supply

Vector }~ consists of exogenous variables) including a unit constant, seasonal dnm-

mics, linear trend and the oil price variables defined above. We allow for seven

disturbances. They are assumed to have zero cross~correlation. The interpretation

of these disturbances depends on a set of r~strictions used for identification. The

disturbances are included in the vector Vt.

A more detailed structural form would allow for one or more interest rate vari-

ahles as well. There werP. two reasons for not including such variables. The first

was to avoid adding to the number of equations, and the associated complications

in deriving structural par!\meters from the reduced form estimates. Initially we
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included American and Canadian interest rate series as l~ndogenous vari(~hlt~:; ill

our basic VAR system. The resultant number of non-linear equations ilvailahlc

to compute structural estimates ruse fWIlI 28 to ·15. This eventually led to t~:;tillli\-

tion non-convergence corresponding to a variety of plausible identifying restrictiolls.

Thus we droped these variables from the analysis. The second reason was that it

seemed plausible that to a large extent the effects uf interest rate movements couhl

be predicted by monitoring money supply behaviour.

The reduced form obtained from the structural models is

p

Xt = L F,Xt_, +Gl~ + 'We

,=1
(4.2)

(4.2) is a VAR model t augl11ented by inclusion of the exogenous variables. Its

estimation will allow us to obtain estimates of the structural parameters.

We have chosen to work with quarterly, seasonally unadjusted data covering

the period 1970:2 to 1987:4.2 (1970 was the first year in recent times in which the

Canadian exchange rate was allowed to float against other currencies.)

The VAR model has been defined initially in both log-levels and log-differences.

This has been done in order to check whether reduced forms defined in levels and

differences give rise to significantly different conclusions.3 Each equation in the

VAR system defined in log-levels includes a constant, three seasonal dummiell t a.

linear trend and the world oil price variables COP and LOP. The log-difference

2We have chosen to work with quarterly. seasonally unadjusted data for two reasons. First. we
want onr analysis to be more comparable to Johnson and Schembri (lfl90). Second. moet oCthe VAIl.
studies to date have used quarterly data. (See. for example, Sima (1980. 1986). Blanchard (1086.
1989). Bernanke (1986). Blanchard and W',tson (1986). Shapiro and Watson (1988). BhLnchard and
Quah (1089) and several others.) The data series are described ill Appendix D.

3There is a substantial literature thaL argues for first-urder differencing of moat time series. (See.
e.g•• Manltiw and Shapiro (1985).) In view oHbat. iL seemed worthwhile Lo define and est.imate the
VAR model in both levels and difl'erencea.
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form is the same except that the trend variable is dropped.

4.1.2 Specification of Lag Length

The choice of lag length is guided by the requirements that the equation error should

be free of serial correlation and that the VAR model should capture the potential

dynamics of the data. A number of procedures are available in the econometrics

literature that can be used to evaluate the implications of alternative lag lengths in

an unrestricted VAR model. One of the widely used procedures involves carrying

out a series of likelihood ratio tests in which lag length i is tested against lag length

j on a systemwide basis for i and j values of potential interest.· This procedure

was employed for the VAR model defined hy (4.2).11

Various likelihood ratio tests were conducted and their corresponding x2 statis-

tics are reported in Table 4.1.8 It turns out that in the case oflog-Ievels a lag length

of four is reasonable whereas in t~le case of log-differences even a lower lag length

is appropriate since it virtually purges the model e.':ur& of serial correlation and

provides considerable scope for interactive dynamics within the model. In order to

make the results comparable, we have constrained the lag length ofVAR specified in

"'l'hc likclihood rat.io t.eat.. are bued on a teat. at.ati.tic suggeated by Sima (1980). It. is

L =(J - K)[log IN' I-log IN a Il

L is dist.ribut.ed asymptotically na X2 wit.h d degrees of freedom (the numbcr of aero restrictions
plnccd on t.he rcst.ricted VAR modcl). J rcpreaenta the number of obscrvations and K st.ands for
Lhe number of parameten in the unresLricted VAR. model. I Nr I and IN- I are the determinants
of t.he variance-covariance mat.ricea obLaincd from the estimatiun of t.he rcstricted and unreatrict.ecl
VA R models, reapectively. All tests are conducted on a systemwidc basis. Thus the entire model is
tcsLcd, rat.hcr t.han t.he individual equations.

llKuSlclak and Murray and Johnson and Schembri have also u.ed the likelihood procedure for
lag Icngth selcction.

GWc did not. considcr the oil price variablcs at thc atage of chOOlling a lag length for the VAR
modcl. These variables wcre int.roduced Bubsequeut.ly.
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Table 4.1: Likelihood Ratio Tests Conducted on a System-Wide Basis
for Appropriate Lag Length Selection for the VA It

1. log-levels, 1071 :3-1087:'1

5 VS. 4 X'( .19) - 55.42 Accept 4
5 VB. 3 X'(98) - 108.71 Accept 3
5 VB. 2 X'(147) - 202.00 Reject 2
5 VB. 1 X'(196) - 258.04 Reject "1
4 VB. 3 X'(49) - 67.11 Reject 3
4 VB. 2 X'(98) - 184.59 Reject 2
4 VB. 1 X'(147) - 255.16 Reject 1
3 VB. 2 X'(49) - 141.67 Rej~et 2
3 VB. 1 X'(98) - 226.77 Reject 1
2 VB. 1 X3

( 49) - 99.63 Reject 1

2. log-differences, 1971:4-1987:4

5 VB. 4 X'(49) - 51.31 Accept 4
5 VB. 3 X2(98) - 94.45 Accept 3
5 VB. 2 X2(147) - 137.09 Accept 2
5 VB. 1 X'(196) - 198.03 Accept 1
4 VS. 3 X2(49) - 54.32 Accept 3
4 VS. 2 X2(98) = 108.02 Accept 2
4 VS. 1 X2(147) = 184.76 Reject 1
3 VS. 2 X2(49) - 64.76 Accept 2
3 VB. 1 X2(98) = 157.29 Reject 1
2 VS. 1 X2

( 49) - 108.33 Reject 1

The likelihood ratio test statistic is distributed asymptotically as X'(d) with d de
greeli of freedom (the number of zero restrictions imposed on the rcstricLed VAH.
model). All tests are carried out at the 5% level of significance. Critical values of
X'(49) :=: 66.34, X'(98) = 122.11, X'(147) :=: 176.29, X2(196) :=: 229.66.
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IHtth Ic~vds and difft.~rences to fnu r. Constraining the lag length of each endogenous

variahle to four is in line with most of the previolls VA-R studies hased on quarterly

data..

4.2 Estimating the VAR Model

We report the estimation of the VAR model in this section and summarize its main

feat ures. Since the right-hand-side variables of each equation in (4.2) are the same,

the application of OLS is an efficient estimation procedure.

Summary characteristics of the estimated VAR model in log-levels and log

differences are provided in Tables 4.2-4.4. Table 4.2 reports the estimates of the

variance-covariance matrix of the VAR innovations which will be used to obtain

structural estimates. Table 4.3 provides the contemporaneous coefficients of corre

lation between the VAR innovations. It turns out that the highest correlation exists

hetween Canadian and American innovations. This supports the view that there is

strong interaction between the two economies. In log-levels, the highest correlation,

0.51» is between Canadian ontput and American output innovations. Canadian

money and American money innovations also have a relatively high correlation co

efficient. Much the same kind of picture emerges in the case of log-differences.

However, the correlation coefficient between Canadian price alld American price

innovations is much higber in tile log-difference case.

Another common practice in evaluating VAR models is to conduct F-tests of

the Hignificance of sets of coefficients. A null hypothesis that is frequently tested

is whether aU lagged values of a particular variable in an equation are zero. Table
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Table 4.2: Variance-Covariance I\'latrices for VA R. Innovations

1. Log-levels, 1971:2-1987:tl

1011 1011 10
11

We WC WC
10:',0 P m 0 p

wQ 8.57&)

wQ 0.65 0.73p

wG 1.53 0.16 2.82m

We 0.80 -0.34 -0.14 5.97
WC 5.57 0.79 2.18 -0.'16 13.68

0

WC 0.71 0.12 0.35 0.29 0.06 0.51p

WC 1.39 0.47 2.08 1.85 O.M 0.49 7.99m

2. Log-differences, 1971:3-1987:4

10
11 1011 1011

We WC W
C W

C
0 P m 0 p m

10
11 14.900

wG 1.42 1.06p

wCl 2.56 0.06 3.89m

UJe 1.86 0.28 0.37 8.07
W

C 8.38 0.51 2.30 0.09 16.33
0

WC 1.20 0.31 0.54 0.72 -0.19 0.79p

WC 3.11 0.60 2.48 2.56 1.19 1.15 10.99m

All entries are multiplied by 10'.
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Table 4.3: Correlation Matrices for VAR Innova.tions

1. Log-levels, 1971:2-1987:4

w4 w4 w:.. We :.u~ WC WC
0 p p ...

1V: 1.00
w4 0.26 1.00p

wa 0.31 0.11 1.00m

We 0.11 -0.17 -0.03 1.00
UI~ 0.51 0.25 0.35 -0.05 1.00
WC 0.34 0.20 0.29 0.17 0.02 1.00p

WC 0.17 0.19 0.44 0.27 0.08 0.24 1.00m

2. Log-differences, 1971:3-1987:4

WO Ul4 wa We WC WC WC
0 P m 0 p m

wa 1.00
0

WO 0.36 1.00p
wa 0.34 0.03 1.00m

We 0.17 0.10 0.07 1.00
WC 0.54 0.12 0.29 0.01 1.000

WC 0.35 0.34 0.31 0.29 -0.05 1.00p

WC 0.24 0.18 0.38 0.27 0.09 0.39 1.00m
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Table 4.4: Tests of Marginal Predictive Power of Column Varia.hleli
in Equations for Row Variahles

1. Log-levels, 1971 :2-1987:4

AO AP AM ER CO CP CJ.l

AO 0.000 0.121 0.211 0.633 0.018 0.181 0.007
AP 0.005 0.000 0.098 0.795 0.302 0.899 0.009
AJ.[ 0.263 0.594 0.000 0.130 0.092 0.044 OJ)07
ER 0.056 0.526 0.900 0.000 0.756 0.264 0.308
CO 0.037 0.868 0.064 0.412 0.000 0.120 0.027
OP 0.011 0.005 0.168 0.038 0.116 0.000 0.381
Olvl 0.007 0.295 0.005 0.016 0.023 0.001 0.000

2. Log-differences, 1971:3-1987:4

AO AP A.1\1 ER CO CP CM

AO 0.340 0.783 0.191 0.885 0.067 0.662 0.051
AP 0.029 0.029 0.133 0.917 0.529 0.701 OAl:J
AM 0.309 0.963 0.163 0.210 0.147 0.169 0.056
ER 0.593 0.535 0.772 0.354 0.814 0.990 0.106
CO 0.196 0.472 0,()47 0.720 0.929 0.188 0.039
OP 00409 0.305 0.812 0.588 0.117 OJ104 0.657
O~I 0.009 0.176 0.003 0.389 0.271 0.003 0.013

Entry(i,j) is the significance level of the F-test of the null hypothesis that the
coefficients of the four lags of variable j are all zero.
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·1..1 pruvicles the pwbabilities ass'lciated with such tests conduded on the lags for

eal:h endogenolls variable in each equation. The rows represent the seven equations

and the wlumils represent the seven variables being tested. The figures in the tahle

are the probabilities of rrype I error associated with the tests. For example, in the

case of log-levels the last element of the first row of Table 4.4 indicates that with

more than 99% confidence ([1.00 - .007] x 100) one can reject the hypothesis that

Canadian Money (Okl) has no impact on American output.

The lower portion of the column for AD and the upper portion or the column for

Ckl contain the smallest probabilities. This implies relatively high predictive power

of American variables for the Canadian economy, and vice versa. Among Canadian

variables, lagged Canadian money is the most important variable in terms of its

significance for the prediction of American variables. Canadian lagged prices are

also significant at the 4.4% level in the equation for American money Bupply and

lagged Canadian output is significant at the 2% level in the or American output.

With regard to the importance of American variables for Canadian variables it

turns out that lagged American outllut is the only variable with marginal predictive

power for all Canadian variables at relatively high significance levels. It is interesting

to see that American lagged prices influence Canadian prices and American lagged

money SUl)ply influences Canadian money.

4.3 Concluding Remarks

Given the information provided by the estimated VAR model, there is no ques

tion about the existence of strong interaction between Canadian and American
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economic activities. Undoubtedly, the behaviour of American variahl{~s is of nUL

jor impnrlanc~ for the time palh of Canadian variahles. In some cases Canadian

economic variations appear also to influence American variables.

Once the VAR model and the error variance-covariance matrix have heen esti

mated, the next step is to derive the coefficients of the structural models imsed on

a variety of identifying restrictions. This is dune in the next chapter.



Chapter 5

STRUCTURAL MODELS:

IDENTIFICATION AND

ESTIMATION

This chapter begins witb a discussion of structural VAR models of the kind that

are of interest in the present context and their identification. It then proceeds to a

consideration of the estimation of such models. For the sake of brevity, only struc

tural models specified in log-levels are cOllsidered. Initially, we estimated structural

models specified in both levels and differences. Since the two sets of estimates

were quite similar, only those based on levels are reported. Estimates of structural

models based on a variety of identifying restrictions are presented and discuBBed.

Structural models may result from a multiplicity of theoretical considerations.

Our interest here centers mainly on theoretical constraints on the contemporaneous,

short-ron relationships among the endogenous variables. The models are estimated

51
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indirectly hy making use of the estimated variance-covariance matrix of the VAlt

residuals, as explained in the second chapter. Once the structural muclds have bt~t~1l

estimated, the computation of impulse response functions and varianc{~ tl{~t:UlIlpnsi-

tions can be carried out.

A dynamic structural model of Canadian-American macroeconomic illtcmdiolls

of the kind that is to be estimated is of the form

"AX, = E BiXt-i + Cl~ + DVI
i=1

The reduced form associated with (5.1) is

"X t = LF,Xt-, -I- G~ +Wt
i=1

where

(5.1 )

(5.2)

(5.:1)

(5.4)

(5.5)

The estimation of (5.2) gives estimates of the reduced form parameters containcd

in matrices F and G. On the basis of these estimates, the vector Wt of VAn.

innovations and its variance-covariance InR.trix '1' are constructed. The definition

of the variance-covariance matrix in terms of structural matrices A and D and the

variance-covariance matrix t of structural innovations is

(5.6)

In order to calculate impulse response fUlietions and the variance decomposition

of structural innovations, estimates of matrices A and D are necessary. We noted
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III tIlt: seculld chapter that there is a nonulliqucness problem associated with the

1l'''Vill~ average represelll.ati.l)l etf a VA R model and the variance decompt)sition of

~trlldllral shocks. This Ilolluniquencss arises from the fact that the computation

of the moving average and variance decomposition hinges on what one assumes

ahout the contemporaneous interactions among the model variahles, Le., on how the

constraints on matrices Ii and D are specified. In order to evaluate the importance

(If this nonnniqucness prohlem with regard to predictions about Canadian-American

macroeconomic interactions, a number of alternative specifications are experimented

with, Le., a number of variants of matrices A and D are defined and estimated. Of

course, A and D are estimated such that the system of equations contained ill (5.6)

as satisfied.

The number of contemporaneous structural parameters that can be defined and

estimated depends on information contained in the estimated variance-covariance

matrix of VAR residuals, •. As explained in the second chapter, in a seven-variable

VAR system, only 28 structnral parameters can be estimated if tile model is just

identified. Since seven structural variances must be recovered, there is room for the

recovery of another 21 parameters in matrices A and D.

5.1 Identification of Structural Models

We consider four classes of structural models. One of them arises from the use of

standard VAR methodology, which assumes somewhat arbitrarily the recursiveness

of the structural model. The other three, wbich are non~recursive, are formulated

in light of recent improvements in the VAR framework introduced by Blanchard
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and Wat:;011 (1086) and n~l'Ilanke (HH36). Th~~e l1lodclti reslllt fru11l diJrl~rcnl llaeu

rdical ct)nsiderations. Ft,r lllt:ldel identification, no constraints are imposed un tlw

di~trihlltl~d lag structures t.1C the model since we are interesled in idl~lItif)'illg llllly

the short~run inleractions among the endogenous variables.

The four classes of models that restrict the free demenls of matrices A (lI\(1 D

are lahelled Strnctural Models 1, 2, 3, and 4. The first three classes include nOIl

re(:ursive models. However, the fourth class includes recursive models and is ah;1l

referred to as "slructuraP' from now on. Each is specified in log-linear form luul is

interpreted in a qual'terly time frame. Since no identifica.tion of the ditltrilmtcd lug

structures and coefficients of the exogenous variables ifl planned, the identification

of matrices A and D in (5.1) is equivalent to identification of matrices A il.ud D in

the following equation:

(5.7)

The structural modeis identified and estimated in the subsequent sections arc writ

ten in the form of (5.7). Estimates of the elements aij and dij of A and D ar(~

extraded for each model from the same variance-covariance matrix of VA n. retlid

nals defined by equation (5.6). Each model is composed of seven equatious. With

respect to recursive models, the individual equations do not have theoretica1llamcs

since they are independent of proper theoretical idtmtification. With rctipect Lo

non-recursive models, the individual e<luations can be named according to their

theoretical identification. Non-recursive models include standard aggregate demand

relations, aggregate supply relations, money rules and an exchange rate determina

tion equation. The aggregate demand eCluations can he regarded as reduced forms

of IS-LM models. Most of the identifying restrictions result from the ahlwlH:e of
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Cilll'ldiilll Cl.re \'arial.ll:s ill the :\llIt~ri<:all equations. Thus, economic theory does

lI ..t servc ,loS tile "Idy :".lIn:~ .. i identifying restrictions. The three non-recursive

strlldllrid ~Jlt:(:irkatiolls that we will consider differ mainly with regard to the ag-

grcga.tc supply functions. Otherwise, the equations in each structural specification

arc almost the same. The interpretation of the innovations in vector Vt differs ac-

cording to the nature of the identifying restrictions imposed on the model. In our

IlUIl-reCllr~ivemodels, structural innovations are defined and interpreted as follows:

Vl - v:i American aggregate demand innovation

V2 - 11~ American aggregate supply innovation

V3 - V~l American money innovation

V4 - Ve Exchange rate innovation

V6 - vd Canadian aggregate demand innovation

11e - V C Canadian aggregate supply innovation•
V7 - VC Canadian money innovationm

In recursive models, any innovation, Vj, is simply treated as an innovation associated

with jth variable. For instance, Cor X = (/10 AP A.A.-I ER CO CP CAl)', v is

defined as (v: v; v~n Vtl v~ v; v~)' where v: indicates innovations in American output,

etc. Unlike non-recursive models, in general an innovation in a recursive model is

nllt assigned any specific name.

Within each class oC non-recursive models, two kinds of contemporaneous slruc-

tures are identified. This is done in such a manner tllat the principal determinants

in each Et.~dural equalion do not change and the total number of parameters to
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\,<.: es',illlaled within e<Lch Illude! 1't:1WUlIS the same. The purpose ill ha\'ill~ two

spcdlicatiol1s within t:ach class 'If Illl)cld is til dwck l)lt tlw illlpllrtann~ of dilfer

l~llt lr~allUt::nls of D, the matrix that ddcrJllilws thl~ contl~ll1lhlralll~lllls,din~d <Llld

simultaneous effects of structural innovations Oil a numher of endogenolls viLriables.

In one of the modds, it is assumed that D is an identity matrix, implying

that the structural shocks can have direct, contemporaneous effllt:ts only on thdr

corresponding tmdngenous variables. Only the matrix .4 nt~ecls tu he idt~lItifit~.I <LillI

estimated in the model. In the specification of the other modd, D is Ill) longer

considered to be an idemtity matrix. Thus, the clements of both ..1 anti D need to

be defined and estimated.

w~ know that in a structural VAR system there is a limitation Oil the nllmhl~r IIf

retrievable contemporaneous structural estimates. According to this limitation, the

numher of parameters contained in matrices .4 and D is to be less than or equal to

the number of uni<lue elements of '11. In view of this limitation, there iii the (Iuestion

of how a particular class of models containing two specifications, one with D .= I

and the other with D f. I, should be constrained to have lhe same number ur
parameters in both cases. The approach followed here is to look for theoretically

reasonable restrictions that suggest the equality of pairs of coefficients ill particular

structural equations and thereby reduce the number of parameters to he elitimatml

to the desired level.

5.1.1 Structural Model 1

This class of models arises from Keynesian considerations. It assumes that within

a quarter the domestic price level is "sticky" and that domestic aggregate llcrmuul
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('''lJtlili''lI~ oUt: IJllill.tl: L.. dlilllgc:: it:; current l~\'el. DOlllc:;lic pri(;es are thus regardcc.l

itS sLid,.\' ill Lilt: :;t:llSC: that they du 1I0t a.djust quickly in response Lo clnmestic

delllhlHI illllovaLiolls. Finns wait aL least for one quarter before making price acl-

jllstlllClltS. The assumplion of contemporaneous price stickiness leads to flalness of

the ('lIc-pcriuc.l a.ggregale supply schedules for both the American and the Canadian

economies. Aggregate demand innovations are thus incapable of inducing immedi-

ale dlanges in the price of output.

Tahle 5.1 a displays the seven-variable strur.tural model 1 with D = I. The

first equation is the American aggregate demand relation, according to whkh aggre-

gate demand ~s allowed to respond to American price and nominal money surprises

only. The second equation is the American aggregate supply relation: American

price, the left-hanel-side variable, is unaffected by innovations in any of the other

varinhles. This is equivalent to thc- assumption of complete rigidity of American

priceti. I The behaviour of the American monetary authorities is represented hy

the third equation, in which American money supply innovations are connected to

American output and price innovations. and to foreign exchange rate innovations

IlS well. This money rule basically assumes that the American monetary authorities

care about domestic inflation and unemployment. It is the money supply that di-

rectly reacts in response to changing inflation and unemployment conditions. Tbe

presence or the foreign exchange rate in that equation is for the purpose of testing

the tilight possibility of Canadian influence on American monetary decision-making

lOne may object to the 48Sumption of complete, contempornneous rigidity of American prices
lIince thill Wlsumption could be relaxed by identifyillg an oil price variable in the American aggregate
lIupply equntion. But Lhis ill beyond the scope of our study since it involves placing a restriction (m
a vuriuhle LhaL we have treated as exogenoull. Our iuentificnLion scheme is limited to conatrain only
contemporaneous interactinliS among endogenous variables.
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'I'ahll~ 5.1: Structural ~lndd 1
.J ll:il-ldl~lllilicd C"lIlclllpnl'alll~Oll:i Itdaliull:ihips

a. l\loney Illusion Permilled

AP = 1J
Q

. .

CIt = a62(.4.P + ER) + v~

h. Money Illusi<ln Not Permitteu

.4P = vQ

•
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vi'l tlw (:Xrllilllgt~ nlte:. 'I'hi~ cumplclc~ the: American Llock vf Structural mlHld 1.

TIlt· 1I1:xl f"lIT t:<tllati"ll~ ~If the: mocld represent the: exchange rate and the Cana

dian hlock. The fourth equation approximates the behaviour of the exchange rate,

with all model variahles allowed to enter the equation. The fifth equation clefines

the ~tandard Canadian open-economy aggregate demand schedule in which aggre

gate demand inuuvatiuns are connected with innovations in all model variables, with

the exception of American money. The Canadian aggregate supply specification is

represented by the sixth equation in which the domestic price level is constrained

so that it does not respond to domestic demand shifts. This restriction ensures the

within-quarter lack of influence of aggregate demand innovations on the domestic

inflation rate. However, to accommodate the supply side effects of Ule exchange rate

and American prices, the contemporaneous rigidity of Canadian prices is partially

rdaxed: Canadian prices are allowed to react to changes in the exchange rate and

American price variations. The coefficients of the exchange rate and foreign price

variahle are constrained to be e(lUal and of the same sign in that equation in order

to limit the numl,er of free structural parameters to 21. TIle equality restriction

il> all>o dc:rived from economic theory. The lut equation oC tile model specifies the

Canadian monetary authority's reaction function in which domestic money supply is

permitted to react to changes in the exchange rate, domestic output and prices, and

the American money supply. This kind of money rule is based on the assumption

that the Canadian monetary autborities are concerned about domestic price and

output stability, in addition to responding to foreign exchange market behaviour

and American monetary variations. The introduction of American money into a

Canadian money rule serves to allow for greater monetary interaction between the
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tw•• l"'llntl'ic~. (Il is pr~'sulllahl)' th~~ caSl~ thal nul just fur l~an<uhl IHll ["r uthn

ill.lu:-ill'i.,1 ~~Ct)llUllli~s l)It~I'~ i::: ;\ klldt~ncy fur dOlllt~~tic IlIlllldary hdlaviullr til lit'

inlltll~IH:~d by changing :\ mcrican nwnetary policy.)

Table 5.1h reports a variant of the Keynesian type mudd with n f I. This

variant rdaius the basic assumption of clumestic price stickiness hilt relaxes Llw

assumption of 110 direct, simultaneous effects of structural shocks fur cllclllgl~Il'.US

variahles. The direct, simultaneous effects of the structural shocks im' al1l1w.:d

to exist by permitting some non-zero off-diagonal entries in the n matrix. Tht:

most illtere~ti11g uf the non-~ero entries may be the ones allowing direct, ~ill1uJtallc

ous effects of American aggregate demand shocks on Canadian aggregate dt~IlHuul,

American aggregate supply shocks on Canadian prices ano output and AllwriclLIl

money shocks on Canadian money.

It follows from the above considerations that three non-zero elemenls of malrix

D are to be estimated. Since in a seven-variable system of equations we c:nnlltlt

extract more than 21 estimates of the elements of matrices A and D , this implit~s

that the free elements of matrix .4 are to be reduced from 21 lo 18. Thc Ilum·

her of free elements of matrix A is curtailed by employing three reslrictions thal

force the equality of chosen pairs of coefficients. These pairs are selected from the

Canadian and American aggregate demand relations and the exchange rale determi

nation equation. One of the restrictions is imposed on the coefficienls of American

nominal money and American l>rices in the American aggregale demand equation.

The second takes the form of a constraint on the coefficients of the exchange ralc1

Canadian nonlinal money and Canadian prices in the Canadian aggregate demand

equation. The last restriction is placed on coefficients of Ca.nadian output azul
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:\ IlWriCilll (,Ulplll ill lile t~XChallge rale equation. These restrictiuns are imposed so

il:- l .. lIIilke the sdcdcd p"irs (,f cut:llicicnts equal and opposite in sign.

Il is illkn~slill~ le, s~~ that the three restrictions impnsed nn the strudllral muclel

ill Tal,le 5.1 b make: the mudd look different from the model in Table 5.1a. In 5.1b,

Canadian and American aggregate demands are functions of their respective real

mont~y Lm]ances, rather than nominal balances, as in 5.la. Similarly, Canadian

aggregate demand ceases to generate separate responses to Canadian price changes

or nominal exchange rate fluctuations. Instead, it now responds to real exchange

rate movements. The response of the exchange rate is dependent on the spread

hetween the output of the two nations.

A model with D = J can be described as the one in which money illusion

ili \lcrmilled sillce the coefficients oC money, price and the nominal exchange rate

variahles are individually identified. However, money illusion is ruled ont in our

modd with D oF I, since the identifying restrictions in this model force behaviour

to depend I'UI real money and the real exchange rate. Thus, a model with D :/= J

can he termecl as a model with "real" variahles. Obviously such a situation arises

by virtue of different treatments of D.

In dealing witla the other classes of models that represent alternative economic

theories, and tbat do not treat D as an identity matrix, the same strategy of im·

posing restrictions that Coree the equality of coefficients is employed. Equality

restrictions imposed on the excbange rate equation are derived from a monetary

approach to the balance of payments (See, for example, Dornbusch (1978».
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5.1.2 Structural Model 2

This type of model results from classical considerations. The hasic. f(~ntllrc that

makes it unique is that it assumes within-cJllarter stickiness of the supply elf dumestic

output. This is to say, firms do not change their production behaviour immediately

in response to demand innovations. The minimum time that firms take to chnngt~

their production decisions is at least one quarter. Beyond a quarter, firnui are frt~c

to respond. Hence the effective aggregate supply schedules for both';amulian and

American economies are vertical. Unlike tbe Keynesian class of models, dumestic

output is the left-hand-side variable in the aggregate supply equations.

Table 5.2a displays a seven-equation structural model of this class with D = I.

The second and sixth equations cr this model are different from those of the modd

in Table 5.1a. That is due to the fad that the aggreg~te supply flluclinflS are

treated differently. American output supply is now insensitive to all other variaLles.

However, Canadian output is permitted to react to changes in the exchange rate and

American prices. With respect to the supply of American output, an assumption lIf

complete stickiness is employed. However, in the case of Canadian output supply,

the stickiness assumption is partially relaxed but not with resped to Canadian

variables.

Table 5.2l exhibits another classical-type model with D :I I. A simple com

parison oftbis model with that of 'fable 5.th shows that only the aggregate supply

specifications are different. Otherwise, the models are the same.
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T'lhlc: 5.2: Stntctural ~l(Hld 2
JIlst-ldl~ntifieJ Contemporaneuus Relationships

a. t\/Ioncy Illusion Permitted

GO = a82(AP + ER) + v~

h. Money musion Not Permitted

.40 = u12(AM - AP) + v;I

.40 =vQ

•

CO = a51AO +a62.4P +Gu(ER - CP) +G67(CM - CP) +d61V~ +v~
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5.1.3 Structural Model 3

(i·1

'fhis class of models does away with any kind of rigidity assumptions in the aggrcgCl.lt~

supply function. It simply uses a standard definition of the supply function in whh:h

domestic output is permitted to he one of the determinants of the domestic prk<~

level. lIenee domestic demand conditions can change the course of domestic: output

and prices contemporaneously.

Table 5.3a presents the variant of the model with D = I. Again, this model is

different from those of Tables 5.1a and 5.2a only in its specification of the aggregate

SUPl)ly functions. With the addition of two variables to the Canadian and AlIlt~rknn

aggregate supply equations, two ;nore equality restrictions are needed somewhere

in the system so that the number of free elements of .4 remains the same, Le.,

21. The two additional restrictions are placed on the exchange rate equationj tht~

coefficients of Canadian and American output and of Canadian and Americnll prices

are constrained to be equal and opposite in sign. The placement of restrictions ill

such a manner allows the opportunity to examine the contemporaneous effects on

the exchange rate of domestic and foreign output and price differentials.

Table 5.3b presents the variant of the present class of models with I) 1:- I.

With the addition of two variables to the American and Canadian aggregate supply

functions, two new equality restrictions to achieve exact identification of the modd

are required in this version of Structural Model 3. The two restrictions are placed

on the exchange rate eCluation. As a result, the exchange rate varies in response to

tile Canadian and American price and money stock differentials.
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Tahl~ 5.:~: Structural rvlod~1 3
J IIsl· J(h~lIli fied CClIIlernp0r<l.llcoUS Relationships

a. Money Illusion Permitted

AP = a;lIAO -\- v~

h. Money Illusion Not Permitted

ER = a4.(CO - AO) +a.t2(CP - AP) +a4s(CM - AArl) +Va

co = 1161.40 +462.4P +4u(ER - OP) +467(OM - OP) + d611J~ .... v~

65
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5.1.4 Structural Model 4

Structural model 4 represents a recursive class of models. It originates from the USl!

of standard VAR methodolugy in which for any chosen ordering of the vnriahll!s, A is

assumed to be a triangular matrix and D an identity matrix. Since the triil.nguln.rity

of matrix .4. ensures the exact identificalion of the VAR modd, no 1l00t-:'ero enlries

are allowed in matrix D. The ordering of the variables is based on a number of

priors. The first variable placed in the VAR ordering is assumed to he the "must

exogenous" variable, in the sense that it can alter the behaviour of all variahles

below it in the ordering but its own determination is independent of fluctuations of

those variables. Similarly, the second variable in the ordering is the second umosl

exogenous" variable. It is one of the determinants of variables helow it in the order,

while its own growth path is allowed to change in response to innovatiullli in lhe

first variable only. In the same fashion, any jlh~order variable can be affected ouly

by variables of order less than j and can affect only those of order greater than j.

Two recursive models are displayed in Table 5.4. The first, which appears in

the top part of the table, is formed on the assumption that prices are sticky, i.e.,

American and Canadian prices are the most exogenous variables in their respective

series of variables. Hence American prices are positioned at the top of the American

variable ordering and Canadian prices at the top of the Canadian variable ordering.

The American block of equations is allowed to precede all Canadian eCluations in

recognition of tlte fact that economic actions in the UniLed States can serve as

sources oC fluctuations to the Canadian economy while the reverse is much less

likely. As before, the exchange rate equation is positioned between the American
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Tahle .5.'1: Structural Model '1
J lIsl-ldculi fled CUlllcllqwrCLnCOl1S Relationships

a. H.ecursi ve St ruct ure 1

AO = a:nAP +v:

b. Recursive Structure 2

AP = a:nAO +v;

67
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a.nd Canadian structural equa.tions. By \'irtue of tlH~ assumptinn of pri(~e rigidity, tlw

pri(:~ ~(Iuati\lns may be eonsider~d as aggregate supply equatiol\s, and the out.put

c(luations as aggregate d~mand e(IUCtlions.

The second variant of the recursive model, in Table 5.4b, arises from Llw ilS-

5umption of output stickiness. Thus, American output is placed at the lop of the

ordering of American variables. Canadian output is also placed before lh~ Cana

dian price level and money supply. Again, the block of American equations (:omcs

before the block of Canadian equations. Again too, the block of American cquatiol\l;

is followed by the Canadian excbange rate determination equation. Since in this

model we have employed the assumption of output stickiness, the output equations

may he treated as aggregate supply equations while the price equations as ilggrt~giltt!

demand equations.

The next section is devoted to the presentation and discussion of estimates of

the models that we have specified ahove.

5.2 Estimation of Structural Models

Given the estimates of the variance-covariance matrix of VAil, the fOUf cllUillCS of

structures that we have identified in the previous section are separately estimated

and discussed.2 The estimation proceeds as discussed in Chapter 2.

2We have used Bernanke's computer program to obtain eslimates of contemporaneous coeflicienLs
and their corresponding t-valucs. The va..innces of estimated coefficients needed to compute t-values
are obtained from the inversion of information mat.rix of the likelihood problem W1sociated wiLh
equation (5.5) where V'" are 888umed to be normally distributed.
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The estimated form of the first variant of this model in which D = I is given

in Tahle 5.5. A quick inspection of the table reveals that most of the coefficients

have the expected signs. Fur example, American and Canadian nominal money

balances are positively related to their respective aggregate demands. Canadian

aggregate demand is negatively related to Canadian prices and positively related

to American output. American price inflation and Canadian currency depreciation

are associated with Canadian price inflation. Similarly, American money expanliion

appears to have a positive connection with Canadian money inflation, and so on.

The most disappointing feature of the: btruetural estimation is the prevalence of

low t-values. However, this is not the exception to the present study.3.4 Even though

most of the contemporaneous coefficient est.imates are correctly signed, they are not

signlikantly different from zero. Even the American variables do not seem to affect

Canadian variables. Thus, this model does not lend support to the fact that the

Canadian varil\bles are sensitive to fluctuations in American variables.

The estimated Structural Modell with matrix D =F I is provided iu Table 5.6.

It turns out that the signs of some of the contemporaneous relationships predicted

by the previous model have changed. However the nature of the other relationships

is similar to those found in 5.5. Instead of considering the separate influences of

domes~.ic prices and nominal money cbanges, the model in Table 5.6 treab the

3Bernzll~lu. (1986) haa also indicated his disappointment at the prevalence of low t-values. A
Ilumber of other strudural VAR studies also have low t-values. (See for example. Sima (1986).
Orden and Fackler (1989). Calomiria and Hubbard (1989). Racette and Raynauld (1990). Fackler
(1990) and Keating (1990).)

.. Rougbh'-lIpealdng, if an eatin.~tion involves sufficiently a large number of sample observations
then in order for a coefficient to be significsnt at the 5% level its corresponding absolute t-value
should be greater than 2.
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Tahir. 5.5: Estillla.t~d Strndllral Mudd
ContentporaneOllS Rt:la1 i~lIlshi ps

1-val lies in h ral:kt~ls

Money Illusion Permitted

AO::: 0.75 AP + 0.68 AM + 1Id
(1.6U) (0.56)

AP ::: 11:

711

AM=- 0.03 AO+ 0.13 AP-
(0.07) (0.32)

0.23 E R + 11~.

(U.77)

ER = - 2.03 AO - 4.fl6 AP - 4.87 .4M + 3.61 CO + 4.61 CP + 3.68 eM -I- v.
(0.51) (0.79) (0.75) (0.57) (0.47) (1.UU)

CO = 1.15 AO - 0.85 AP - 1.54 ER - 5.82 CP +
(0.87) (U.27) (U.4tl) (U.65)

CP = 0.32 (AP + ER) +v:
(1.27)

1.80 CM +v4
(U.63)

CM = 1.27 AM - 0.62 ER + 0.74 CO-
(1.04) (0.39) (0.55)

4.28 CP +v~n

(U.39)

¢(v:n == 0.86 x 10-2 ¢(v:) =0.26 x 10-2 ¢(v:.> = 0.56 x 10-2

~(t'd) = 4.09 X 10-2

¢(v:n = 2.08 x 10-2 ¢(v~) = 0.30 x 10-2 ¢(v~&) = 1.83 X 10-2
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Table fiJi: Estimated Structnral Model 1
CUlllculporaueous Rdaliollships

l-vaJues ill brackds

Money Illusion Not Permitted

ItO = - 1.15 (.4M - AP) + vj
( 1.63)

AP = vZ

71

AAf = 0.49 AO - 0.28 AP-
(2.74) (0.90)

0.12 ER+ v~"

( 1.19)

ER = 0.86 (CO - AO) - 3.95 AP - 4.26 AM + 11.04 CP+ 3.67 CM +ve

(0.61) (0.95) (0.88) (0.77) (0.92)

co = 0.11 AO -I- 1.02 AP + 0.01 (ER - CP) - 0.07 (OM - CP) +
(0.20) (1.11) (0.03) (0.13)

0.42 vd + vd
(0.88)

CP = 0.94 (AP + ER) 
(0.90)

0.32 v: + v;
(U.51)

CAl = - 0.62 AM + 0.39 ER+ 0.21 CO+ 4.28 CP+
(0.46) (0.911) (0.49) (1.29)

J(v~) :=: 1.22 X 10-2 J(v:) =0.26 x 10-2 J(v:,) =0.57 x 10-2

~(v;l) = 0.96 X 10-2 y.(v~) =0.71 X 10-2 ~(v~,) = 1.14 X 10-2

0.85 v;a" + v:"
(0.91)
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dr(~d~ "f changcs in n~<LI moncy halann~s on a~grt~gale d(~lllalld. Il j:; :;tlrprisin~

d~mand fur buth the American and Canadian ecunumies. :\ t1r.prt':ciatiun IIf lilt'

real exchange rate, however, has a positive (hut statistically insignilicant) clfecl on

Canadian aggregate demand. Again, the t-ratios are generally Vt~ry luw.

Looking at the coefficients representing the direct, contemporaneous c1fcets of

American shocks on Canadian variables, it turns out that all but one are positive hut

insignificant. Thus) it can be concluded that structural disturbances associated with

American variables do not necessarily have any direct effect on Canadian economic

activity, at least in the short run.

It is worth mentioning that in spi te of the fact that we have allowed in lIais

model the impact of American events on Canadian variables through two channels,

i.e., one from changes in American variables entered through matrix A and the

other throngh American structural innovntitlns modeled hy matrix /), nn Alllcri':lln

economic fluctuation is able to affect Canadian variables.

5.2.2 Estimation of Structural Model 2

This class of models follows from classical theoretical considerations. It assumcs

that within a quarter output is sticky with respect to domestic price innovations.

The estimated structure of the version of the model with D = I is reported in

Table 5.7.

An examination of the table indicates that most of coefficients are of expccted

sign. However, t-values are low, as before. The model also predicts a positive cor-

relation between innovations in domestic nominal balances and domestic aggregate
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Table 5.7: Estimated Structural Model 2
ContcIllpuraneOll:i Rdation:ihips

t-values in hra.<:kets

Money Illusion Permitted

..to = 7.48 .4P + 2.39 AM + vd
(1. Hi) (U.IUi)

AO= v:
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AM= 0.10 AD t 1.14 AP- 0.13 ER+ v~,

(U.58) (U.53) (l.Ju)

EU=- 1.08 AO- 3.33 AP- 3.31 AM+ 1.36 CO + 8.81 CP+ 2.54 CM +ve

(1.04) (1.60) (1.6U) (1.11) (1.30) (1.69)

CO= 0.13 AO- 0.31 AP- 0.76 ER- 1.51 OP+ 0.84 CM+vd
(:1.34) (tl.42) (1.94) (0.67) (1.95)

CO = 3.8·1 (.4P ... ER) +v;
( 1.56)

C!II = C.52 AM - 0.21 ER - 0.54 CO-
(1.U3) (0.40) (0.84)

5.41 CP +v:,
(l.01)

~ -:IcP(ve} = 2.66 x 10

~(v~) = 1.22 X 10-2 ~(v:) = 3.16 x 10-3 ~{v:'J = 1.47 x 10-2
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Tahl~ :i.~: ":still1at~r1 Structural ~Itldd 2
CUUL~lllpOraut:lIus H.datillushi ps

t-\'alucs iIi urcu:kcls

Money Illullion NoL PeflllitLed

AD = 9.78 (AM - AP) + vd
(1.38)

AO=v:

j.\

.'lM = 0.42 AD - 3.83 AP +
(2.14) (2.86)

0.49 ER +v:.
(0.85)

ER = 0.69 (00 - AD) - 2.55 .4P - 2.19 AM + 8.34 CP +
(1.83) (2.12) (2.16) (1.73)

1.43 OM -i- v"
(2.08)

co = 0.45 AD... 1.70 AP + 0.65 (ER - CP) + 0.81 (CM - CP)-
(1.48) (0.73) (0.67) (0.58)

0.03 v:~ "" vd
(0.1)3)

co =- 1.61 (AP .,. ER) +
(0.79)

0.92 v: ... v~
(2.32)

OM = 0.49 AM... 0.71 ER - 0.32 00 + 2.63 CP +
(1.46) (0.17) (0.97) (1.64)

¢(v~) = 5.48 X 10-2 ¢(v:> =0.93 x 10-2 ¢(v:J =1.27 x 10-2

¢(va ) = 1.97 X 10-2

~(v:D = 1.40 x 10-2 ~(v~) = 1.52 X 10-2 ~(,,~.) = 1.00 X 10-2

0.27 v:~.'" v::.
(0.76)
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. \

dC~lIIillld. lJollwslic aggn~gale dl~lllalld is negatively relalerl to domestic price inno

Vilti"ll:'. TIle' Canadian ag~regalc: supply 'If output has some proclivity lo expand

ill tlw fare of Am~rican inflatiull or Canadian currency depreciation. The exchange

rate is negatively related to American variables and positively to Canadian ones.

It is interesting to note that again the coefficients of the American variables in

the Canadian equations are of correct sign. The only American variable that has

a significant influence on Canadian demand is the American output. Thus, The

hasic prediction that stems from this model is strong contemporaneous connection

hetween Canadian and American output.

1'he estimated version of Structural Model 2 with D ::fi I is given in 1ahle

5.8. A careful examination shows that in spite of lower t-scores, this model per

forms well, in the sense that with only a few exceptions structural relationships

are correctly signed. Unlike the structural model or Table 5.6) aggregate demand

iii positively related to innovations in real money balances, in both the American

and the Canadian economies. American money is strongly influenced by American

output. The Canadian dollar has a depreciating tendency in response to a positive

Canadian/American output differential. Also, a rise in the Canadian price level or

the money stock and a fall in the American price level or money stock tend to cause

Canadian currency depreciation. The expansion or Canadian aggregate demand is

associated witb real exchange rate depreciation and a rise in American prices or

output. Canadian aggregate supply is negatively related to American inflation and

CalUulian exchange rate depreciation. III fact, this can occur due to supply-side

effects of exchange rate depreciation or American price inflation. American money

appears to have a positive impact on Canadian money.
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:\11 ~xalllinaliun uf lh~ ~stimatcs uf the ranuum cumpuncnts uf lh~ Canadillll

struclllr;ll (~qllations llnCO\'~r$ the fact that American supply shocks ha\'(! strong

implications for Canadian output, In utht:r words, il supply siwek in th~ lInit(:d

States would lead to an expansion of Canadian production. So, even though Cana

dian output supply is insensitive to American price variatiuns, it is affectcd through

unanticipated fluctuations associated with the American suppl~' of output.

5.2.3 Estimation of Structural Model 3

This class of models hinds output supply to price behaviour, Thus, the cfft~cliVt~

output snpply function is permitted to be one that is neither vertical nor horizontal.

Tahle 5.9 gives the estimated eqnations of such a model with no direct, simul

taneous effects of the structural shocks. It is immediately evident that the problem

of low t-scores remains. However, the overall performance of the model appears to

be satisfactory in the sense that most of the structural relations are in agreem~nt

with economic theory.

American aggregate demand declines in the face of American price inflation.

However, it stays wlchanged or expands if A~nerican nominal money balances are

augmented. An increase in the supply of American output tends to increase Amer

ican price inflation. The American money rule indicates that in response to output

increases or price inflation, either a tighter monetary policy to stabilize the economy

is adopted or no action is taken. A depreciation of the Canadian dollar tend6 to

have an expansionary but insignificant effect on the American money supply.

The Canadian exchange rate seems somewhat sensitive to lile spread between

Canadian and American output and American and Canadian prict:s. Canadian
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TalJlc :U.l: E~timaled Structural Model 3
(:'111kmporaneolls Relatiollships

t-valuc:s in brackets

MOlley Illusion Permitted

.40 == - 1.44 AP + 2.11 .4M + 11=
(0.64) (0.B4)

.4P = 0.22 AO + 11:
(U.88)
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.HI = - 0.65 AO - 0.59 AP +
(U:15) (0.17)

1.22 ER +v:'
(1.29)

ER == 0.41 (CO - AO) + 1.98 (CP - AP) - 1.50 AM + 0.65 CM + v.
(1.69) (1.83) (1.03) (0.86)

co = 0.66 AO - (1.06 AP - 0.46 ER - 2.38 CP + 0.59 eM +v~

(2.79) (0.05) (0.90) (1.14) (0.84)

CP =- 0.01 (AP + ER) + 0.07 CO + v:
(0.07) (0.93)

CAf == 0.38 AM - 0.20 ER-
(0.38) (0.26)

0.31 CO +
(0.60)

0.31 CP+v;;.
(0.'18)

J(v~) :: I.Si X 10-2 J(v:> =0.28 x 10-2 ~(v:,> =1.34 x 10-2

~(vc) = 0.98 X 10-2

~(v:n = 1.22 x 10-2 ~(v:) = 0.24 x 10-2 ~(v:,&> = 0.94 x 10-2
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Tablt~ !l.IIl: Esl.illlat~(\ Strurtnral ~lndd :t
Clmklll poralleullS Relatil)llslli ps

t-values in brackets

Money llIusion Not Permitted

AD = 4.75 (AM - .4P) + v~

(1.66)

.4P = 0.76 AD + v~

(1.08)

AM = - 0.19 AD - 2.96 AP +
(0.40) (1.52)

1.57 ER+ v:',
(1.32)

ER = - 0.08 (CO - .40) + 2.16 (CP - tiP) + 1.54 (eM - .JiM) + VI!

(U.22) (2.74) (2.31)

CO = 0.66 AD -I- 2.42 AP + 0.31 (ER - CP) - 0.23 (CM - CP)-
(2.82) (1.24) (0.61) (0.37)

CP = - 0.16 (AP + ER) - 0.13 CO - 0.21 v: +v:
(1.17) (1.00) (1.34)

0.18 v~ I v;.
(1.28)

eM = 0.41 AM - 2.12 ER - 0.02 CO + 5.48 CP-
(0.61) (0.81) (0.03) (1.35)

A 24J(vtl ) = 1.30 x 10-

~(v~) = 1.01 X 10-2 ~(v~) = 0.01 X 10-2 ~(V:Il) = 1.61 x 10-2

0.83 v~, + v:~,

(0.72)
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ilg~regal(: demand is stimlllatl~d in COI1SClIllencc of rises in American output and

(:aUildi'llI Illiminal 1lI/'IWY halann~s. It will he depressed or stay unchanged in the

t:\'l~lIl IIf rising AmtriCrUl and (;anadiar~ prices or a falling exchange rate. Canadian

prices arc positively hut insignificantly related to Canadian output supply. Bence

the effective aggregate supply function is either positively sloped or flat. The Cana

dian money rule indicates that Canadian money tends to be accommodative to

Canadian inflation and American monetary expansion.

The estimated version of the model that allows for possible direct, simultaneous

effects of errors in the structural equations is given in Table 5.10. It turns out

that most of the estimates are still statistically insignificant. Higher American real

balances are reflected in higher American aggregate demand while higher Ameri

can aggregate output supply is associated with higher American prices. American

infiution and output increase or depreciation of exchange rate have a tendency to

cause declines in the stock of American money.

The Canadian part of the model indicates that the spread between Canadian

amI American prices and Canadian and American money is important for the vari

ability of the Canadian dollar. The Canadian dollar significantly depreciates in

the face of Canadian inflation and monetary expansion. The same thing occurs if

the American price level and stock of money decline. Canadian aggregate demand

is positively related to American output, American prices and real exchange rate

depreciation. But American output has a significant effect 0.1. Canadian aggregate

demand. The Canadian aggregate supply function seems to be flat since Cana

dian output innovations do not appear to matter for Canadian price determination.

Canadian money turns out to be insensitive to innovations in American money, the
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l~Xdli\lIg~ rak, Canadian ')\Itj>ut ilud Canadian priet.·s.

',Vith regard to cwss-cuuntry structural cunnl~clions, lhis mudd tHlggesls tilt:

significance of Amel"ican output for Canadian output demand onl)'. Ilowe\'t.~r, tlw

correlation estimates between the struclural shocks indicate that the bdmviour of

Canadian variables is negalivdy hut insignificantly rdatell lo American sltot.~kti.

5.2.4 Estimation of Structural Model 4

Tables 5.11-5.12 report the estimates of two recursive models discussed in section

5.1.4. The estimated recursive model that assumes the stickiness of American and

Canadian prices is presented in table 5.1l. The estimated Corm of the other recursive

model, in which the stickiness of American and Canadian output is assumed, is given

in Tahle 5.12.

In any recursive model the ordering of variables is an important factor since

this may affect the characteristics of structural estimates, depending on the con

temporaneous correlations among the model innovations. We have tried to handle

the ordering issue carefully by illvoking a number of economic priors. These include

placing the American block of equations above that of the Canadian one and adding

the assumption of contemporaneous price or output rigidity. 'rhe assumptiolls of

rigidity seem to be helpful in the identification of the price and output equations.

Under tile assumption of price rigidity, price equations may be treated "'S aggregate

supply functions and output equations as aggregate demand functions. However,

under the assumption of output rigidity the opposite may be the case.

Inspection of Table 5.11 reveals that the price rigidity assumption seems to he

confirmed, in terms of its characterization of Canadian price and output equations.
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Tithlt! 5.11: Eslimalec1 Slructural Model 4
Contemporaneous Rdatiollships

t-valucs in hrackets

Recurllive Structure 1

AP=v;:

AD = 0.90 AP .. 1J~

(2.22)

81

AM = 0.06 AP-I
(0.25)

0.17 AO + v:~

(2.52)

Ell = - 0.59 AP+ 0.15 AO- 0.10 AM+v~

(1.69) (1.46) (0.75)

CP= n.13 AP+ 0.05 AO+ 0.09 AM + 0.06 ER+v;
(1.32) (1.74) (1.89) (1.56)

CO= 0.60 AP+ 0.61 AO+ 0.56 AM- 0.05 ER- 1.21 CP+v~

(1.32) (4.42) (2.42) (0.34) (2.18)

CM= 0.74 AP- 0.02 AO+ 0.78 AM+ 0.36 ER+ 0.07 CP- 0.09 CO+v~"
(2.06) (0.14) (4.09) (2.98) (0.15) (0.90)

~ -:I
rP(v~) = 0.75 x 10
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Table 5.12: Estimated Structural r....locld ·1
Cuntemporaneous Rclatiullshi ps

t-vailles in brackets

Recursive Slructure 2

AO=v:

AP ....: 0.08 AO + v~

(2.22)

AM = 0.17 AD... 0.06 AP + V~l

(2.52) (0.24)

ER = 0.16 AO - 0.59 AP - 0.10 .'1M + Ve

(1.46) (1.60) (11.55)

co = 0.55 AO + 0.44 AP + 0.45 AM - 0.11 ER + v~

(3.92) (0.96) (1.91) (0.73)

~')
Cl_

CP = 0.08 AO + 0.15 AP + 0.12 AM + 0.04 ER-
(2.56) (1.60) (2.40) (1.41)

0.05 CO + v~

(2.17)

CM = - 0.02 AO + 0.74 AP + 0.78 AM + 0.36 ER - 0.00 CO +
(0.14) (2.06) (4.09) (2.98) (0.90)

~(V~) = 0.20 X 10-2 ~(v;) = 0.26 X 10-2 ~(V~.) = 0.50 X 10-2

~ -2,p(vc ) = 0.75 X 10

~(v~) = 0.96 X 10-2 ~(1I;) = 0.06 X 10-2 ~(V~.) = 0.73 X 10-2

0.07 C P l v;;,
(11.15)
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Canadian prices, which are rigid by assumption, Un not depend on dUlUcstil: output,

\\' hile Canadian out pu l reacts negati \'c1y a.nd significantly to dOllwstic prices. Thu~,

the Canadian price and output equatil)ns may be treated as aggrt~gatc supply alld

aggregate demand equations, respectively. Due to the price rigidity assumptioll, the

American price equation may also be considered as an aggregate snpply ctluatiou.

However, the American output equation does not seem to be an aggregate dema.nd

relation since American output responds positively and significantly to the dumt~slic

price level.

It can further be observed from Table 5.11 that just over one third of the cou

nections between the variables are statistically significant. This is something that

we have not observed in the case of the non-recursive models. Canadian prices do

not seem to depend significantly on American variables. However, other Canadian

variables turn out to be highly sensitive to changes in American variables. The

ability of the exchange rate to affect Canadian money is also clear.

Table 5.12 reports the estimated model that employs the assumption of output

rigidity. It can be observed from the table that most of "be model relationships are

similar to those in Table 5.11. The estimates of three of the e(luations, namely the

American money, Canadian money and exchange rate are exactly the same across

both recursive models. This is because the relative positions of these equations

are the same with respect to the equations that precede them. In this modd, the

Canadian price equation may be interpreted as an aggregate demand relation, since

Canadian output appears to affect the domestic prices negatively and significantly.

The American price equation, however, does not have the form of an aggregate

demand relation because it indicates a strong, positive relationship helween the
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p ..i,:c:s illl cI t ht: 011 t pll t.
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IL c:all be cCJllducled that recursive structures indicate more statistically signif.

kant relationships among the model variables than do non-re!:ursive structures,

as judg~d hy t-statistics. With a few exceptions all American variables indicate

strong influences on all Canadian variables. In other word3 there exist a num-

ber of channels through which the effects of American variahles are transmitted to

the Canadian economy. The degree with which American variables seem to affect

Canadian variables is much higher in the recursive models than in the non-recursive

models.

5.2.5 Complete Estimation of Structural Models

Up to this point we have recovered amI analyzed only the contemporaneous parts

of the structural models, i.e., we have focused our attention on the analysis of the

elements of the A and D matrices only. We now take one step further and recover

the remaining parts of the structures under consideration and dis( .ISS them briefly.

This requires the use of equations (5.3)·(5.5). Given tbe estimates of A and D

and the estimated reduced-Corm matrices, F and G, we can recover the remaining

structural matrices, B, C, and the vector of structural innovations, v.

The estimates of the contemporaneous plus lagged effects for structural models

1, 2, 3 and 4 are given in 'rabies 5.13-5.16.1 The equations express the left-hand-

side variahle as a function of current and Jagged variables and current disturbances.

Instead of reporting individual estimates, we report only the sum of the coefficients

~The variables that are embodied in each equation but not reported include a constant term, a
linear time trend, selUlonal dummies and the world oil price variables.
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Ta.ble 5.1:1: Strndnra.l Uodel I
Estimated Relationships

a. Money Illusion Permitted

Sum of Coefficient.:; on Endogenous Va.riahles
Equation AO AP AM ER CO CP Ckl

American Demand 0.97 0.25 0.26 -0.17 -0.07 -0.29 0.24
American Supply 0.15 0.93 0.17 -0.U4 -0.08 0.06 O.LL
American Money 0.23 0.33 0.31 -0.03 -0.33 -0,48 -n.l3
Exchange Rate 0.39 I.M -2.41 1.90 1.01 0.86 -0.02
Canadian Demand 1.51 0.n3 1.07 -0.96 1.79 1.55 0.02
Canadian Supply -0.05 0.24 O.lO 0.06 0.05 0.82 0.03
Canadian Money 0,49 0.86 0.8 l1 -0.99 -O.Oi! -0.63 1.24

b. Money Illusion Not Permitted

Sum of Coefficients on Endogenous Variables
Equation AO AP AkI ER CO CP 011-1

American Demand 1.18 0.80 -0.95 0.00 -0.59 -1.18 0.00
American Supply 0.15 0.93 0.17 -OJ)4 -0.08 0.06 OJ L
American Money 0.15 n.08 0.42 0.08 -0.17 -0.17 ·0.21
Exchange Rate -0.]2 -1.22 -2.53 2.54 0.65 2.33 -0,45
Canadian Demand 0.09 -0.13 -0.10 -0.02 0.69 -0.14 -0.08
Canadian Supply -0.39 0.22 0.08 0.37 0.16 0.71 0.01
Cauadian Money -0.65 -0.89 -1.03 0.53 -0.62 -0.62 0.75

~r:0.1
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Tabl~ 5.14: Structural Model 2
El:itil11aleu Relatiulll:ihips

a. Money Illusion Permitted

Sum of Cuefficients on Endogenous Variables
Equation AO AP AM' ER 00 OP OM

American Demand 0.27 0.26 0.18 -0.06 0.96 0.10 -0.29
American Supply 0.15 0.93 0.17 -0.04 -0.08 0.06 0.11
American Money 0.01 0.34 0.16 0.08 -0.19 -0,48 -0.27
Exchange Rate -0.09 -0.74 -2.17 2.05 0.38 1.42 -0.29
Canadian Demand 0.66 0.00 0.41 -0.34 1.25 0.94 -0.07
Canadian Supply -2.01 0.14 0.02 1.83 0.70 0.22 -0.09
Canadian Money -0.49 -1.53 -0,46 0.20 -0.63 0.08 0.82

b. Money Illusion Not Permitted

Sum of Coefficients on Endogenous Variables
ECluation AO AP AM ER 00 OP OM

American Demand 1.19 -3.10 7.76 -1.30 1.88 4.72 2.36
American Supply (U5 0.93 0.17 -0.04 -0.08 0.06 0.11
American Money 0.43 -0.21 1.12 0.23 -0.40 -0.04 0.23
Exchange Rate -0.14 -1.14 -1.70 1.73 0.00 1.11 -0.28
Canadian Demand -0.17 0.10 0.25 0.35 1.44 0,48 -0.12
Canadian Supply 1.03 0.29 0.14 -0.92 -0.31 1.15 0.10
Canadian Money -0.58 -0.91 -0.06 0.37 -0.47 -0.37 1.00
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Tahl~ 5.15: Structural Uodd 3
Estimated Rdatiunships

a. Money Dlusion Permitted

Sum of Coefficients on Endogenous Variables
Eqnation AO AP A"At! ER CO CP CJ<.-[

American Demand 1.08 -0.32 1.54 -0.36 0.20 0.54 0.63
American Supply 0.11 0.8!l 0.18 -0.01 0.00 0.19 0.05
American Money -0.15 0.37 0.64 0.54 -0.43 -0.94 0.20
Exchange Rate 0.59 0.12 -0.85 0.89 -0.28 0.11 -0.04
Canadian Demand 0.64 0.22 0.44 -0.35 1.12 0.54 -0.02
Canadian Supply 0.12 0.26 0.10 -O.ll 0.02 0.88 0.04
Canadian Money 0.12 -0.21 -O.O:~ -0.30 -0.62 -0.61 1.03

b. Money ll1usion Not Permitted

Sum of Coefficients on Endogenous Variables
Equation AO AP AM ER CO CP CA-f

American Demand 1.19 -1.30 3.76 -0.70 0.74 2.00 1.28
American Supply 0.01 0.63 0.20 0.07 0.18 0.49 -0.08
American Money -0.03 -0.02 1.11 0.68 -0.42 -0.56 0.36
Exchange Rate 0.60 -0.19 -0.60 1.10 0.20 1.09 -0.12
Canadian Demand -0.31 -0.24 -0.30 0.20 0.91 -0.10 -0.34
Canadian Supply 0.26 0.23 0.12 -0.20 -0.09 0.89 0.06
Calladian Money 0.14 -1.26 -0.87 -0.62 -0.66 0.27 0.64

Bi
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Table 5.16: Structural Model 4
Estimated Relationships

a. Recursive Model 1

88

Equation
Sum of Coefficients on Endogenous Variables
AO AP AM ER db OP OAf

American Output
American Price
Arnerican Money
Exchange Rate
Canadian Output
Oanadian Price
Canadian Money

1.05
0.15
0.11
0.49
0.37
0.07

-0.31

0.46
0.93
0.22
0.02

-0.15
0.20

-0.23

-0.19
0.17
0.37

-0.11
0.41
0.15
0.18

-0.10
-0.04
0.11
0.54

-0.39
-0.08
-0.05

-0.26
-0.08
-0.24
-0.13
0.97
0.05

-0.30

-0.62
0.06

-0.38
0.18
0.39
0.93

-0.55

0.15
0.11

-0.16
-0.06
-0.08
0.03
1.04

h. Recursive Model 2

Sum of Coefficients on Endogenolls Variables
"~ql1ati(ln AO AP AM ER CO CP OM

Arnerican Output 1.18 0.39 -0.03 -0.14 -0.33 -0.56 0.24
American Price 0.13 0.90 0.17 -0.03 -0.05 0.11 0.09
American Money 0.11 0.22 0.37 0.11 -0.24 -0.38 -0.16
Exchange Rate 0.49 0.02 -0.11 0.54 -0.13 0.18 -0.06
Canadian Output 0.09 -0.44 0.29 -0.07 0.96 0.42 -0.08
Canadian Price 0.07 0.18 0.17 -0.08 0.05 0.96 0.03
Canadian Money -0.31 -0.23 0.18 -0.05 -0.30 -0.55 1.04
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fur each cllcl\)g~nl)us variable.

It is \~\'idt:llt frlllll tlw tallIes that tlw SIlIllS of lht~ (:odHrient estin1i\tt~s iHI~ gt:ll

t:rall'y dilrr.rl~nt, nol only anuss dasscs I.f str\lr.l\ln~S, hut also within dasses. TI\l'

diagonal dements of all tables are pusitive. That means that allieft-hand-sidc \'ari

abIes are positively related to their own respective laggcd levcls. In most IIf tlw

models, Canadian demand seems to read positively to all American arlll Call1llliull

variables. Canadian demand is influenced negatively hy Canadian prices ollly in

models 1 and 3 with D ::j:. I and positively by the exchange rate in models 1 and

3 with D =/: I. With a few exceptions, Canadian prices also scem to respond posi

tively to all model variables. Except for structural model 1 with D = I, all modt:ls

predict a negative response of Canadian money to American variahles. The positive

effect of the exchange rate on Canadian money is apparent from structural mudel

1 with D =/: I and structural model 2. Canadian money appears to relate positively

to Canadian prices in models 2 and 3 with D = I and D =J I respectively.

5.3 Comparison of Estimated Coefficients ofCur

rent American Variables in Canadian Equa

tions

This section reports, in Tables 5.17-5.20, the estimates that we have uhtaillcd
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TClbl<: 5.17: Significance of ell rrent American Variablt:s
ill E(luatiuns fur Canadian Demand

t-\'alucs in brackets

Canadian demand equations American variables
in various models AD .41' AAT ER-

Johnson/Schembri 0.99 ·0.33 ·0.33
(4.07) (1.4:1) (1.44)

Structural Model 1
with D = I 1.15 -0.85 N.I- -1.54

(0.87) (0.27) (0.48)

with D =I I 0.11 1.02 N.I 0.01
(0.20) (1.11) (0.03)

Structural Model 2
with D = I 0.73 ·0.31 N.I -0.76

(3.34) (0.42) ('J .94)

with D =I I 0.45 1.70 N.1 0.65
(1.48) (0.73) (0.67)

Structural Model 3
with D = I 0.66 -0.06 N.I -0.46

(2.79) (0.05) (0.90)

with D I- I 0.66 2.42 N.I 0.31
(2.82) (1.24) (0.61)

Structural Model 4
recursi ve model 1 0.61 0.60 0.56 -0.05

(4.42) (1.32) (2.42) (0.34)

recursive model 2 0.55 0.44 0.45 -0.11
(3.92) (0.96) (1.91) (0.73)

-Not Identified.
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Table 5.18: Signilicanc~ of Currenl :\merican Variahlt~~

ill Eqnation~ fl)r Canadian Supply
t·\'alues in brackct~

Canadian supply equations American variahles
in variolls models AD AP AM ER

Johnson/Schembri N.I" 0.03 0.03
(0.45) (0.45)

Structural Modell
with D = I N.l 0.32 N.l 0.32

(1.27) (1.27)

with D #- I N.I 0.94 N.l 0.94
(0.90) (0.90)

Structnral Model 2
with D = I N.l 3.84 N.l 3.84

(1.56) (1.56)

with D =J I N.l -1.61 N.l -1.61
(0.79) (0.79)

Structural Model 3
with D = I N.I -0.01 N.I -0.01

(0.07) (0.03)

with D =I I N.I -0.16 NJ -0.13
(1.17) ( 1.00)

Stmclttral Model 4
recursive model 1 0.05 0.13 0.09 0.05

(1.74) (1.32) ( 1.89) ( 1.56)

reeurBive model 2 0.08 0.15 0.12 0.04
(2.56) (1.60) (2.40) (1.41 )

-Not Identified.

!11
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Tahle 5.1!.1: Significance of Current American Varia-hies
ill ~lJlIali~)IlS for Canadian !l.lonc:y

t-\'alucs in brackets

Canadian 110ney equations American variables
in various models .40 A-P .41\1 ER

Johnson/Schembri

Structural Model 1
with D = I N.J- N.I 1.27 -0.62

(1.04) (0.39)

with D ~ I N.I N.I -0.62 0.39
(0.46) (0.98)

Structural Model 2
with D = I N.I N.I 0.52 -0.27

(1.03) (0.40)

with D ~ I N.I N.I 0.49 0.71
( L.45) (0.77)

Structural Model 3
with D = I N.I N.I 0.38 -0.20

(0.38) (0.26)

with D ~ I N.I N.I 0.41 -2.12
(0.61) (0.81)

Stnl(~tural Model 4
recursive model 1 -0.02 0.74 0.78 0.36

(0.14) (2.06) (4.09) (2.98)

recursive model 2 -0.02 0.74 0.78 0.36
(0.14) (2.0ti) (4.09) (2.98)

-Not Identified.
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Table 5.20: Significance: of Dired Effects of Americall OisturhallCcs
on Uanaclian Variahles
(t-vailles in brackets)

American Demand shock (vd)

S.M- 1 8.M 2 S.M 3

Canadian demand 0.42
(O.Ha)

-0.03 -0.18
(0.37) (1.28)

American Supply Sho(~k (v:)

S.M 1 S.M 2 S.M 3

Canadian price/output -0.32
(0.51)

0.92 -0.21
(2.32) (1.3,1)

American Money Shock (t1~J

S.M 1 8.M 2 S.M 3

Canadiam money

"Structural Model

0.85
(0.91)

0.27 -O.8:i
(0.75) (0.72)
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ullder diffen:nt cla..,;ses of structural specifications and compares them to those oh

tililwd hy Johnson and Schemhri (1U90) for coefficients of current American vari

ahles ill the Canadiall equalions.6 Such information may be helpful in showing the

implications of the use of alternative sets of identifying restrictions. Inspection of

Tables 5.17~5.20 leveals that the size and significance of the contemporaneous ef

fects of ~merican variables are highly sensitive to the use of alternative identifying

assumptions. The sensitivity of resulls is more prominent in non-recursive struc

tural models. According to Structural Modell the role of American variables in

explaining the behaviour of Canadian variables is hardly of any importance whereas

other non-recursive models indicate the significant impact of American output on

Canadian output. Recursive models however, do not produce significant differ

ences in terms of their predictions regarding the influences of American variables

on Canadian variables. Wilh a few exceptions, all American variables are statisti

cally significant for all Canadian variables. This is something that is absent from

the nu,~-recursive models.

We now turn to the implications of allowing for direct, simultaneous impacts

of American structural disturbances on Canadian variables in the non-recursive

models. Table 5.20 reports the estimated coefficients of American disturbances. It

iti evhlent from the table that American disturbances have no significant role ill

Strudural Modell; rJI but cue Canadian variables are positively but insignificantly

related to American shocks. In Stnldural Model 2, the only Canadian variable that

appears to be affeded by American shocks is the output supply. It is significantly

responsive to American supply shocks. Structural Model 3 also does not provide

°'l'he coefficients estimated by Johnson and Schembri (1990) are taken from their Table 3. p. 18.
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allY evidence in favour ,-If significant, direct influent;cs of :\merit:an shocks. lIowe\'(~r,

unlike Structural ~lvdd 1, this modd rdatt:s llt:gati vdy all Canadian varia1>ll~s to

American shocks. Une thing tha.t is clear from Table 5.20 :8 the fact that dilr(ll'l~l1t

identifying restrictions placed on matrices A and D induce significant varia.tions ill

the estimates of the direct, simultaneous effects of American shod.b on Canadia.n

variables.

We now discuss briefly how our structural estimates are related to the those

obtained by Johnson and Schembri (1990). One of the identifying nssllmptions

employed by Johnson and Schembri has been the stickiness of contemporaneous

prices. Their estimated model with that assumption reveals that Canadian demand

is strongly influenced by American output and that Canadian prices are insensi

tive to American prices. It is interesting to note that we do not find evidence in

favour of such a finding when we l1tm~e the assumption of contemporaneoUt; pri(:t~

stickiness. (See Structural ModelL) However, we do find such evidence when

we assume output stickines.. or when no stickiness assumption is involved. (Sec

Structural Models 2 and 3.) Similarly, their model reveals the significance of dired

connections between American and Canadian structural disturbances (not shown

in the tables). However, Structural Modell, which is directly comparable to lheirs,

does not indicate the significance of such direct connections. One may attribute the

difference of conclusions to the difference in the estimation periods of two studies.

But we think the introduction of monetarY"~liablesin our VAR model and the

different treatment of matrices A and D have a lot to do with lhe differences in

coneIusions.
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5.4 Concluding Remarks

96

In this Chapter, we have tried a range of reasonable sets of short-run identifying

restrictions, imposing them on the A and D matrices which define the contempora

neous connections among the variables. The sets of restrictions are reasonahle in the

sense that they arise from the use of a number of representative classes of economic

theories. It turns out that different treatments of the A and D matrices, either

within a class of models or across different classes, of models, lead to different in

terpretations of the estimated structural models. Furthermore, Structural Model 1,

which is the most comparable to the one in Johnson an Schembri (1990), produces

conclusions different from what those authors find. The structural inferences that

one may make depend on the way one thinks about the interactive structure of the

American and Canadian economies.

So far we have reached different conclusions in terms of contemporaneous re

lationships among the model variables under various structural specifications. III

spite of such difference of conclusions it is likely that the dynamic behaviour of

Canadian variables turns out to be similar across a variety of structures considered.

In order to explore this issue we need to address the importance of different classes

of contemporaneous structures in terms of their implications for model dynamics

and variance decomposition analysis. The next chapter deals with the impulse re

sponses of Canadian variables to Canadian and American shocks. The variance

decompositions of structural shocks art'! also derived and examined.



Chapter 6

DYNAMIC IMPORTANCE OF

STRUCTURAL

DISTURBANCES

We have focused our attention up to this point on the macroeconomic relation

ships that emerge from the estimation of the reduced form VAR model and on the

contemporaneolls structures that correspond to it. In spite of the fad that the

individual coefficientsllave been seen to vary substantially from model to model, it

is, of course, possible that the models could generate similar forecast time paths.

In the present chapter therefore we go one step further and do the following. First,

we obtain decompositions of the T-step-ahead forecast variances of the Canadian

variables. Second, for given exogenous variables we compute the contemporaneous

and dynamic responses (impulse response functions) of Canadian variables to all

model structural shocks.

97
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TIlt: COlllpulalitJlI uf variance decompositions and dynamic responses is carried

olll for all dasst:s of slruclural models considered and estimated in the preceding

chapler. Doing this gi\'es one the opportunit), to evaluate the strength anel timing

of the: effects of domestic and foreign shocks on Canadian variables, on one hand,

and the plausibility uf underlying identifying restrictions, on the other.

In the VA R framework the T -step-ahead forecast variances ofendogenous macro

variahles are based on the moving average (MA) representation of the VAR process

under consideration. The dynamic effects of a random shock are also traced out

by examining the MA representation of the VAR process. In this representation,

each endogenous variable is expressed in terms of underlying random disturbances

and the exogenous variables included in the system. The MA representation of our

VAR(4) system defined and estimated previously is:

00 00

Xc = E Qi-l ~-i-l +E ~-lWC-i-l
i=l i::;l

(6.1 )

According to (6.1), the vector of endogenous variables Xc depends on the vector

of exogenous variables 1'; and the vector of VAR innovations Wc fOf, i = I, 2, ... ,

00. The dynamic responses of Xc to a. sbock represented by a. particular element

or We are determined by the corresponding elements oC the matrix Ra. Ra can be

r.omputed as shown in Chapter 2.

As explained in Chapter 2, equation (6.1) is a transformation of the reduced

(orm VAR model in which the random errors are composite terms. The effects oC

changes in these terms are not meaningful unless they are transformed into under-

lying orthogonal impulses. In order to carry out such transformation, a condition
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relating the vl~ctor of f'1rccast errors to that of the structural disturbances is \Ist~d:

Suhstitution of the Wt vector into (6.1) then gives

00 ou

X t = L Qi-l1~-i'H +L Si-1Vt-i+l
i::.:l i=1

where Si is defined as

(().2)

(6.a)

(6.4)

and Vt is a vector of strnctural shocks. The dynamic responses of Xl to the under

lying random fluctuations can now be determined using the Si matrices.

The dynamic effects on Canadian output) prices and money supply explored in

the succeeding sections are ones that result from one-time shocks to Canadian and

American structural disturbances) taken individually (with the other disturbances

set to zero). The assumed structural shocks are positive and equal to one standard

error" As to timing, we assume that the shock occurs at t = 1 in each case (t = I

is thus the impact period). All elements of Vt are set equal to zero for time t > 1.

Hence the effects of a shock to the jth element of Vt in periods 1) 2) ... ) T arc

approximated by the terms So) 51) 52) ••• , 5TH respectively.

Before we can decompose the forecast variances of the Canadian variables, we

have to compute the forecast variance matrix) which contains the forecast variances

of all model variables over the chosen forecast horizon. This requires first the

determination of forecast errors. The forecast errors are found by subtracting the

expected values of X, as of T-periods ahead from the actual values of X, as of

lThis sise of ahock is standard in VAR literature.
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'I'·p(~ri(jds ahead. Thc actual \,.ducs of X t as of r.periods ahead can be found by

It~iLdillg t:<llliltillll (n.:!) '1' periods. The expected values of X t can be computed hy

laking the expectation operator through the actual values of X, as of T-periods

ahead, conditional on the assumptions that ~ is given and that Vt is a vector

white noise process. Since we are interested in examining the contribution made

by structural disturbances only, we assume that the actual and expected values

of the exogenous variables are same. Such an assumption discounts the effects of

exogenous variables and facilitates the variance decomposition calculations.

Given the estimated series of forecast errors corresponding to T-period forecast

horizons, forecast variances of model variables for the T horizons can easily be

calculated, using standard procedures. Once we obtain the forecast variance matrix,

we can decompose the forecast variances of the Canadian variables by following

procedures discussed in Appendix A.

Before reporting the variance decompositions of Canadian variables and their

responses, we may recall that our major concern is not to confirm the validity of the

conclusions of earlier studies but to check the sensitivity of results to a variety of

recursive and non-recursive structures. Previously, we have explored the sensitivity

of results regarding primarily the contemporaneous relationships among the model

variables. Now our concern is with the importance of structural disturbances for

the variahility of Canadian variables.
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6.1 Variance Decompositions of Canadian Vari

ables

One way to explore the effects of structural disturbances in a VAR environment

is to decompose the forecast variances of each model variable into the per<:entngm;

explained by those disturbances. This gives an opportunity to observe the rdative

contributions of structural shocks to the determination of the economic variables

whose variances are decomposed. We carry out such calculations for all of the

Canadian variables. The decompositions are computed for each class of structural

specification and are reported in Tables 6.1-6.12. Tables 6.1-6.4 display variance

decompositions of Canadian output. Tables 6.5-6.8 contain variance decompositions

of Canadian prices. The variance decompositions of Canadian money are reportml in

Tahles 6.9-6.12. The first three tables in each category present decompositions haticd

on non-recursive structures while the fourth oue pertains to recursive structures.

The decompositions recorded in the top halves of the tables based on non-recursive

structures allow for contemporaneous money illusion while those in the bottom do

not.

The entries in the tables are percentages. For example, the first row of the upper

half of Table 6.1 quantifies the contribution of all seven American and Canadian

structural disturbances to the variability of Canadian out.put in the impact pe

riod. Tbe first column of the upper balf of the same table gives .,ercentages of the

T-quarter-ahead forecast variances of Canadian output due to American demand

shilts. Entries in the other columns can be interpreted in a similar fashion.
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Tahle (i.]: Forecast Variance Decomposition of Canadian Output (GO)
Implied hy E5timal(~d, .lust-Identified Structural Modell

a. Money Illusion Permitted

% of Variance Explained by Structural Shocks
Quarters Ahead v:i va va Ve V~ VC VC

• m • m

1 12.07 6.26 10.66 33.42 6.17 0.01 31.39
4 8.38 8.85 18.90 33.73 6.89 4.16 19.08
8 4.41 10.45 24.03 19.16 6.39 19.45 1.10
12 6.08 11.87 24.36 17.38 7.35 18.07 14.89
16 4.42 8.08 21.06 19.60 10.97 18.66 17.21
20 6.26 6.76 20.49 19.87 10.06 16.93 19.62
30 8.32 6.56 19.89 18.95 9.88 16.87 19.53
40 10.42 6.32 19.72 18.04 9.91 16.19 19.40

b. Money Illusion Not Permitted

% of Variance Explained by Structural Shocks
Quarters Ahead Vd VA VA Va V~ VC VC, m , m

1 25.36 6.26 0.34 0.08 67.82 0.00 0.13
4 29.94 8.85 2.19 1.80 43.43 2.09 11.69
8 31.15 10.45 5.92 1.20 29.39 11.63 10.24
12 32.48 11.87 5.95 1.11 27.24 11.06 10.30
16 27.52 8.08 5.58 1.04 34.66 11.53 11.57
20 30.28 6.76 4.59 0.87 36.97 10.58 9.94
30 29.44 6.56 6.53 1.88 35.47 10.32 9.79
40 31.20 6.32 6.63 1.90 34.45 9.80 9.69

Entries indicate the percentage of forecast variances of Canadian output
attributable to column shocks t for forecast periods of different lengths.
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Ta.ble 6.2: FOrt~cnst Va.ria.nct~ Dl~C()mJlnsitilln of Ca.naclian Output (CO)
Implied by Estimatl~d, .111st-ldt~ntiliecl Structural f\lotld 2

a. Money III usion Permitted

% of Variance Explain(~d by Structural Shocks
Quarters Ahead vj va a

VIC VIC VIC 1'~~• V m d •

1 4.20 26.51 0.86 3.42 38.98 11.33 14.69
4 9.21 25.30 5.84 6.63 15.23 10.76 27.02
8 17.93 20.97 8.12 6.31 15.54 17.39 1:t75
12 17.97 23.88 7.99 6.0n 15.40 16.60 12.08
16 13.56 18.32 8.62 7.64 23.63 19.9t1 8.29
20 11.41 20.92 8.25 7.09 24.57 20.90 6.85
30 12.13 21.22 8.21 7.60 23.b" 19.90 7.U4
40 11.33 23.82 7.97 7.29 23.77 19.25 6.56

b. Money Illusion Not Permitted

%of Variance Explained by Struclural Shocks
Quarters Ahead v:l va va Ve v:l ~.c c

• m '. v".

1 1.58 26.50 4.28 0.19 32.'17 26.05 8.92
4 8.07 25.30 8.93 2.02 14.90 16.20 24.59
8 13.23 20.97 19.74 5.83 20.78 8.99 10.45
12 12.87 23.88 19.:U 5.91 21.03 7.96 9.U4
16 13.44 18.32 14.97 7.59 31.55 8.05 6.08
20 12.83 20.92 12.83 6.76 33.53 7.79 5.34
30 12.71 21.22 13.25 7.60 32.44 7.42 5.:W
40 12.30 23.82 12.39 7.32 32.00 7.17 4.99

Entries indicate the percentage of forecast variances of Canadian output
attributable to column shocks, for forecast periods of different lengths.
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III explaining tht: ccmlriblltiun uf structural innovations in the following subsec

tiollS, we firsl C:llnsicJl~r tbl~ \'ariance dt:compositions based ..m models with contem

poralWOllS money illusion. We then consider those ~.ased on models with no money

illusion.

6.1.1 Variance Decomposition of Canadian Output

Inspection oi the variance decomposition based on Structural Modell rrable 6.1a)

reveals that the role of exchange rate shocks is of prime importance in explaining the

behaviour of Canadian output. The prime importance of excbange rate shocks may

have resulted in part from the supply-side effects of the exchange rate on output.

The significance of American and Canadian monetary variations is also evident.

According to the variance decompositions based on Structural Model 2 (Table 6.2a),

exchange rate inuovations are no longer of any significant importance and monetary

innovations do not matter much. In fact, Canadian demand innovations account for

most of Canadian output fluctuations, along with a significant contribution made

hy American supply innovations, rather than money innovations.

'rhe variance decomposition of Canadian output based on Structural Model 3

is given in Table 6.3a. Again it is clear that Canadian output fluctuations are

still largely governed by Canadian demand shocks. The most important among

American shocks are those associated with American money, not with American

supply, as in Table 6.2b.

Inspection of variance decompositions based on recursive structures (Table 6.4)

reveals that the role of domestic and foreign shocks in the determination of Canadian

output is quite similar. Canadian output shocks account for most of the variation
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Table 6.3: Fort~c.asl Variance J)t~compositillnof Canadian Output l('())
Impli(~cl by E:itinl<\.t(~d, Just-Identified Strud ural ~Iodd :1

a. t-,·'loney Illusion Permitted

% of Variance ~xplaincd by Structured ?ho_~~~__
Quarters Ahead v:i va va vc V C v" I":• m d • m

1 1.87 1.60 J9.23 0.09 52.22 10.52 14.46
4 2.95 1.46 26.41 0.34 24.84 10.82 33.18
8 3.85 0.68 41.73 0.29 31.28 6.58 I5.5!)
12 4.75 0.60 40.86 2.79 29.90 5.'12 15.69
16 4.88 0.87 35.28 3.:n 41.06 3.63 10.92
20 :t99 2.23 35.76 2.74 42.38 3.21 9.69
30 5.26 3.37 34.21 2.77 40.66 4.26 9.46
40 5.59 4.03 34.15 3.12 40.26 3.95 8.90

b. Money Illusion Not Permitted

% of Variance Explained by Strudural Shocks
Quarters Ahead Vd va va 1'e v:J VC C

• m • v",

1 0.11 18.61 9.93 6.51 48.35 11.'10 5.09
4 4.96 ]6.62 15.48 2.58 30.77 7.80 21.79
8 8.70 12.25 30.28 2.07 18.57 17.24 10.88
12 8.70 13.85 29.29 1.80 17.82 16.20 12.33
16 ~.51 11.27 211.41 1.90 25.09 17.46 10.35
20 8.60 ]4.60 23.05 2.12 27.1U 16."14 8.:10
30 8.88 15.62 22.23 2.89 26.18 16.20 8.00
40 8.57 18.09 21.47 3.17 25.32 15.75 7.63

Entries indicate the percentage of forecast variances of Canadian output
attributable to column shocks, Cor forecast periods of different lengths.
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Table 1i.·I: Fort:cast Va.rial\c~ Decomposition of Canadian Output (CO)
Implied I,y Estirmt.t~d, Just-ldelltilied Structural Mudd -1

1. Recursi ve Specification 1

% of Variance Explained by Structural Shocks
Quarlers Ahead va va va Ve vI: vI: vI:

0 p rn 0 p rn

1 21.67 6.26 3.91 0.54 63.14 4.47 0.00
4 19.79 8.85 12.80 1.59 36.43 9.96 10.58
8 15.24 10.45 23.98 6.46 30.22 8.46 5.19
12 17.28 11.87 23.23 6.05 28.80 8.05 4.72
16 13.74 8.08 21.46 6.35 39.46 7.17 3.73
20 16.98 6.76 19.61 6.44 41.30 5.85 3.06
30 17.80 6.56 19.73 6.n 39,46 6.76 3.46
40 20.40 6.32 18.97 5.85 38.48 6.46 3.50

2. Recursive Specification 2

% of Variance Explained by Stnletural Shocks
Quarters Ahead VII va va Va vI: vI: vI:

0 p m 0 p m

1 26.51 1.42 3.91 0.54 67.61 0.00 0.00
4 25.30 3.34 12.80 1.59 41.19 5.20 10.58
8 20.97 4.71 23.98 6.46 27.80 10.89 5.19
12 23.88 5.27 23.23 6.05 25.79 11.06 4.72
16 18.32 3.51 21.46 6.35 33.28 13.36 3.73
20 20.93 2.82 19.61 6.44 35.55 11.60 3.06
30 21.22 3.14 19.85 6.11 34.17 12.05 3.46
40 23.83 2.90 18.97 5.85 33.26 11.69 3.50

Entries indicate the percentage of forecast variances of Canadian output
attributable to column shocks, for forecast periods of different lengths.
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in Cana.dian output. HO\\'~:\'t:r, American utltpnt and mUlwy :;ho(~k:; appt~l\r to Ill:

other impurtant factnrs afrcctil1g the path nf CallCulian output.

W~ turn now to an examination of variance decompositions (given in the.: bot

tom parts of the tables), computed without permitLing money illusion. Tlw first

such decomposition results from the use of Structural Mocld 1. It can ht~ tit~t:n fmlll

Tahle 6.1 that a simple transition from money illusion to no money illusion dmngt:s

the picture markedly. The role of exchange rate dil>turuiUlces is reduced drastil:llllYi

they now explain less than 2% of Canadian output variance as opposed to lB-3:l%

previously. Similarly, the role of Canadian demand innovations becomes dominant.

Furthermore, instead of American money supply, American demand shifts now ac

count for more of the variation in Canadian output.

When we compare Table 6.1b with Table 6.2b, it turns out that although the

explanatory power of Canadian demand innovations under the no-money-illusion

variant of structural model 2 decreases, it remains the leading influence. (This WllS

also true for the corresponding variant of Structural Model 1.) The importance

of American shocks shifts from American money to American supply. Variance

decompositions based on Structural Model 2 indicate a moderate insensitivity io

the introduction of money illusion. Both decompositions predict a larger role for

Canadian demand and American sup()ly innovations.

The variance decompositions of Canadian output based on Structural Model :J

indicate similarity of explanatory power for a number of structural disturbances.

The only notable difference pertains to the fact that in the case of money illusion,

only American money variations are important, whereas under the assumption of nu

money illusion, American supply shocks also malter. Furthermore, American supply
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shucks, which were a leading fllreign SUl1rCt~ of Canadian output variations nnder

Slrudural t\lodd 2, tend tel have weaker effects on Canadian output. Similarly

AIlteri(~illl mOlley innovations, whic.h had weak effect previously, a.re reflected in

higher Canadian output variability.

Comparison of the bottom halves of Tables 6.1-6A indicates that the assumption

of price or output stickiness implicit in the structural identification does not make

much difference as long as variance decompositions of Canadian output are based on

recursive structures. However, this assumption makes a significant difference when

non-recursive specifications are introduced. Canadian demand shocks remain the

most important factor in determining Canadian output but its degree of inOuence

differs according to how one identifies the underlying contemporaneous structure.

Furthermore, the importance of American shocks differs significantly across non

recursive specifications.

It turns out that the decompositions based on all but one non-recursive model

ascribe less importance to American shocks, compared with recursive structures.

Furthermore, recursive structures do not aUach any significant importance to a

shock in the exchange rate. However, one non-recursive model (Modell wHh D = I)

docs uncover and recognize the larger effects of the exchange rate on Canadian

output. Recursive models assign a larger role to American output, especially in the

impact period, whereas most of the non-recursive models imply a greater importance

of American supply shocks for Canadian output.
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Table 6.5: Forecast Variance Decomposition of Canadian Price (C JI)
Implied by Estimated, Just-Idtmtificd Structuml I\lodd I

a. Money Illusion Permitted

% of Variance Bxplained by Structural Sho(:kt>
Quarters Ahead vd va V~n Vc: Vd 1'~

.:
• V m

1 3.67 4.10 11.30 0.17 16.22 31.9'1 32.59
4 2.00 9.87 26.46 0.65 4.54 48.62 7.86
8 2.38 14.:~4 21.78 2.62 3.98 51.68 3.22
12 2.08 13.71 15.18 11.75 12.33 35.33 9.60
16 4.70 7.18 12.46 18.75 13.83 24.77 18.30
20 8.92 5.01 11.40 ]8.32 12.40 19.82 24.J:l
30 16.60 3.96 10.08 15.08 11.23 15.61 27.43
40 19.95 4.0-1 9.51 15.41 10.77 14.57 25.75

b. Money Illusion Not Permitted

% of Variauce Explained by Strudural Shockti
Quarters Ahend v~ vQ vQ VC VC C

• m Vc: d • ~

1 12.42 4.10 0.34 33.10 6.37 1.0:1 42.63
4 21.13 9.87 13.79 15.94 3.'18 17.20 18.58
8 26.63 14.34 8.13 6.62 5.48 26.38 12.40
12 19.62 13.71 5.34 4.23 26.44 18.44 "12.20
16 22.08 7.18 2.68 2.29 40.89 13.89 10.98
20 26.05 5.01 2.38 1.85 43.80 11.90 9.01
30 29.61 3.96 4.69 3.84 40.72 9.59 7.58
40 29.95 4.04 6.35 4.31 39.07 9.15 7.13

Entries indicate the percentage of forecast variances of Canadian price
attributable to column Sllocks, for forecast periods of different lengths.
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Tahle lUi: FlIn~(:asl Variance Decomposition of Canaclian Price (CP)
IrTlp!i(~d hy Estimated, Just-Identified Structural Model 2

a. Money Illusion Permitted

% of Variance Explained by Structural Shocks
Quarters Ahead V~ VB VB Ve V~ VC VC

• m • m

1 4.12 11.39 1.78 28.79 0.37 4.58 48.97
4 24.94 9.75 10.46 15.95 1.62 4.67 32.60
8 26.27 16.55 6.36 6.67 4.45 9.58 30.12
12 20.46 11.95 5.85 6.73 23.03 12.41 19.55
16 10.28 13.35 6.71 7.55 31.90 20.44 9.78
20 7.08 18.60 5.66 5.90 32.75 23.07 6.95
30 5.76 25.89 4.48 5.37 31.59 21.22 5.69
40 5.29 28.75 4.43 6.25 30.07 19.95 5.24

b. Money Illusion Not Permitted

%of Variance Explained by Structural Shocks
Quarters Ahead Vd VB VB Ve V~ VC VC

e m • m

1 1.56 11.39 1.79 50.20 1.19 0.06 33.81
4 16.38 9.75 24.88 30.56 0.39 2.93 15.10
8 12.37 16.55 31.28 16.32 1.73 10.00 11.74
12 9.94 11.95 23.39 12.22 23.78 11.09 7.63
16 10.18 13.35 11.85 9.80 41.82 8.79 4.19
2U 8.76 18.60 8.3g 7.22 46.08 7.52 3.42
30 6.99 25.89 6.64 6.57 44.54 6.51 2.85
40 6.81 28.76 6.09 7.24 42.05 6.37 2.68

Entries indicate the percentage of forecast variances of Canadian price
attributable to column shocks, for forecast periods of different lengths.
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6.1.2 Variance Decomposition of Canadian Prices

til

In this section we analyze variance decompositions of Canadian prices. Varil\.nct~

decompositions based on non-recursive Structural Models 1,2, and 3 are recordell in

Tables 6.5-6.7, while the decompositions based on recursive structures are displayed

in Table 6.8.

We first examine the variance decompositions based on the non-recursive struc~

tures that allow for money illusion. These are recorded in the upper halves of 'l'ahles

6.5-6.7. Under Structural Modell, the short-run effects of all Canadian disturbanceti

are seen to be very imp"t'tant for the determination of Canadian prices, especially

the Canadian supply shocks, which account for a substantial part of Canadian price

variations. American money innovations alt>o seem to ha.ve appreciahle influence

on Canadian prices. Over the longer forecast periods, almost all disturbances mat

ter, hut it is the Canadian monetary disturbances that explain most of the price

variability.

Variance decomposition based ou Structural Model 2 does not predict the t>tronger

role of Canadian supply, as is the case with Structural Modell (Table 6.5a). Rather

it gives larger roles to Canadian money and exchange rate variations in determining

the variability of Canadian prices, especially in the impact period. Over long peri

ods, most of the Canadian price variance is due to innovations in Canadian demand

and supply, and American supply as well.

Variance decomposition based on Structural Model 3 reveals that Canadian

supply shocks are most important for Cauadian price fluctuations; they eXI)lain 88

percent of the variance of Canadian prices in the first quarter. JIowever, in the
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Table (i.7: Forecast VariaJH:e D~cornposition of Canadian Price (0P)
huplicd hy Estimated, JU:it-ldeutified Structural Model 3

a. Money Illusion Permitted

% of Variance Explained by Structural Shocks
Quarters Ahead v Q va va Ve V~ vI: I:

d • m • Vm

1 0.21 0.23 3.10 0.00 6.91 87.88 1.67
4 7.50 1.35 33.26 0.18 4.64 51.41 1.67
8 3.73 1.24 53.81 0.66 3.61 35.72 1.23

12 2.87 4.80 37.41 4.53 25.00 24.50 0.87
16 1.74 7.75 29.36 4.63 43.00 12.56 0.96
20 1.48 8.95 30.01 3.43 45.48 9.67 0.97
30 3.50 11.31 28.70 3.80 42.73 9.15 0.81
40 5.81 11.38 27.04 5.95 40.59 8.45 0.77

b. Money Illusion Not Permitted

% of Variance Explained by Structural Shocks
Quarters Ahead v~ va vQ Ve v~ vI: vI:• m • m

1 0.40 7.17 1.06 7.75 9.59 56.78 17.23
4 12.50 4.43 28.36 5.40 6.31 33.99 9.01
8 8.16 7.78 45.34 2.98 8.46 18.32 8.96

12 6.82 6.79 31.51 3.12 29.10 13.48 9.18
16 6.57 12.19 19.49 2.66 39.59 11.77 7.72
20 5.13 17.74 17.28 3.62 40.53 9.72 5.97
30 4.11 25.13 14.81 7.02 36.59 7.64 4.70
40 4.66 27.30 13.60 7.11 35.37 7.31 4.63

Entries indicate the percentage of forecast variances of Canadian price
attributable to column shocks, for forecast periods of different lengths.
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l'a.hl~ 6.8: Forecast Varia.l1n~ Decompositiun of Canadian Prit:t~ (C'/ ' )
Implied hy Esti1Hat~d, J IIst-ld(~lItili~d Structural Mudd ·1

1. Recursive Specification 1

% of Variance Explained by Struclural Shucks
Quarters Ahead va vQ va Ve vI: vI: .:

0 p m 0 p V m

1 8.69 4.10 3.85 2.93 0.00 80.43 0.00
4 6.03 9.86 31.76 4.83 0.79 46.30 0.42
8 10.50 14.34 27.34 12.80 2.89 30.43 1.69
12 8.29 13.71 18.73 10.12 19.91 W.76 2.01
16 12.75 7.18 13.14 8.44 45.89 10.85 1.74
20 18.46 5.01 10.45 8.72 47.80 7.54 2.01
30 26.10 3.96 8.22 7.80 43.21 6.76 3.96
40 28.57 4.04 7.89 7.18 41.68 6.66 3.98

2. Recursive Specification 2

%of Variance Explained by Structural Shocks
Quarters Ahead va va va Ve vI: vI: V:n0 p m 0 p

1 11.40 1.39 3.85 2.93 5.31 75.11 0.00
4 9.75 6.14 31.76 4.83 3.91 43.17 0.42
8 16.56 8.29 27.34 12.80 6.64 26.68 1.69
12 11.95 10.04 18.73 9.32 27.59 20.34 2.01
16 13.36 6.5f 13.:14 8.44 40.84 15.90 1.74
20 18.61 4.86 10.45 8.72 43.36 11.98 2.01
30 25.90 4.15 8.22 7.80 40.52 9.44 3.96
40 28.76 3.85 7.89 7.18 38.82 9.52 3.98

Entries indicate the percentage of forecast variances of Canadian price
attributable to column shocks, for forecast periods of different lengths.
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slH,rt alld mediullI run, Canadian demand and American money shocks are also

lIf significant importa.nce. The role of Canadian monetary variations, which was

sigllilicallL ill Tables 6.5a-6.6a, is now of negligible importance: less than 2% of

Canadian price variance is accounted for by innovations in Canadian money.

The basic results for the decompositions based on recursive specifications are

quite similar. Canadian price is determined largely by its own variations in the

short fun. However, over longer periods, Canadian output variations are most

important in determining the behaviour of Canadian prices. The second largest

source of Canadian price fluctuations for most of the forecast periods is American

money disturbances.

We now analyze variance decompositions that do not incorporate the assumption

of contemporaneous money illusion. Such decompobitions are given in the bottom

halves of Tables 6.5-6.7. Comparison of variance decompositions based on Structural

Model 1 indicates that the main source of short-run Canadian price instability is

not its own stochastic shocks (Table 6.5a), but rather shocks to Canadian money

and the exchange rate (Table 6.5b). The long-run behaviour of Canadian prices is

strongly governed by innovations in American and Canadian demand.

Variance decomposition based on Structural Model 2 (Table 6.6b) reveals that

the impact period fluctuations in Canadian prices are still largely accounted Cor

by Canadian money and exchange rate surprises, but this time with the exchange

rate dominating Canadian price fluctuations. American demand innovations, which

were important in Table 6.5b, are no longer of much importancej American supply

innovations explain relatively more of Canadian price variations than do any other

American innovation.
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Inspection of the variance decomposilion of CIUladian prices ha:;ed un Sll'uduml

Modd 3 (Table 6.7b) reveals that the Canadian price level is heavily dumi lIated hy

Canadian supply shocks in the impact pcriud, rather than by innovations in tlw

exchange rate and Canadian money (Tables 6.5b-6.6b). In the medium run, AlIlllr

iean monetary innovations are the mosl important determinanl of Calladilll1 prkt!ti.

In the long run, though the Canadian price level is governed largely by Canadin.n

demand disturbances. American supply innovations also contribute significantly to

Canadian price variability.

It can be concluded that the degree and importance of various structural fluctu

ations to the determination of the Canadian price level is generally model-specific.

Variance decompositions based on recursive structures reveal that the role of Cana.

dian money shocks is almost nil in generating variations in the Canadian price level.

But the variance decompositions based on non-recursive structures show a different

result: a substantial portion of Canadian l)rice variability is explained by Canadian

money innovations too in those cases. Furthermore, recursive structures imply no

important role for a shock in the exchange rate, whereas non-recursive structures

do allow for such a role.

8.1.3 Variance Decomposition of Canadian Money

This section is devoted to the analysis of variance decompositions of Canadian

money. The decompositions are presented in Tables 6.9-6.12. The variance de

composition based on Structural Modell (Table 6.9a) indicates that innovations in

American money, the exchange rate, Canadian demand and Canadian money are all

important Cor Canadian money variations, especially in tbe impact period. However,
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'fable 6.D: Fon:casl Variance Decomposition of Canadian Money (C111)
Impliecl by Estimat(~c1, .1 ust-ldentified Strnct IIral lvlodel 1

a. Money Illusion Permitted

% of Vari~nce Explained by Structural Shocks
Quarters Ahead 11d vl1 1,11 Ve v:i VC V

C

• m • m

1 0.25 3.74 24.39 23.46 23.47 0.95 23.72
4 30.16 7.98 14.39 11.41 10.03 6.43 19.59
8 23.72 8.98 19.02 15.59 6.67 4.33 21.69
12 25.64 8.23 17.53 17.69 6.43 4.60 19.86
16 25.00 7.92 16.90 19.90 6.34 4.50 19.44
20 24.71 8.59 16.61 20.29 6.29 4.42 19.08
30 19.72 7.17 14.33 22.15 9.10 4.98 22.55
40 21.72 6.12 12.80 20.54 9.29 4.39 25.13

b. Money Illusion Not Permitted

% of Variance Explained by Structural Shocks
Quarters Ahead vel vel el

VII va VC VC
rI • 1'm sf , m

1 8.84 3.74 11.65 46.91 0.54 5.94 22.36
4 17.37 7.98 30.12 17.82 10.23 7.75 8.72
8 30.50 8.99 16.39 10.16 24.40 4.62 4.94
12 28.32 8.23 18.42 11.03 24.68 4.68 4.63
16 27.10 7.92 18.20 11.11 26.53 4.66 4.47
20 26.77 8.59 17.83 10.95 26.84 4.64 4.37
30 24.32 7.17 13.39 8.19 36.78 4.95 5.20
40 25.61 6.12 12.83 7.66 38.53 4.36 4.88

Entries indicate the percentage of forecast variances of Canadian money
attributalJIe to column shocks, for forecast periods of different lengths.
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Table 6.10: Fl)l'e<:atit Va.rinllc~ Dewmpnsitioll of CaIHHliiU\ t\lOlwy (CM)
Implied hy E:;timnted, .JlIl>t-l(h~ntili(~<1 Structural Modd 2

a. Money Illusion Permitted

1
4

8
12
16
20
30
40

11.64
27.80
18.99
18,40
17.85
17.84
13.79
12.18

2.81 9.68
20.92 6.4 L
30.78 5.65
30A4 5.87
29.31 5.83
2U.32 5.81.
2·1.81 5.06
26.46 5.02

3'1.27
13.82

9.27
11.51
12.40
12.46
10.70
9.15

18.23
10.92
16.26
15.81
16.19
16.15
24.44
26.55

8.15
14.30
12.60
11.93
12.11
12.14
15.62
15.98

15.2a
5.8:~

6,44
6.03
6.30
6.27
4.97
·1.65

b. Money Illusion Not Permitted

% of Variance Explained by Structural Shocks
Quarters Ahead v~ va a

Ve VC VC VC

• Vrn " • m

1 8.61 2.81 4.36 18.49 40.19 5.90 19.63
4 9.09 20.92 24.29 9.61 25.45 2.06 8.59
8 8.03 30.78 17.10 6.20 22.72 8.46 6.72
12 8.22 30.44 16.'19 8.22 21.28 9.06 6.28
16 8.16 29.31 16.01 8.64 21.37 9.75 6.75
20 8.08 29.32 16.00 8.65 21.49 9.60 6.86
30 7.89 24.81 12.41 7.36 32,l)2 9.96 5.55
40 6.98 26.46 10.76 6.37 35.02 9.40 5.00

Entries indicate the percentage of forecast variances of Canadian money
attributable to column shocks, for forecast periods of different lengths.
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ill tIlt: lung-run tIle ilnJ>0l't(tIlc~of Ca.nadian demand innovations decreases sharply,

wllih: AIIleriean dcmand innovations begin to maHer much more. The decomposi

tiun based Oil Structural Madd 2 (Table G.IDa) does not predict much of a role for

American and Canadian money innovations, as is the case in Table 6.9a. Rather, it

illustrates the greater significance of American and Canadian supply innovations.

1L is intcresting to see that the variance decomposition based on Structural Mudel

3 (Table 6.11a) shows almost complete domination of Canadian money by its own

innovations, which explain 83% of the variation in money in the impact period. This

is something that is absent from Tahles 6.9a-6.10a. In the long run, however, all

innovations except those in the exchange rate and Canadian supply are important

for the determination of Canadian money.

The two variance decompositions of Canadian money based on recursive struc

tures are shown in Table 6.12. The general pattern is quite similar over all forecast

horizons and across both decompositions. The determination of Canadian money

is due largely to its own variations in the impact period, as in Table 6.11a. In the

long run, however. the importance of Canadian money decreases markedly; money

variations are explained largely by innovations in American output and money and

Canadian output.

We turn now to the variance decompositions oC Canadian money shown in Tables

6.9b-6.11b. These decompositions are based on the assumption of no money illusion.

Table 6.9b illustrates greater significance of exchange rate disturbances for the level

of Canadian money, especially in the impact period. Almost 47% of Canadian

money variation is accounted Cor by the exchange rate, along with larger roles

played by American and Canadian monetary surprises. Contrary to what was seen
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Tahlc 6.11: F,)rt~ca::;t Varianct~ J)tlc()Jnpo~itioll of Canaclian t\lnney ((' i\I)
Impliecl hy Estimalt~c1, .l\lsl-ldt~nlified Structural f\·lo<ld :1

a. Money Illusion Permitted

% of Variance Exp~ained hy StrucLural Sh()(:k~_._

Quarters Ah~ad Va va va Vc: V C tIC t,~..• m J •

1 3.98 0.39 0.69 0.01 7.60 4.35 82.98
4 16.64 20.19 19.53 0.69 9.54 5.7:J 27.f)7
8 9.97 11.78 26.73 1.74 22.67 5.04 22.06

12 12.18 11.9·1 24.11 3.70 22.41 4.86 20.79
16 12.19 11.57 23.16 4.51 23.03 4.89 20.65
20 12.29 11.33 22.95 5.46 22.82 4.97 20.18
30 9.55 10.04 21.11 5.77 33.25 4.78 15.50
40 8.94 11.92 20.37 4.93 35.20 5.'18 la.15

h. Money Illusion Not Permitted

% of Variance Explained hy Structural Shocks
Quarters Ahead v~ va va. Ve vI: V

C C

• m d , Vw

1 6.73 0.93 0.29 40.17 1.27 10.68 39.93
4 9.54 25.4 L 17.92 15.67 9.76 5.80 15.89
8 6.39 27.18 18.29 10.76 16.61 10.02 10.74
12 7.33 27.32 16.74 10.31 17.25 11.15 9.89
16 7.39 26.35 16.18 9.98 19.21 11.37 9.51
20 7.43 25.95 16.13 9.80 20.13 11.L1 9.4:i
30 6.78 22.28 13.74 8.52 30.11 10.34 8.22
40 5.82 25.11 12.01 9.09 31.95 8.94 7.08

Entries indicate the percentage of forecast variances of Canadian money
attributable to column shocks) Cor forecast periods of different lcmgths.
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Tahlt~ H.12: Forecast Variance Decomposition of Canadian Money (eM)
Implied by Estimated Just-Identified Structural Model 4

I. Recursive Specification 1

% of Variance Explained by Stmctural Shocks
Quarters Ahean va va va 1/e VC V

C
V

C
0 P m 0 p m

1 1.46 3.74 16.12 10.01 0.82 0.16 67.68
4 24.49 7.98 22.90 9.28 8.94 3.06 23.35
8 29.00 8.98 17.93 5.67 22.80 3.22 12.39
12 29.00 8.23 17.94 5.23 23.91 3.86 11.82
]6 27.96 7.92 17.60 5.]6 25.88 3.72 11.76
20 27.67 8.59 ]7.22 5.09 26.24 3.63 11.55
30 23.64 7.17 14.38 5.20 37.68 2.78 9.15
40 26.20 6.12 12.26 5.01 39.01 2.78 8.62

2. Recursive Specification 2

% of Variance Explained by Structural Shocks
Quarters Ahead vel vel vel Ve VC VC VC

0 P m 0 p m

1 2.81 2.40 16.12 10.01 0.96 0.02 67.68
4 20.92 11.55 22.90 9.28 9.49 2.51 23.35
8 30.78 7.20 17.93 5.67 23.73 2.29 12.39
12 30.45 6.79 17.94 5.23 23.91 3.85 11.03
16 29.31 6.57 17.60 5.16 25.62 3.97 11.76
20 29.33 6.93 17.22 5.09 25.90 3.97 11.55
30 24.82 5.99 14.38 5.20 35.88 4.58 9.15
40 26.46 5.86 12.26 5.01 37.85 3.94 8.62

Entries indicate the percentage of forecast variances of Canadian money
attributahle to column shocks, for forecast periods of different lengths.
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III Table lLUa, the long-run Ilt~hll\'illllr uf Canadian IIhHlCy IS alred(~d largd)' II)'

i Ilnllvat intiS in Canadian demand.

The rule uf exchange rale. shocks in the impad pcriull is diminished whell Llu~

variance decomposition is hased on Structural r-,,'Iodel 2 (Tahle 6.10h). This is dlw

partly to the larger explanatory power of Canadian dt~mancl innovatiolls ill tlu~

short fun. Unlike Table 6.9b, American supply shocks are a bigger foreign suun:e

of Canadian money variations.

The variance decomposition of Canadian money based on Structural Model ~l

(Table 6.11b) indicates that, as in Tahle 6.10b, Canadian demand innovations do

not contribute to Canadian monetary fluctuations in the impact period. In fact,

Canadian monetary variations are determined largely by Canadian money and ex

change rate innovations: altogether, they explain 80% of the variation in Canadian

money. The long-run behaviour of Canadian money is governed strongly hy Am~r

ican supply and monetary shocks and Canadian demand surprises.

6.2 Dynamic Effects of Structural Disturbances

on Canadian Variables

Next we consider the dynamic effects of structural disturbances on Canadian vari

ables. The dynamic effects are obtained from the estimates of equation (6.3). The

effects of American disturbances are plotted in Figures 6.1-6.6 and the effects of

Canadian disturbances in Figures 6.9-6.14. The effects of innovations in the tlX

change rate are shown in Figures 6.7-6.8. Each figure contains three plots in which

responses of Canadian output, prices and money are shown separately. Within
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eMit plul, four rt~SPl)IISt: flllldiulls uf a variable are displayed. Three of the response

fllUdilJlIS n:sult frum rcslricliuns implying non-recursive structures while the fourth

fullnws fflJm restrictions constituting a recursive structure.2 The vertical axes in all

figures represent the deviation of logarithms of Canadian variables from their levels

in the ahsence of shocksj roughly speaking, they may be regarded as proportionate

differences in the levels of the raw variables. The horizontal axes denote time in

quarters. The forecast horizon spans forty quarters.

Inspection of the response functions plotted in Figures 6.1-6.14 reveals that the

structural disturbances have persistent effects on Canadian output and price levels.

An initial impression was that the vector autoregressive process that we have worked

with might be nonstationary. In order to check whether that was so, we calculated

moving average responses of Canadian variables well beyond the fortieth quarter.

It turned out that our VAR process was in fact stationary since the responses of

Canadian variables did settle down over time.

With a few exceptions, all figures indicate the fact that no matter which way

structural shocks affect Canadian variables, they induce cycles. The cyclical fre-

quency and amplitude seem to die out over time. The cyclical frequency is more

obvious in the responses of Canadian output. The cyclical amplitude of the re-

sponses differs generally from structure to structure.

In analyzing the effects of structural disturbances, we first discuss the behaviour

oC Canadian variables under the assumption of money illusion, Le., when structural

models are estimated with D = I. We then consider the results based on no money

illusion, i.e., when D :f: I.

2Since the response functions baaed nn two alternat.ive seta of recursive st.ructures were quite
similar, only response runctioDll baaed on recllrsive specificat.ion 1 are plotted.
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6.2.1 Dynamic Effects of American Disturbances

The dynamic effects of an American demand innovation on Canadian variables an~

depicted in Figures 6.1-6.2. It can be observed from Figure 6.1 that the (:ydical

amplitude of Canadian responses is greater under Structural Models 2 and 4. A

positive shock to American demand causes Canadian output to risc initially under

all of the structures except Structural Model 2. However, over time, the rCsp0llt;es of

Canadian output under various structures are varied. Canadian prices rise initially

under Structural Models 1 and II as a result of an innovation in American demand.

However, as time proceeds, Canadian prices seem to respond negatively under all

models. American demand innovations cause the Canadian money stock to rt~ad

negatively in the short and medium run, except in Model 2.

Figure 6.2 indicates two similar occurrences. First, impulse responses are gtm

erally the same under Structural Models 1 and -1 in the one case, and Structural

Models 2 and 3 in the other. Second, the directions of impulse responses ill Struc

tural Models 1 and 4 are opposite for Structural Models 2 and 3. However, the range

of cyclical movements of Canadian variables is quite similar across all models. In

novations in American demand are followed by initial rises in Canadian output and

prices and initial declines in Canadian money in Structural Models 1 and 4. On

the other hand, just the opposite occurs when responses are based on Structural

Models 2 and 3.

The effects of a positive shock to American prices (which is equivalent to an

adverse American supply shock) are shown in Figures 6.3-6.4. The very first thing
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Figure 6.1: Dynamic Effects of a Positive Shock to American Demand (v:i)
Money Illusion Permitted
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Figure 6.2: Dynamic Effects of a Positive Shock to American Dem:uul (v:;)
Money Illusion Not Permitted
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Figure {i.:l: Dynamic Effects of a Positive Shock to American Prices (v:)
Money Illusion Permitted
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Figure 6.4: Dynamic Effects of a Positive Shock to American Prices (1,:)
Money Illusion Not PermiUed
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Figure 6..5: Dynamic Effects of a Positive Shock lo American Money (v~)

Money Illusion Permitled
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Figure 6.6: Dynamic Effects of a Positive Shock to American Money (v:,,)
Money Illusion Not Permitted
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L1lat iti lIoticcablc from lhe figures is that the innovations in American prices in

cluce c:Cjuivalcnl responses from Canadian variables when the responses are based

011 Sl.rudural Models '1 and 4. This is dne to the fact that the identification restric

tious on the American price equation are the same for both the models. Thus the

structural errors from both the equations are similar, and have similar effects on

the model variables. Another thing to be noticed rrom the comparison of Figures

6.3-6.4 is that the responses of Canadian variables based on all structural models

but Model 3 are similar across both variants of each structural model. Thus we can

say that the assumption of money illusion matters little for the reaction of Canadian

variables when it comes to the responses to innovations in American prices.

Figure 6.3 shows that a shock to American prices causes short-run increases in

Canadian output, prices and money stock. In the medium run, the direction and

magnitudes of responses differ Crom structure to structure. Most notable of all are

the responses of variables based on Structural Model 2, which are different from

those based on other models, not only in terms of their direction, but also their

larger cyclical amplitude. The directions of response based on Structural Model 3

differ not only from the directions of responses based on other models (Figure 6.3),

but also frr..m those based on Model 3 without money illusion (Figure 6.4).

Lastly, we describe the implications of American money innovations for Cana

dian variables. The impulse responses of the Canadian variables are displayed in

Figures 6.5~6.6. Inspection of bOUl the figures indicates that with the exception

of a few differences, the responses to a shock to American money are similart not

only across distinct classes of structures, but also within each class of structure.

In the wake of American money innovations, the level of all Canadian variables
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rises initia.lly, and tlwn follows a. cyclici\1 pa.ttern. Tht~ only apparent difrcrt~lln~ is

tht~ difrel'l~nt 1'~:ipon:H~ direction '·If CanadiiU\ prin~s nnder tWll varia.nts of Sll'Uctllral

Model 1.

6.2.2 Dynamic Effects of Exchange Rate disturbances

This section examines the behaviour of Canadian varill.blel:l following I\. Olw-liult:

innovation in the exchange rate. A positive innovation in the exchange rate is

equivalent to the depreciation of Canadian currency. Responses of Clmadian vari

ahl~s to a shock ill the exchange rate are shown in Figurel:l 6.7-6.8. Initially, the

response patterns under various structural assumptions (Figure 6.7) do not dHrt~r

much. However, in the medium run the responses, in terms of their magnitudes and

cyclical tendencies, do differ generally. The exchange rate depreciation is followed

by long-delayed increases in Canadian output, prices and the level of the money

stock. The responses of Canadian variables based on Structural Model 3 are weak

while the responses of variahles based on Structural Modell are strong. The re

sponses of Canadian prices and money based on a recursive structure look quite

different from other comparable responses.

Figure 6.8 shows that the response amplitudes of Canadian variables again differ

strongly. Contrary to Figure 6.7, the response amplitude of the variables based on

Structural Model 2 dominates that based on Structural Modell. The responses

based on Structural Model 3 differ markedly from those based on other structures.

Comparison of Fignres 6.7 and 6.8 indicates tha.t the behaviour of Canadian vari

ables based even on two variants of Structural Model 3 differs strongly. For example,

when the responses are generated with the assumption of money illusion (li'igllrc
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Figure 6.7: Dynamic Effects of a Positive Shock to Exchange Rate (vC!)
Money Illusion Permitted
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Figure 6.8: Dynamic Effects of a Positive Shock to Exchange Rate (vc )

Money Illusion Not Permitted
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ji.7), "Vel" lII..~l uf lltl~ f..rcca:it quarlc::rs Canadian outpul rises and stays above its

In:lltl, whercas whcn thc rt:spons~s are generated without money illusion, Canadian

tlllLplll falls CLnd stays bdow its trend. Similarly, the response pattern of Canadian

prices alsu (Iiffers across hoth specification.s of Structural Model 3.

6.2.3 Dynamic Effects of Canadian Disturbances

The impacts of innovations in Canadian variables are represented in Figures 6.9

6.14. Inspection of Figure 6.9 reveals that the response patterns of Canadian vari

ables to a shock in Canadian demand are quite similar across all structures. Cana

dian demand disturbances are followed by a rise in the output level, a delayed

hut long-lived decrease in prices and an immediate decrease in the level of money

stock. The only difference that is obvious from the figure relates to the quantita

tive responses of Canadian variables over different forecasting periods. Figure 6.10

indicates that the exclusioD of money illusion from the structural models does not

cause the responses of Canadian variables to behave in a manner different from

what was the case in Figure 6.9. Even the quantitative responses of the variahles

under different sets of structural assumptions are quite similar.

The effects of innovations in Canadian prices are plotted in Figures 6.11-6.12. It

can he seen that Canadian variables hehave in almost the fashion when responses

are- based either on Structural Models 1 and 2, or on Models 3 and 4 (Figure 6.11).

In the first case the responses of Canadian variables appear to be weak, while in the

second case, they seem to be strong. Another point to note is that the responses

of Canadian variahles under Structural Model 2 are strongly cyclical. Comparison

of Figure 6.12 with Figure 6.11 shows that while the responses of Canadian output
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Figure 6.9: Dynamic Effects of a Positive Shock to Ca.nadian Demand (1':1)
Money Illusion Permitted
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Figure 6.10: Dynamic Effecls of a Positive Shock to Canadian Demand (v:n
Money Illusion Not PermiUed
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Figure 6.11: Dynamic Effects of a Positive Shock to Canadillil Prices (1'~)
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Fi~lJrc 6.12: Dynamic Effects of a Positive Shock to Canadian prices (v~)

Money Illusion Not Permitted
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Figure 6.13: Dynamic Effects of a Positive Shock to Canadian MOlley (ll~l)

Money Illusion Permi tted
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Figure 6.14: Dynamic Effects of a Positive Shock to Canadian Money (v~)

Money Illusion Not Permitted
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and muney do not differ much, the respunses of Canadian prices dilft~r gn~at1y.

1-11

Figures 6.13-6.14 show the ft~Sponscs of Canadian variahles to innovations in

Canadian money. It can he SCtm from Figure 6.13 that, aILhough a Canadian l1\OIwy

shock causes short-run increases in all domestic variahles Uncltlf most of the strut>

tural models, the amplitudes and trends differ generally from model to model. Such

differences are much clearer in the medium run. The cyclical amplitude is h\rger

when the responses are based on Structural Model 1. Inspection of Figure 6.14

reveals that in the absence of money illusion, the response patterns of Canadian

output and money stock are quite similar. In the case of Canadian prices. however.

the responses are mixed.

6.3 Comparisons of Results

In order to present a sharp view of how a set of structural assumptions afredli

the importance of structural disturbances, we choose to focus on variance decom-

positions rather than the impulse responses of Canadian variables. In order to

make the comparison more presentable, we report variance decompositions for the

four-quarter horizon only. The decompositions are given in Tables 6.13-G.15. Two

related sets of decompositions are taken from the studies by Johnson and Schembri

(1990) and Kuszczak and Murray (1986).3 This gives an opportunity to see more

clearly how the results of their studies are related to our results. To highlight the

implications of the use of alternative structures, we discuss mainly the effects of

foreign innovations on Ca.nadian var~able8.

3Variance decompositions reported by Johnson and Schembri are taken from Table 4, p. 20 wbile.
those of Kuszclak and Murray are taken from 'l'able 3-18. p. Ill.
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Tahle G.13: For~ca~t Variallce Decompusition of Canadian Output (CO)

Implied by Various, Jllst~Idel1tified Models

Four Quarters Ahead:

Percentage of Variance Explained by Various Shocks
Various Models vd vQ vQ Ve vd VC VC

• m • m

Johnson and Schemhri

Non·recursive 60.50 20.50 3.30 14.70 0.80
Recursive 62.00 17.60 2.00 14.50 3.00

Kuszczak and Murray 10.80 2.60 10.40 1.60 54.90 2.80 12.70

Structural Model 1

With D = I 8.38 8.85 18.90 33.73 6.89 4.16 19.08
With D =I I 29.94 8.85 2.19 1.80 43.43 2.09 11.69

Structural Model 2

With D = I 9.21 25.30 5.84 6.63 15.23 10.76 27.02
With D:F I 8.07 25.30 8.93 2.02 14.90 16.20 24.59

Structural Model 3

With D = I 2.95 1.46 26.41 0.34 24.84 10.82 33.18
With D =I I 4.96 16.62 15.48 2.58 30.77 7.80 21.79

Structural Model 4

Recursive Model 1 19.79 8.85 12.80 1.59 36.43 9.96 10.58
Recursive Model 2 25.30 3.34 12.80 1.59 41.19 5.20 10.58
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Table 6. J·1: Forecasl Var:<tIlce Dl~compusi li\.)ll of Canaclian Price ((' II)

Implied by Various, Jusl-Iclenlified Mmlds

Four Quarters Ahead:

Percentage of Variance Explained by Various Shocks
Various Models v~ va 11~, Ve VC VC

1'~"• d •

Johnson and Schembri

Non-recursive 23.10 12.30 3.90 1.10 59.30
Recursive 19.80 29.40 4.30 1.30 44.90

KU5zczak and Murray 2.70 5.40 6.50 5.00 8.50 64.20 6.80

Structural Modell

With D = I 2.00 9.87 26.46 0.05 4.54 48.62 7.8()
With D -:F I 21.13 9.87 13.79 15.94 3.48 17.20 18.58

Structural Model 2

With D = I 24.94 9.75 10.46 15.95 1.62 4.67 32.60
With D -::f: I 16.38 9.75 24.88 30.56 0.39 2.93 HUO

Structural Model 3

With D = I 7.50 1.35 33.26 0.18 4.64 51.41 1.67
With D -::f: I 12.50 4.43 28.36 5.40 6.31 33.99 9.Ul

Structural Model 4

Recursive Model 1 6.03 9.86 31.76 4.83 0.79 46.30 0.42
Recursive Model 2 9.75 6.14 31.76 4.83 3.91 43.17 0.'12
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Table 6.15: li'orecast Variance Decomposition of Canadian Money (ClIf)

Implied by Various, Just-Identified Models

Fuur Quarters Ahead:

Percentage of Variance Explained by Various Shocks
Various Models vd va va Ve Vd VC VC

• m • m

Johnson and Schembri

Non-recursive
Recursive

l{u6zczak and Murray 19.30 2.80 6.70 3.90 3.40 8040 41.10

Structural Model 1

With D = I 30.16 7.98 14.39 11041 10.03 6043 19.59
With D # I 17.37 7.98 30.12 17.82 10.23 7.75 8.72

Structural Model 2

With D::::: I 27.80 20.92 6.41 13.82 ]0.92 14.30 5.83
With D # I 9.09 20.92 24.29 9.61 25.45 2.06 8.59

Structural Model 3

With D = I 16.64 20.19 19.53 0.69 9.54 5.73 27.67
With D # I 9.54 25.41 17.92 15.67 9.76 5.80 15.89

Structural Model 4

Recursive Model 1 24.49 7.98 22.90 9.28 8.94 3.06 23.35
Recursive Model 2 20.92 11.55 22.90 9.28 9.49 2.51 23.35
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It is evident from the tahles that the effects of a. particular struduml innovl\tillll

generally differ frolll model to lllodd. 111 some cases, a particular shock contributes

significantly but the extent to whidl it explains the variances of Canadian variables

differs from model to model.

The variance decompositions of Canadian output are given in Tahle 6.1:1. It ralt

be observed from the table that the variance decompositiuns based on Strudllml

Modell, with D = I, attribute most of the Canadian output variability to exchange

rate innovations. However, under the other models, the role of exchange rate in

novations is not significant. Similarly, American supply innovations account for a

considerable proportion of the variation in Canadian ontput in Strudnral Mudd 2

hut in the rest of the models their role is of limited importance. American m{)nt~y

innovations affect Canadian output significantly in Structural Models 1 and 3, with

D=I.

According to decompositions based on recursive structures, Canadian output

fluctuations are governed significantly by American output innovations. However,

decompositions based on all non-recursive models reflect a stronger predictive power

of Canadian money for Canadian output.

Table 6.14 indicates that American supply innovations contribute a little to

Canadian price fluctuations and that American monetary innovations are one of

the main determinants of Canadian price variability. This is true across most of

the recursive and non-recursive structures underlying the variance decompositions.

However, the importance of American demand shocks is predicted by decomputii

tions based on Models 1 and 2, with D =f [ and D = [.

Table 6.15 exhibits the fact that American demand innovations have a stronger
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rule tu play in the determination of Canadian money only with respect to the use

of fvlnclds 1 and 2, with J) = l. A significant portion of Canadian money vari

atioll is attribulecl lo innovalions in American supply when decompositiuns are

based on Models 2 and 3. However, American money innovations significantly

affect Canadian money for models other than Models 1 and 2, with D = I. Vari

ance decompositions based on recursive models indicate that American output and

money innovations are both important in determining the behaviour of Canadian

money. However, decompositions based on non-recursive structures hardly support

that finding.

It is of special interest to compare the present results with those of Johnson

and Schembri. It can be seen from the tables that in Johnson and Schembri the

extent oC variability of Canadian output and prices does not seem to hinge on

whether the underlying model is recursive or non-recursive. Under both specifica

tions, Canadian output is largely dominated by American demand/output innova

tions, and Canadian prices by Canadian price innovations; innovations in American

demand/output account Cor around 60% oC Canadian output variance and Cana

dian price innovations explain around 50% of Canadian price variance. The sbare oC

American demand/output innovations in the variance of Canadian prices is around

20%. However, in our study there are no variance decompositions that predict such

a dominant role oC American demand innovations for Canadian output variations.

In our study, Canadian output variation explained by American demand/output

innovations over the Cour-quarter forecast period ranges from 2.95% to 29.94%. On

the other band, with respect to Canadian price fluctuations, our variance decompo-

silious based on all but Structural Model 2 do predict a larger role for innovations
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in Canadian prices. Bcsicll~ that, \'aria1H:l~ dl~colllpnsitions of Caniulil\l\ t>rin~s hased

un Models I and 2, with D = I and D t- 1, also attrihut~ a si~nilkalll rull~ to

innovations in American demand. In the rest of the variance decompositions of

Canadian prices, even those based on recursive structnf(~s, innovations in Anwri(~all

money seem to affect Canadian prices significantly

The implications of monetary variables not considered by Juhnson and Schelll

bri can be seen from Table 6.15. Variance decompositions based on most of the

recursive and non-recursive models lend support to the conclusiun that American

money innovations are largely accountable for Canadian money variations. 'rhe

largest contribution of innovations in American money is 30.12%. It arises when

the decomposition is based on Structural Model 1, with D :f: I.

To sum up, we have been able to show clearly that different sets of identifying

restrictions have different implications for the analysis of variance decompositions

of Canadian variables. In general, the variances of Canadian variables are nol dOIll

inated by a specific structural innovation. Rather, they are explained significantly

by a mix of structural innovations. In Johnso11 and Schembri, the variances uf

Canadian variables are explained significanLly by a number of shot:kli. IInwevt~r,

they are largely dominated by a specific innovation. This could be the result of

ignoring some important monetary variables whose contribution was picked np by

other model innovations.
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6.4 Concluding Remarks

148

The computation of variance decompositions and impulse respouse functions fur

Canadian variables has provided us with a basis for evaluating the implications

of the various recursive and non-recursive structures that have been imposed al

ternatively in modelling the Canadian economy. We have heen able to explore

systematically the importance and sensitivity of structural innovations in terms

of their effects on Canadian variables. We have found that the contribution and

strength of a shock are generally sensitive to the assumed underlying economic

structure. Across recursive structures, the effects of structural innovations turn out

to be similar. However, across non-recursive structures, that is not the case. Tbis is

in contrast to Johnson and Schembri (1990), wbo find the variance decompositions

of Canadian variables to be quite similar across both recursive and non-recursive

struetures.



Chapter 7

SUMMARY AND

CONCLUSIONS

Some of the recent research concerned with the macroeconomic effects of domes

tic and American shocks on Canadian variables has been based on the standard

vector autoregressive (VAR) mod~ling a~)proach pioneered by Sims (1980). The

critical feature of this approach is that it requires the decomposition of the esti

mated variance-covariance matrix of innovations. The purpose of such a decom

position is to transform the VAR innovations into orthogonal shocks. Rut such a

decomposition requires a set of hlentifying priors which constitute an underlying

economic structure. The identifying priors are imposed on the A and D matrices.

A allows one to put contemporaneous, short-run restrictions on interrelationships

among the endogenous macro-v:viables. D, however, is used to define the direct,

simultaneous impact of a particular structural innovation on a number of variables.

This is where the standard VAR methodology becomes somewhat arbitrary since it

149
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iIIlP"til~~ a n:cllrsivc structure (In the error variance-covariance matrix. Hence, A is

aSSlllllecl to be a triangular matrix. All but two VAR studies of Canadian-American

IlHu:rOCCOIlOlllic interactions are subject to that kind of arbitrariness.

In order to assess the empirical significance of the recursivity assumption, we

have defined a variety of reasonable contemporaneous structures of Canadian-American

macroeconomic relationships. Most of the structures are non-recursive ami are im

plied primarily by economic theory. The basic purpose of our research has not been

to esta.blish the validity of any particular set of structural priors but to explore the

sensitivity of conclusions to alternative identifications of the A and D matrices.

All oC the structures implied by A and D are exactly identified and recoverable

from the estimated variance-covariance matrix of the VAR residuals. Identification

of the alternative structures has been possible due to the use of the structural VAR

approach of Dlanchard-Watson-Dernanke. Unlike standard VAR methodology, tlla.t

approach does not constrain the form of A to imply contemporaneous structural

recursivHy. It allows one flexihility in the choice of identifying priors. Economic

struetures are explicitly defined and identified from the error variance-covariance

matrix. Obviously this is something desirable since it allows researchers to explore

the characteristics of a believable model identified from an array of possible struc

tures represented by A and D. The structural VAR framework may therefore he

considered as a significant departure from the standard VAR methodology.

The representative structures that we !lave chosen to work with are represented

hy four classes of models t labelled Structural Models 1, 2, 3 and 4. The first three

classes are based on non-recursive relationships. The fourth is based on a stan

dard VAll. methodology in which the endogenous variables are subject to recursive
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relationships. The non· recursive models differ by \'irhw of dilrl!rl!llt treatnwllts of

the aggregate supply functions. One class of lll11dds (Struclural Mudd 1) aSSlIlIlt!s

contemporaneous price stickiness while another (Structural r...lodcl 2) is based Oil

output stickiness. Hence (over the relevant range) the one-period aggregate supply

curves are horizontal in the first case and vertical in the second. Tlll~ third class of

modds (Structural Model 3) does not impose any stickiness assumption, ,1110 hence

the resultant aggregate supply curves are of standard form. Within each of the

three classes of models there are two alternative specifications. The specifications

are different mainly due to different formulating of the D matrix. Ont~ atlsnmetl

that D is an identity matrix. The other allows some of the non-diagonal elements

of D to be non-zero. The structural errors can have direct, simultaneous effects on

a number of variables when D =F I.

7.1 Significance of Models

Once the estimation of the contemporaneous relationships among Canadian and

American variables has been carried out, it turns out that the structural models

employing the assumption of price stickiness (Modell) predict no significant con

nections between Canadian and American variables. On the other hand, structural

models that allow for output stickiness (Model 2) or the ones that impose neither

price nor output stickiness (Model 3) indicate the significance of American output

for Canadian demand.

Estimated models representing recursive structures (Model 4) imply that with

a few exceptions almost all American variables have significant influences on all
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Canadian variable~, irrespective of the two ~pecified order of the variables in the

reclI rsi v(~ struct lIrcs.

The rol{~ of American innovations in terms of their direct, simultaneous influ

ences on Canadian variables is also sensitive, at least in terms of their signs, to the

structural specifications used to identify the VAR model. For example, in Structural

Model J., two of the three American shocks are positively related to Canadian vari

ahles hut no one seems to have a significant effect on any of the Canadian variahles.

American supply innovations however appear to have a significant, positive impact

on Canadian output in Structural Model 2. Structural Model 3 also rules out any

significant connections among Canadian variables and American innovations but

contrary to Structural Modell indicates negative relationships among American

shocks and Canadian variables. Thus the role of the D matrix also differs from

structure to structure.

From the analysis of results based on the alternative models it can be concluded

that in general different classes of contemporaneous structures entail different iml)li

cations for the interpretation of macroeconomic relationships. For instance, Model

1 indicates "closeness" of Canadian economy on every front while Model 2 indi

cates "openness" on the Canadian aggregate demand side. All Structural Models

hut one predict the significance of American C'!conomic fluctuations for Canadian

variables but it is tbe class of recursive models that demonstrates the "most" con

nections through which American variables influence Canadian variables. Thus

recursive models indicate openness of the Canadian economy on several fronts. The

non-recursive models, however, show a relatively much lower degree of American

influence since there exist only a few channels through which the effects of American
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varial.:·.H1S can be transmilled. Bence, in the current p~riod the llq!;ree of dt~pen.

dence of the Canadian econumy predicted hy the non-recursive mnllcls is far luwt~r

than what is predictcd by the rccursivc Ol1l:S.

7.2 Analysis of Model dynamics

The implications of recursive and non-recursive structures have been further t~X

plored by the evaluation of impulse response functious and forecast variance d~

compositions for the Canadian variables. It turns out that there are substanticll

differences across structural specifications in terms of predictions about the effects

of structural shocks. These differences are especially clear when the variance de

compositions are analyzed.

The analysis of variance decompositions reveals that the importance of struc

tural innovations generally hinges on the ways in which structural identificiltion is

achieved. For example, consider the role of American money innovations in terms of

its contribution to Canadian variables under various schemes of model identification.

The variance decompositions of Canadian output indicate that Canadian output is

largely affected over time by American money variations if the decomposition is

hased on Structural Model 1, with D = I, or Structural Model 3, or the recursive

structures. If the decompositions of Canadian output are identified (lifferently, then

American money innovations have a negligible role to play. The variance decompo

sitions of Canadian prices indicate that Canadian prices are generally unresponsive

over time to innovations in American money. However, variance decompositiolls

based on Structural Model 1, with D = I, and Structural Model 3 tell a different
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sl.ory; I.hc~'y allrihlll.c~ a si~nilic.anl portion of Canadian price variations to Ameri

call 1lI01lC.\' illllo"aLicJUs. Variance decumpusitions of Canadian money suggest that

Canadian money is influenced largely by innovations in American money. The only

dec:ompositinn that does not produce such a result is the one hased on Structural

Mudd 2, with D = I. In spite of the fact that almost all underlying sets of struc

tural assumptions predict a significant rol~ for American money innovations in the

determination of Canadian monetary variations, the quantitative contributions of

American money innovations stm differ from model to model.

7.3 Comparision of Models

Some of the principal differences that emerge from employing various structures

are as Collows. First, in the non-recursively identified variance decompositions,

the degree oC dependence of Canadian output on American disturbances is lower

lhan what is predicted on the basis oC the recursive structures. Second, some of

the variance decompositions based on theoretical priors indicate a major role fOf

exchange rate disturbances, while the decompositions based on recursive structures

rule out such a possibility. Third, Canadian price sbocks do not affect Canadian

money and Canadian money shocks do not affect Canadian prices significantly,

when variance decompositions based on recufsive structures are considered, but this

result is reversed when one looks at the decompoliitions implied by the non-recur&ive

structures. Fourth, according to the variance decompositions based on recursive

structures t a large portion of the forecast variance of Canadian variables is explained

by their own disturbances in the first couple of quarters, although that does not
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necessarily mean that the contrihutions of otht:r sho(:ks ilrt~ IlnilllpurtiulL. nil lht:

other hand, this dues not huld fur tht: mostly thcl1ry-hascd variClm:e dC(:\lIlIPOsiliolls.

In gt:nt:ral, the prupurtiull uf furecast variance uf Canadian variahles accoullled fur

by American shocks (or Canadian shocks) is approximatdy the same across Ill\lst

of the structural models under consideration, although the individual contrihutions

of shocks differ from one specification to another.

Inspection of the various impulse responses based 011 alternative litructureli rt:

veals that the effects of structural disturbances on Canadian money do not last

as long as they do in the case of the other Canadian variables. The behaviour of

Canadian output is more cyclical than other Canadian variables. The CalHuliall

output cycles are even bigger when identified with Structural Models 1 and 2. The

responses of Canadian variables to American demand and supply shocks are mixt:d

under alternative structures. However, in the event of an American money shock,

the responses of Canadian variables are quite similar, at least with regard ttl their

general patterns.

The response pattern of Canadian variahles to domestic demand and supply

shocks under alternative sets of identifying restrictions are quite similar. Hnwt:ver,

in some cases the magnitudes of the responses differ significantly. The responses tlf

Canadian variables to a domestic money shock are quite diverse.

It is obvious from the above discussion that recursive and non-recursive struc

tural restrictions can lead to quite different conclusions. Even different treatments

of American structural innovations, within the particular classes of non-recursive

models considered, indicate varied behavionr of Canadian variables. lienee, one

should be careful in the choice of structural assumptions for a VA R analysis. The
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approprjaLcllc~s of rc~tricling altention to VAR models with recursive structures

must he n~colIsjcl(:rt:(1.

.Johnsoll and Sr.hemhri (1990) have stressed the importance of a structural VA R

framework but the scope of their analysis was somewhat narrower than the present

one. First, they ignored monetary variables (interest rate, money supply), which

one might think would he important for Canadian-American interactions. Second,

their sensitivity analysis was limited to the use of two polar sets of identifying

restrictions, i.e., restrictions implying a recursive and a non-recursive structure.

We have tried to go beyond what Johnson and Schembri were able to do and

have extended the scope of the sensitivity analysis. We have used a VAR model

coupled with a wide range of theoretically meaningful identifying restrictions. We

have explored the identification of tbe VAR system systematically and given special

treatment to American disturbances by permitting their direct, simultaneous effects

on Canadian variables in non-recursive models. The recursive and non-recursive

structures implied by the sets of identifying restrictions are diverse and we think,

illtere~ting. In spite of the fact that we have tried a broad range of non-recursive

structures, most of the theoretical priors in each model are satisfied, at least in

terms of their signs. In some sense, this substantiates the fact that we have specified

meaningful combinations of identifying restrictions.

The inclusion of monetary variables ill our analysis leads to some significant

difference of conclusions Crom those of Johnson and Schembri. For example, when

Johnson and Schembri use a non-recursive structure with the assumption of price

rigidity they obtain strong significance of American output for Canadian demand,

whereas we reach such a conclusion when we do not assume price rigidity (i.e.,
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when we do Ih)t consider Structural f\lodcl 1). Furtlltlrmor~~, their mudd intliriLt(~s

significance uf direct, simultaneuus effects of structural innuvatiolls, \\'Iwn~as ollr

comparable model docs not indicate such significance. Similarly, thdr analysis of

variance decompositions suggests that Canadian ou1put fluctuations are clulllinatetl

by American output innovations and that Canadian price is largely alrt!ch~d hy

American output, especially in the long run. Huwever, our tuml)'sis (If tla(~ vari

ance decompositions based on a comparable structural specification suggests tlmt

the fluctuations of Canadian output are dominated by its own variations and that

Canadian prices respond strongly to Canadian money (in the short rUIl) lmel Cana

dian output (in the long run). Thus the importance of monetary variahles, which

were omitted in the Johnson-Schembri study, seems clear. One may attrihute tilt!

difference of conclusions to the difference in the estimation periods of the two stud

ies (The estimation period of their study is 1970 to 1985 whereas the estiumliun

period of our study is 1970 to 1987.) But we think the difference has arisen mainly

due to the inclusion of monetary variables and the resultant change in the sd of

identifying restrictions.

7.4 Implications or the Findings

The present analysis has checked the sensitivity of structural VARs at two I~vels.

First, it has explored the sensitivity of structural estimates across a number of

representative contemporaneous structures. Second, it has investigated how the

quantitative contribution of impulse response functions (IRFs) and forecast error

variance decompositions (FEVDs) implied by those estimates differs.
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The analysis of structural estimates indicates that many results from VAR moel

ds an: IIllt TulHlst; the structural interpretations of VAIls seem sensitive to the

identifying restrictions. Often, it is difficult to come up with strong conclusions

regarding structural interrelationships among model variables. It is true that alter

native sels of identifying restrictions change the implied parameter estimates, hut

given the low t-values they do not seem to support firm conclusions about economic

relations. The dynamic behaviour of structural VARs as suggested by the IRFs and

FEVDs is suhject to similar limitations. Obviously, these results raise a question

about whether the structural VAR methodology is a useful tool for economic anal

ysis. They may also lead one to think whether small-scale theoretical VAR models

provide an adequate base for empirical work addressing macroeconomic issues of

prime importance.

If one is convinced that we have provided a good deal of sensitivity testing and

that the conclusions drawn from that testing should he taken seriously, then obvi

ously there is little payoff to exploring structural VARs any further, especially ones

based on short-run restrictions. However, if one is of the view that the structural

VA R methodology is relatively new and mostly untested and that it should be ex

plored further then one must be cautious in the choice of steps deemed appropriate

for the model analysis.

In any event, tbe user of structural VARs should check his or her results for

robustness witb respect to plausible changes in model specification. The changes

proposed to test the robustness of a result should be screened 011 theoretical grounds

to make !iure tbat they are neitber iI111)lau6ible nor inherently biased against the

result. The proposed changes may include the following. First, the researcher
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shuuld bt: vcry cardul ill th~ chuicc uf mudd val'iablt:s iUld sets uf l"l~sLridiuns lISt:t1

for identification purposes. TI1t~ identifying priors may also Lake tlw form of long

run restrictions (see, for example, Shapiro and Watson (1988), Blanchard and quah

(1989) and Dea and Ng (1990)) or a comhination of short- and long-run re.slridiom;

(see, for example, Gali (1988) and Jun (1988)). Second, the researcher may I\(~t~tl

to explore a variety of assumptions about the nature of lime trendli and the wrn~d

treatment of issues raised by borderline stationarity l.~lat are of majur irnportalH:t:

in both VAR and conventional structural estimation. Third, the researcher may

constrain the estimation of VARs by the imposition of cointegration restrictions,

homogeneity restrictions and Bayesian smoothness priors. The potential gain from

imposing these restrictions, assuming that they are appropriate, would ht~ that. t.hey

might improve the structural identification and hence the significance of st.ructurnl

estimates. It may then be easier to check for the robustness of the results. Future

research along these lines is clearly of interest.



Appendix A

THREE-VARIABLE VAR

EXAMPLE

In order to illustrate the estimation of impulse response functions (IRFs) and the

forecast error variance decomposition (FEVDs), we work with a thl'ee-variable vec

tor autoregressive model of order one. The three variables are Canadian output

(O)t prices (P) and money supply (M), all in logarithmic form. The time series

for these variables cover the period I970:II-1987:IV. Ignoring ~onstant terms and

exogenous variables for simplicity, the structural model underlying the VAR model

is as follows:

(A.I)

where Xl = (0, p. AI,)' is a vector of the three macro-variables observed at time e

and Vt = (VdC V., Vm.)' is a vector of the three corresponding structural innovations,

with E(VtVD = ~. A, B1 and D are 3 x 3 matrices of coefficients. The first equation

in A.I is assumed to define an aggregate demand Cunction, the second an aggregate
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supply function, and the third a lllOIWY rult!. The rt!duct!d-form VAH dt~rin!d fwm

A.I is

(.-\.2)

where vector Wt = (wotwptwmd' represents the VAR innova.tions with l~( Wjltl;) -- \11.

Wt is related to the vector of structural innovations, lIe, hy the following relation:

Wt = ..t-1DVt (:\.:1 )

The coefficients of the VAR model are related to the structural coefficient!> hy

F1 = .4-1 B1

The VAR model can be written more fully as

Ot /11 /12 /13 Ot-1 Waf

Pt - J.n /22 123 P'-l + Wpt

NIt fal f3'3 /33 ,Mt - 1 Wmf

The applicaLion of OLS to A.5 generates the estimated VAR model

(.'\.'1)

(A.5)

Ot 0.699 -0.381 0.061 Ot-l Waf

P, - 0.044 1.062 0.040 Pt-l I· Ulpt (A.6)

1\1, -0.163 -0.257 0.990 1\1,_1 1L'fnt

A.6 can be used to estimate the corresponding variance-covariance matrix '1'

0.0004680 -0.0000450 -0.0000046

q, = -0.0000450 0.0000260 0.0000122

-0.0000046 0.0000122 0.0003108

(A.7)
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A.I Constructing Impulse Response Functions

With the use of information contained in A.6 and A.7, we are able to show how

the IRFs and FEVDs can be obtained, and to wha~ extent they may differ across

alternative sets of just-identifying restrictions. We begin with the procedure for

obtaining the IRFs, which represents the responses of the X-vector to shocks in

particular variables. The response of a given variable cannot be determined unless

the entire system is taken into account. It is assumed that Ot = Pt = Me = 0 Cor

t < ] and that a shock to the money supply occurs at t - 1. The shock is equal

to the estimated standard error of Wmh Le., Wml = ~m. Also, Wol = Wp l = o.
These assumptions enable one to trace out the reaction path of 0, P and AI over

the chosen forecast period, i.e., for t = 1,2, ... ,T, on the assumption that there

are no further shocks (WI = W2 = ... = 0). For t = 1, the estimated VAR modd

A.6 takes the form

o (A.S)

or more compactly Xl = WI' Using the model A.2 , with a forecast horizon of T

periods, we obtain

Xs (A.9)
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Thus the lRFs associateu with k periods after the shuck are rcpftlsentcd hy Fa". As

discussed in Chapter 2, the vector of VA II innovations, W" must be nrthog()nnli~l:d

before meaningfullRFs can be derived. The orthogonalization is p(~rforme(l hy using

the transformation defined by equation A.3. The IRFs based on thattransfornmtion

are

Xl = A-I D VI

X2 = FI .4-1 D VI

X3 - F;J A-I D Vl (A.10)

where VI = (Vdl V.I Vml)' = (0 0 ~m)'.

We consider now the issue of identifying and then deriving estimates of the struc

tural parameters contained in matrices A, D and. from the estimated variance

covariance matrix of VAR innovations, (t. In a three-variable VAR system a. ma.xi

mum of six parameters, including three structural variances, can be obtained from

the six distinct equations provided by the following relation, which stems (rom A.a:

'1' - A-I D 4» D'(A- 1)'

- A-ID q,,p D'(A-1 )' (A.lI)

- nn'

where

~ = q,q, (A.12)
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(A.13)

IP is a. diagona.l matrix with n standard errors on the diagonal. We consider two

distinct sets of just-identifying restrictions on A and D. The first set assumes

D = I and places coefficients restricti(lns only on A. However, in the second set,

coefficient restrictions are placed on both the A and D matrices. Regarding the first

set of restrictions, it is assumed that aggregate demand is a fundion of real money

balances and its corresponding structural innovations. Price change is allowed to

depend on output and aggregate supply innovations. Variations in money stock

are attributed to variations in price and money innovations. The second structural

model results from the use of a second set of restrictions and differs from the first in

its representation of demand ar d price behaviour. In the second model, aggregate

demand is allowed to respond also to aggregate supply innovations. However, price

movements are modeled as aggregate supply movements only.

The estimated contemporaneous structural relations that emerge from the im

position of the first set of coefficient restrictions on A.ll are

o = 0.06 (M - P) +Vd

(0.40)

P - 0.09 O+v. (A.14)

(3.66)

M - 0.54 P+vm

(1.21)
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<Pd = 0.0:U5 <p$ = 0.0046 <Pm = 0.0175

!tiS

Enclosed in parentheses are the t-values. They are obtained from the \ISt~ of tlH~

information matrix for the likelihood problem associated with equation A.3, where

the v's are assumed to be independent normals. Estimated standard errors uf the

structural innovations are given by ~'s. Impulse responses based on the estimates

of FI1 A and ~ contained in A.6 and A.14 over two periods, for example, are given

by

0.0011

- -0.0001

0.0174

0.0019

- 0.0006

0.0171

(A.15)

If, on the other hand, identification of the model is such that the structural relalions

are

0 - 0.05 (Atl - P) - 1.70 v, + Vd

(0.40) (3.64)

P - v, (A.l6)

M - 0,47 P+vm

(1.15)

~tJ = 0.0197 ~. = 0.0051 ~m = 0.0175

then, with the new estimates of A, D and ~, the impulse responses over two quarters
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art: gi \'en hy

O. 0.0009 O2 0.0017

PI 0.0000 P2 - 0.0007 (A.17)

/11. 0.0175 .U2 0.0171

It may be noted that the values of the responses change significantly as the set of

identifying restrictions is modified.

A.2 Forecast Variance Decompositions

Another way to interpret an estimated VAR system is to analyze its T-period-ahead

forecast variance decompol'titions. Before such decompositions can be developed we

need to determine the forecast variance~covat'iance matrix for X" 'rhe forecast

variance-covariance matrix can be computed by considering either the VAR process

itself or its moving-average rep:i'esentation. Here we begin by generating the forecast

variance-covariance matrix by using the VAR process. In order to compute forecast

varilmces we need first to calculate the forecast errors. These are obtained by

subtracting the respective forecast values of Xc from X, for t = 1, 2, ... , T. The

forecast values of X, are obtained by taking the expectation operator through the

VAR model A.2 for each of t = 1, 2, ... , T , conditional on standard assumptions

about the VAR innovations, WIt and a given set of information up to the period in

.which the forecast is made.! For example, the values of X at t + 1 and t + 2 are

1We aaaume that We is a vector white noise proceu and that in forecaat period t all current and
pnst values of X ar~ known.
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-- P~Xt + FlUItt I + Wt t :!

while the forecast values of X at t -I- 1 and tl 2 art~

Thus the forecast errors of X at t +1 and t + 2 are

Iii.

(A.ln)

(A.W)

(A.20)

Given the forecast errors, the variance-covariance matrices for X aL t +1 and l -I- 2

are

(A.21)

It can be shown thaL the T-period-abead forecast variance-covariance matrix of X

is

or

T
W(T) = :E(Ft}t-1'1'«F1 )t-1)'

1=1
(A.22)

(A.23)
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Next, we II~(~ A.1 J to rcplac(~ IlJ in :\.23, ohtaining

lJ!(T) = nO' -I- FI TIn/( Fd' + ' .. + F;-l Iln/(F[-lY

= nIl' + 0(0)' + 0 2(02
)' +... + 0 T

-
1(0T

-
1Y

168

(A.24)

\II here 0' = F: II for 1 = 1,2,3, ... , T - 1. The sum of the nth diagonal elements of

nn',"', eT- 1(S7'-1)' is the T-pcriod-ahead forecast variance of the nth element of

l". The contribution of a shock in the jth variable to the forecast variance of the

nth variable is given by

II~; + 0~;,l + 0~;.2 + ... + e~;.T-l (A.25)

where ITnj is the njth element of II and en;,! is the njth element of e for I =
1,2, ... ,T - 1.

T-period~ahead forecast variance decompositions based on the two sets of iden~

tifying restrictions considered above can be derived as follows. First, one is required

to finel an estimate of II by using the definition A.13. Second, II is used, along with

estimated F, in accordance with A.24, to compute the forecast variance decom~

position, as indicated by A.25. Tile one-period-ahead forecast variance-covariance

matrix is simply

""(I) = nn'

while the two-period-ahead forecast variance-covariance matrix is

lV(2) = nn' +ee'

(A.26)

(A.27)

The estimated elements of II based on the structural model represented by A.14
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and .-\.16 arc.~ gi\'cn by 11,,,1 and '-1 ...:?, rcspccli\'dy.

Iii!)

U.U2IliU5 -0.OUOI38 0.001128

nml :-.: -0.002050 0.00<1670 -0.000107 (.-\.~H)

-0.001108 0.002525 0.01741·1

and

0.019727 -0.008832 0.000943

lltn2 = 0.000000 0.005101 0.000000 (A.2H)

0.000000 0.002392 0.017468

In general, T-periocl-aheacl forecast variance decompositiuns for all macro variables

Can be computed based on equations of the form of A.25-A.29. l"or example, the

estimated one-period and two-period-ahead forecast variance decompositions of the

Canadian output are as follows:

One-Perion-Ahead Variance Decomposition of Output

Contribution of Vd

Contribution of v.

Contribution of V m

Based on ftm1

99.72 %

0.00 %

0.27 %

Hased on llm2

83.14 %

0.19 %
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'J\vo-Period-Aheacl Varianct: Decomposition of Output

Based on lim I Based on tIm:!
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Contribution of lJd

Contribution of v.

Contribution of 11".

98.92 %

0.41 %

0.67 %

79.94 %

19.53 %

0.53 %



Appendix B

DATA

AO: American Index of Industrial Production, seasonally unadjusted.

Source: Survey of Current Business.

AP: American Consumer Price Index, aU items lestl shelter,

seasonally unadjusted.

Source: Survey of Current Business.

AA/: American Ml, seasonally unadjusted.

Source: Survey of Current Business.
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J~' U: Exchang~ ]tatc, price of an American dollar in terms of

Canadian dollar, ticasoJlally unadjusted.

Suurl.:c: Cansim Variable D3400.

co: Canadian Index of Industrial Production, seasonally unadjusted.

Source: Cansim Variahle 133035.

C P: Canadian Consumer Price Index, seasonally unadjusted.

Source: Cansim Variable D484000.

C111: Canadian MI, seasonally unadjusted.

Source: Cansim Variable B2033.

GOP: World Oil Prices

Source: The Oil and Gas Jonrnal.
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------------ -----_..__. - ._....__ .. --~--- ----_. --- - --- - .

Year .-to _·lP .-Ut CO CP CM EU ('c )/'
••• n •• __ ~ ___ • - -...

1970 II 79.73 113.97 208.40 70.89 41.03 8860.33 1.06 1.95

III 78.37 115.03 210.97 66.88 41.27 9219.00 1.02 1.95

IV 76.87 116.37 217.77 70.44 41.17 9414.00 1.02 1.95

1971 I 78.07 117.47 219.27 70.98 41.37 9404.33 1.01 2.18

II 80.00 119.20 223.33 74.55 41.97 9942.66 1.01 2.39

III 79.23 120.13 227.03 72.00 42.57 10533.66 1.02 2.39

IV 81.10 120.53 232.40 17.51 42.87 11006.33 LOO 2.39

1972 I 83.83 121.40 234.37 76.81 43.40 10890.00 1.00 2.59

II 87.40 122.40 237.67 81.43 43.77 11284.66 0.99 2.59

111 87.40 123.37 242.53 77.01 44.67 11992.33 0.98 2.59

IV 90.53 124.53 252.13 85.65 45.07 12594.33 0.99 2.59

1973 I 92.03 126.50 254.07 88.12 45.93 12545.66 1.00 2.59

II 94.93 129.73 256.63 91.71 46.97 13G.. :;.33 LOO 2.79

III 95.37 132.70 251t77 85.97 48.30 13807.33 1.00 3.03

IV 95.23 135.53 266.80 93.21 49.17 14104.66 1.00 3.51

1974 I 92.47 139.70 267.47 93.90 50.40 13968.33 0.98 9.22

II 95.10 143.90 269.80 94.83 52.03 14765.33 0.97 9.63

III 94.27 148.23 272.37 86.70 53.60 14848.33 0.98 9.82

IV 90.17 152.40 279.60 90.55 55.07 14937.00 0.99 10.38

17:1
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1976

II

111

IV

11

III

IV

H:!.57 IM.9lJ 277.17

~:I.77 157.2:1 2HUllI

H5.n 16l1.9U 287.:17

87.13 163.37 293.67

89.50 164.87 292.40

92.83 167.10 298.13

93.43 169.70 301.93

94.63 171.60 311.77

B5.73 56.27 15347.33 1.00 10.46

86.11 57.5U 16043.UU 1.U2 111.46

tlO.23 59.43 17111.66 1.03 WA6

87.02 60.67 18140.00 1.02 11.51

89.48 61.47 17339.33 1.00 11.51

93,47 62.43 17590.33 U.98 11.51

86.33 63.30 18400.66 0.98 11.51

92.59 64.23 18615.00 0.99 11.51

1977 96.33 174.70 312.97

II 100.57 178.50 320.00

III 101.40 180.73 326.10

IV 101.63 182.40 337.20

94.92 65.63 18419.66 1.03 12.09

95.77 67.20 19066.00 1.05 12.09

88.31 68.63 20054.00 1.07 12.70

95.05 70.10 20560.33 1.10 12.70

1978 I 101.07 185.03 336.73 96.44 71.40 20282.00 1.11 12.70

II 107.03 189.93 346.43 98.39 73.17 20779.66 1.13 12.70

III 108.27 193.57 354.23 91.42 75.00 22113.33 1.14 12.70

IV 109.63 196.77 364.93 11l0.78 76.17 22774.33 1.18 12.70

197!! . 109.83 201.60 361.67 103.61 77.90 21722.33 1.19 13.34

II 111.37 208.37 373.33 103.38 79.97 22471.33 1.16 14.54

III 110.90 214.33 38363 96.97 81.53 23886.66 1.17 18.00

tV 110.70 218.87 391.93 101.75 83.40 23814.66 1.17 22.00
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l!i80 IIU.·13 226.5:1 3tHI.n 1lI2.·1O 85.27 2:13·11.:1:1 l. Ili :.!ti.lJII

11 III7.13 233.33 :HW.37 97.56 87.60 2325·1.1111 1.17 :.!ti .1111

111 107.13 238.63 4U·1.9U 91.54 9U.1U 24969.UU l.l6 29.llU

IV 109.70 243.63 420.33 1lI0AO 92.67 26069.00 l.lS 31.33

1981 110.33 250.70 415.87 103.07 95.67 247311.66 1.19 32.11'1

II 111.60 256.30 428.47 103.40 98.67 2518B.33 1.20 32.11U

III 113.50 261.60 431.33 95.51 101.57 25848.66 1.21 32.00

IV 108.60 265.30 441.83 98.02 104.07 25113.66 1.19 34.110

W82 I 105.23 268.07 443.57 96.£15 106.70 24598.00 1.21 34.00

II 103.80 271.03 450.47 90.76 109.97 25001.66 1.24 33.29

III 103.10 275.97 456.30 84.'14 112.33 25285.33 1.25 33.32

IV 100.27 218.07 480.23 88.62 114.13 25929.00 1.23 33.29

1983 I 102.40 278.57 485.50 93.49 114.83 26283.33 1.23 31.57

II 106.90 282.20 504.10 94.70 116.43 27155.33 1.23 28.54

III 113.07 285.57 514.90 93.17 118.30 28772.00 1.23 28.56

IV 114.41 287.80 529.27 102.60 119.33 28828.00 1.24 28.58

1984 I 118.07 291.03 529.27 108.40 120.17 28171.00 1.26 28.50

II 121.30 294.03 542.47 110.88 121.80 28717.00 1.20 28.60

III 124.20 296.80 546.63 105.81; 122.93 28816.33 1.31 28.53

IV 122.07 298.63 558.00 113.30 123.17 29116.33 1.32 28.23

17~
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1!IH5 1:!1.9:1 :IOU.l:1 563.6U 117.28 125.23 28483.33 1.35 28.00

II 12:1.7lJ :1O:1.5U 583.47 115.5U 126.63 29113.UO 1.37 28.00

III 125.63 3U4.flU 603.53 IJ0.23 127.80 30508.33 1.36 28.00

IV 124.03 307.13 625.17 118.30 128.93 31538.66 1.38 28.00

1986 123.63 307.13 628.53 120.29 130.53 30109.00 1.40 28.UO

11 124.63 304.93 658.73 118.86 131.57 30110.00 1.38 15.60

III 126.67 306.80 685.60 110.55 133.17 31903.66 1.39 12.37

IV 125.27 308.03 726.27 117.54 134.53 33369.00 1.38 13.76

1987 125.50 311.57 726.03 122.44 135.80 33027.66 1.34 17.67

II 128.40 315.77 745.60 121.93 137.67 35364.00 1.33 17.52

1Il 132.71 319.10 745.61 116.92 139.27 36349.66 1.32 17.52

IV 132.60 321.53 758.53 127.18 140.23 36764.00 1.31 17.52
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